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Abstract

This dissertation reports on interdisciplinary research concerning interaction in the 

fields of computing, Artificial Intelligence (AI), and computer music. It claims that 

computer programs prescribed in advance of the computing often cannot reasonably 

facilitate interactive music and AI, whereas interactive computing is more suitable. 

Interactive computing is an alternative approach, emplacing emphasis on real-time 

emergent interaction with the environment.

A new agent model developed during this research extends the current conception of 

interactive computing but is ill-suited to simulation on a modern computer. In this 

respect the model is theoretical, employing an interactive transducing strategy which 

points toward prospective generative self-modifiable future computers. The model 

facilitates general environmental problem solving and potential solutions to the 

Symbol Grounding Problem and Frame Problem, and enables the extrapolation of a 

meta-problem, original to this dissertation, termed the interaction problem. These 

features support an extension of computationalism (the thesis that cognition is 

computable) with a proposal that cognition is interactively computable (interactive 

computationalism), offering a potential solution to the interaction problem.

In consideration of the relevance of interactive computing in computer music, the new 

agent model is applied to the topic of virtual societies of interactive music agents, 

which includes a comparison with an existing computer music model. This aids an 

analysis and a presentation of exploratory ideas in interactive music, which is 

portrayed as comprising of real-time, parallel, unpredictable, and modifiable 

processes, and not a prescribed or static act. These ideas aim to assist the ongoing 

musical progression and growing sophistication of interactive music systems, which in 

the future might be restricted to prescriptive computing strategies.

The relationship between the prescription and emergence of processes is a key issue 

for discussion in the respective topics that this dissertation reports on, and provides a 

point of debate around computer music composition and the predictability of agent 

computing in interaction with the environment. The subject of predictability results in



a number of core ideas in this dissertation, enabling a new approach to the Frame 

Problem and Symbol Grounding Problem in AI and exploratory discussions of 

interactive computer music.

Broadly, the examination provides an interactive framework incorporating interaction 

as computation in computer science, interaction as a thesis in AI, and interaction as a 

computational compositional conception in computer music. The dissertation closes in 

consideration of the challenges in a future implementation of the new agent model.
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AI planning theory has had a number of practical applications, 

and is one of the success stories of AI. However, practical 

applications of AI planning theory have been largely confined to 

well behaved domains in which goals are fixed and all the 

relevant information can be precompiled and supplied to the 

planner.

(Pollock 1998, p. 279)

The best-laid schemes o' mice an' men 

Gang aft agley,

An' lea'e us nought but grief an' pain, 

For promis 'djoy!

(Bums 1785)
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

Chapter 1

Introduction

Computers have become an embedded dependency in society, widely utilised in 

myriad scientific and artistic contexts. Computers are employed in the production of 

music and demonstrate processes analogous to music composition. Computers can 

control the environment through peripheral physical devices, and are even used in the 

design and construction of other computers. If computers have not already been 

applied in some particular area, potentially they probably could be.

Humans have long endeavoured to develop tools as aids to control the environment, 

from those fundamental, such as flint and wheels, to more sophisticated instruments, 

for example, screwdrivers and telescopes. Computers are also tools that are produced 

and utilised by humans, but in contrast to other tools, computers facilitate abstraction. 

That is, the computer tool, while existing in the environment as other tools do, 

embodies representations of the environment in order to control and modify 

environmental entities.

The computer is also particular because it resembles the central faculty of its creator, 

the human brain. A computer employs an input-process-output information chain, 

which might be similar to the functions of the brain, and the brain also deals with the 

environment as abstraction. Additionally, we may be granted the broader assumptions 

that the brain is associated with intelligence and the computer is an intelligent-like 

device. However, while the brain may exhibit intelligence, this does not necessitate 

that it is computational, although it might process information in the general sense.
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There is no widely accepted unifying theoretical framework for brains, but there are 

some interesting computational claims that are discussed during this dissertation.

Computers are highly technological and continually evolve, becoming more useful to 

society over time. In this sense computers are also similar to brains because a brain 

evolves from its beginnings in an unborn child to a developed adult brain. However, it 

is in this same sense that computers differ to brains. A brain deals with new kinds of 

information and emerging problems autonomously, but while a computer is 

considered to be a universal device that can be applied to new problems over time, this 

is by way of programming. In requiring modification from an external source, a 

computer contrasts with an autonomous evolving brain. A computer, when presented 

with new problems might be constrained by its prescribed programming.

Music, like brains (being constructed by brains), is also emergent and evolving. That 

is, composers become more apt in their arts over time, compositional ideas emerge 

through creative exploration of the novel, and society encompasses an evolving 

musical repertoire. In contrast, a particular computer music system is limited to its 

design specification, and in other musical instances and newly evolving musical ideas 

or needs, it might not be useful, and perhaps may be brittle or even redundant.

This dissertation examines these issues in terms of interaction, concerning information 

acquired through the environment during operation rather than through prescriptive 

programming. The relationship between prescription and emergence is a recurring 

theme throughout the dissertation. The interactive agent model that the dissertation 

reports on poses a non-prescriptive approach: transducing generative computing for 

unpredictable problems which emerge during computing in AI and computer music.

Since these real-world computing ideas are part of an emerging body of theoretical 

knowledge, the dissertation often examines these concepts in an exploratory manner, 

and the interdisciplinary nature of the study enables a speculatory stance on the issues 

of predictability in computing, AI, and computer music composition. It is also 

apparent from onset that both emergence and prescription are required in the 

interactive agent design and the respective topics. Indeed, extreme orders of
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prescription or emergence are undesirable for feasible agent behaviours. This point is 
routinely revisited in the proceeding chapters.

This chapter highlights necessary introductory issues in order to permit research 

questions. However, the course of the dissertation provides a detailed review of 

literature where it is relevant and often as a mode of comparative evaluation.

1.1 Computer Music: From Prescriptive Music to Emergent Music

This section sketches two approaches to computer music, presenting a dichotomy of 

prescriptive music and emergent music. It portrays prescriptive music as based on 

formal paradigmatic predefined computing employed to aid the composer or generate 

musical materials, whereas emergent music, also aiding and generative, materialises 

through real-time interaction occurring between the composer, environment, and 

computer during practice.

1.1.1 Computer Music

The term 'computer music' might be literally expanded to 'the music of computers'. 

The idea that music is of computers can be reduced to two possibilities: the computer 

is the origin of some music, or the computer is a projection of some music. Since 

music is inherent of humans and not computers, perhaps computers as originators can 

be eliminated rather trivially. Indeed, although a computer may produce instances of 

seemingly original or unexpected sound, a prerequisite of a computer is its 

programming. A programmed computer, then, is a projector and not a source, and so 

such origins are actually generated in the minds of composer-programmers. 

Programmed projection of music is also a characteristic of AI strategies for computer 

music (Collins 2006) since AI strategies are also developed by programmers. 

However, some approaches to AI present different perspectives around agent 

autonomy. This is a core issue of this dissertation concerning the Symbol Grounding 

Problem (Section 4.2).
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A computer being projective, however, does not mean that it cannot produce materials 

for compositional utilisation. Furthermore, the computer may aid the composer with 

formal tasks which help structure composition and ease laborious workloads. The 

computer production of materials is associated with generative computer music 

(Eacott (2000) provides a representative compositional account), whereas computer 

employment as aid might be associated with transformational methods and the 

'computer-assisted composition' and 'computer-aided composition' terms.

Interestingly, these terms are criticised because they signify that the composer needs 

help (Cope 2000, p. 2), not capturing the composer's control over the computer which 

may be primary. Computer music concerns utilising computers in order to make music 

- although with necessary emphasis on the computer or the computational strategies 

that such composition entails. Emphasis on computational compositional processes 

distinguishes computer music because most musics use computers in some form:

In the world of recorded music, which comprises most of what we listen to 

these days, the term "computer music" is redundant. The prevalence of the 

use of computers in today's music demands another distinction; at its outset 

computer music meant experimental music, carried out in laboratories and 

universities. This experimental work continues here and at many other 

institutions, but most of today's computer music is created in the field of 

entertainment, whether film music or the various technology-drenched genres 

of rap, techno, rock, and pop. (Lyon 2002, p.13)

The further distinction that "computer music is music that cannot be created without 

the use of computers [...]" (Supper 2001, p. 48) still does not entirely eliminate 

supposed non-experimental kinds of music that are practiced using computers. To the 

end of clarifying the issue, Chadabe goes as far as associating computer music with 

particular discourse:

Computer music (which I would define here as the type of music made with 

computers by the sort of composers who read Computer Music Journal) [...]. 

(Chadabe 2004, p. 9)

This is not to assume that computer music cannot be broadly relevant:
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I think it makes more sense to accept that computer music is not a single type 

of music, but a musical instrument technology that applies to many kinds of 

music. (Brown et al. 1996, p. 28)

1.1.2 Prescriptive Music

Computer music is historically associated with algorithmic composition, which 

involves the use of algorithms to develop musical materials. An algorithm is an 

abstraction of computation which underpins computer programs, projecting the 

materials, process, and outcome of computation explicitly (step-by-step). 

Consequently, the algorithm as an explicit specification might rationalise a 

prescriptive approach to computer music, where computer programs manifest as 

projections of compositional ideas. In extreme cases, algorithmic composition might 

lead to a precedent of the process, or efficiency of the algorithm, over the musical 

product as sound (Roads 1996, p. 908).

The abstract nature of algorithms means that the computation can be conducted 

independently of implementation, and without the means for automatic mechanism. 

The compositions of lannis Xenakis (Xenakis 2001), for example, involve 

computational strategies using pencil and paper calculations. However, algorithmic 

methodologies are nevertheless an intuitive motive for the compositional employment 

of automatic computers. The development of the digital computer in the '50s 

facilitated high-speed calculations necessary for sophisticated algorithmic 

computation, and permitted the pioneering automatic digital computing of a music 

algorithm (Hiller and Issacson 1958).

There is a variety of prescriptive methods and formal foundations in music. In 

particular, tonalism and serialism, formally underpinned, are possibly derivative of 

sophisticated algorithms (Alsop 1999, p.90). However, algorithms and algorithmic 

composition need not necessarily be prescriptive. Indeed, strategies for algorithmic 

compositions can range from deterministic to stochastic orientation and involve 

various paradigmatic techniques around idiosyncratic perspectives (Roads (1996) and
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Nierhaus (2008) provide general reviews). Additionally, while early algorithms for 
musical purposes may have been highly prescribed, contemporary algorithmic 
computing strategies can involve more interaction with the environment, and thus 
include information and processes acquired from the environment which emerge 
during computing. The issue of prescription and emergence as corresponding to 
computing is a core issue of this dissertation (as Section 3.3 directly examines).

In the context of classical music, the musical dice game, Musikalisches Wurfelspiel, 

attributed to Mozart (although not authenticated) (Cope 1996, p. 7), is an early 
example of algorithmic composition. Musikalisches Wurfelspiel enables the 
production of myriad musical pieces via the generation of structure of minuets from a 
set of predefined measures of music, where the order of the measures is determined by 
a set of dice throws. In relation, in folk/pop performance Bob Dylan describes 
algorithmic techniques which facilitate potentially countless reinterpretations of 
existing music:

My playing was going to be an impellent in equanimity to my voice and I 

would use different algorithms that the ear is not accustomed to. [...] I thought 

of it as a new form of music. Strict and orthodox. Not one thing 

improvisational about it. The opposite of improvisation. (Dylan 2003, p. 161- 

162)

Music in general, widely characterised as art, involves creative practice, and often 
cannot be described by way of formal computational projection. Computer music as 
an experimental genre intersects informal processes and formal practices, contending 
with both art and science. As computer music is challenged by the formality and 
technical aspects of computation, it must also deal with other phenomena around 
creative practice. This is customary in computer music, where music composers are 
also computer programmers, musical thinking is paired with scientific thinking, and 
the orderly and emotional necessarily intersect. This corresponds to a broad portrayal 

of music:

On the one side, music - and music, for the Greeks, was melodic - moved the 
passions (for good or ill), and was a fundamentally human activity, affecting 
our emotions by being stirring and martial, or beautiful and enticing. [...] On

-6-
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the other side, music, in the theories erected on the basis of the measurement of 
aspects of the sounds that comprised it, embodied the natural laws of number 
and could thus be viewed as reflecting abstract and immanent aspects of the 
universe such as the principles of natural order, or the workings of the divine. 
(Cross and Tolbert 2008, p. 27)

The dichotomy, omnipresent and underpinning, carries to computer music, and the 

term 'computer music' captures it in the tersest formation permitted. Thus, while 

composers must be programmers of function, computer music also concerns the 

development of computers that are more amenable to the arts, for example:

Musical interface construction proceeds as more art than science, and possibly 

this is the only way it can be done. (Cook 2001, p. 4)

1.1.3 Emergent Music

While computer music can concern explicit programming and prescriptive projections, 

compositional outcomes which primarily emerge from interaction between the 

composer and the computer can also be considered. In contrast to prescriptive music, 

the concept of emergent music can be portrayed as closely related to interactive music, 

a subfield of computer music. Interactive music is often rationalised through 

contextualisation with wider notions of interaction in life, for example:

Few of our daily activities do not involve some kind of interaction. 

(Jorda 2005, p. 57)

Such a perspective of interaction can be further broadened, as all activities (or entities) 

can be considered interactive, not limited to those that are specifically 

environmentally bound, but also incorporative of cognitive and computational entities:

[Interaction is] an exchange of energy between two differentiated existents, be 

they imagined or physically realised. (Hamman 1999, p. 91)

'Interaction' might be defined as the occurrence ('action') between ('inter') two or 

more entities, and so is a broad topic. 'Interactive music', denoting the composition,
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performance, and improvisation through interaction with computers, is closely 

associated with 'interactive composing'. Interactive composing actually already 

concerns other generative categories, having strong performance and improvisational 

components geared to live music situations (Garnett 2001, p.21). As 'interactive 

composing' denotes composing specifically, and not improvisation and performance, 

this dissertation avoids the term in most cases. Interestingly, Chadabe coins 

'interactive composing' as "the name I have given to a method for using performable, 

real-time computer music systems in composing and performing music" (Chadabe 

1984, p. 22).

However, the term 'interactive music' is not devoid of problems. Music is generally 

interactive without the use of computers, for example, the interactions between a 

performer and a piano or the interactions between members of an ensemble. 
Interactive music, conversely, is characterised around the computer as based on 

interactive music systems. Rowe (1993, p.l) defines interactive music systems as 

"[...] those whose behaviour changes in response to musical input". Rowe's 

definition, however, effectively incorporates all computer music devices and general 

non-computational electronic music devices, all of which can exhibit a change and 

response to a rather general 'musical input'. Defining interactive music is at the mercy 

of its relative infancy as a distinct but expansive interdisciplinary sub-area of 

computer music.

While prescriptive music might concern paradigmatic processes which succumb to 

underlying formal computational strategies defined in advance of operation, 

interactive music might be considered a high-level contextualisation and outcome of 

computing with emergent aspects of the environment. Indeed, computers can be 

characterised around interaction and interactive music practice in the environment, 

since computers simulate interaction, being able to mimic images, sounds, and actions 

of the real world (Winkler 2001, p. 3). Despite the possible implication that 

computational interaction, being simulative, is a virtual or artificial construct of real 

world interaction, the idea of a conjoined interaction and computation (or interactive 

computation) compels computing and interactive music with the environment and the
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potential dynamical emergent properties therein. In short, interaction and emergent 

activity are interrelated, then, since both concepts implicate the environment.

Computers are not a static ideal limited to one particular concept because computers 

are evolving technologically, improving in speed and memory capacity over time. 

Likewise, in the music domain composition concerns the creative generation, 

progression, and improvement of ideas. Computer music requires more computational 

power in order to get compositional tasks completed faster, enhanced software for 

dealing with more sophisticated representations and manipulations of music, and 

improved interfaces which connect or embed the composer with the computation and 

respective music.

Indeed, computer music is demanding of emerging computing technologies (along 

with other computing demands of society). It is interesting, however, that the demand 

is unidirectional, i.e. music demands of computers, but computers do not demand of 

music. Composition with computers represents a master-slave relationship, where 

computers are tools employed as surrogate devices by composers who manage and 

demand of their computational tools. This is natural since computers are compounds 

of plastics, metals, and silicon, while music is of human substance. However, 

interactive music, concerning the emergence of composition through reciprocal 

interaction with a machine, begins to question the master-slave relationship:

What role does the computer play? Is it an equal partner improvising with a 

"mind of its own"? Is it a slave, taking all its orders from the human performers 

by following or mimicking their every move? (Winkler 2001 p.21)

Computers are not treated as composers (at least in most cases), and computers are not 

considered intelligent as people are, despite possible similarities:

The brain operates in certain organized ways that may be described as 

programs, and the actions of these programs constitute the entity that we call 

the mind of a person. (Young 1981, p. 8)

-9-
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This is a strong claim, however, and similar claims in relation to Strong AI are 
discussed during the dissertation (particularly in terms of the Chinese Room 
Argument, Section 4.2). Nevertheless, interactive music often aims for human 
intellectual capacities in order to improve machine understanding of musical input. 
Demand for interactivity, emergence, and intelligence in interactive music is part of 
the same impetus, as improving the intellectual capacity of a music system makes for 
richer interaction. Interaction with some moronic computational device might be 
considered an occurrence of interaction, but the interaction is probably not 
compositionally worthwhile if new ideas do not emerge. The development of AI for 
music, then, is an ongoing endeavour, improving problems with current systems:

Machines can easily transcend the physical limits of the human body and 
enable intricate new sound processing and synthesis effects, which are 
themselves inspirations for new work; it is certainly desirable to take advantage 
of such powers. Yet, in terms of interaction, exactly these epic capabilities are 
too often insensitive to the practices of human musicians. (Collins 2006, p. 12)

The concept of interactive computation, as Wegner (1997) describes, may be 
prospective as an interactive approach to AI which might also suit interactive music, 
as it promotes the emergent outcomes of interaction with the environment. However, 
Wegner's view of interactive computation goes further than contextualising 
interaction with computation, posing that interaction existent in modern computing 
breaks the algorithmic mould of computation, supposedly permitting more 
expressivity than algorithms. This dissertation employs the interactive computing 
paradigm as an approach to dealing with the environment, but refutes Wegner's claim 
that interaction is more powerful than algorithms. These issues are primary evaluative 
criteria in this dissertation (Section 3.2).

In summary, this section outlines two differing approaches which comprise a 
dichotomy of computer music. Computer music may be prepared as an explicit 
paradigmatic operation (prescriptive music) or unfold as implicit interactive 
environmental practice (emergent music). This indicates a potential problem because 
emergent music may not be easily predicted and so could be unsuitable to prescriptive 
strategies. As mentioned, these issues are only sketched in order to permit research

-10-
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questions, and so the dissertation reviews the literature during the course, wherein 
materials are comparatively examined through the topics of computing, AI, and 
computer music.

1.2 Research Questions and Dissertation Structure

Problem solving in computer music and AI is generally undertaken through the 
software approach, i.e. the development of applications as solutions on a computer. 
This dissertation does not report on a software approach to solving a particular 
problem but proposes an interactive computing agent which might be applied to 
general problem solving in AI and computer music.

If interactive computing can be established as a valid paradigm then problems in the 
prescriptive computing of emergent interaction with current computers might be 
exposed, and the interactive strategies could lead to new computing hardware. This 
venture aims to assist the ongoing musical progression and growing sophistication of 
interactive music systems, which in the future might be restricted to the same 
prescriptive computing strategies. Correspondingly, this dissertation claims that 
prescriptive computing cannot reasonably facilitate interactive music and AI, whereas 
interactive computing is more suitable. The dissertation supports this by:

1. Providing an account of properties of interactive music for a comparison with 
interactive computation. (Chapter 2).

2. Portraying computing as emergent interactions. (Chapters 3 and 4).

3. Defining a novel interactive agent strategy. (Chapter 5).

4. Illustrating transduction and general problem solving and providing a 
comparison with other agent strategies. (Chapter 6).

5. Outlining interactive problems and proposing solutions in AI and computer 

music. (Chapters 4, 6, and 7).
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6. Examining the applicability of interactive computing to interactive music. 

(Chapter 7).

Interactive computation, in particular, requires an examination (Chapters 3 and 4) in 

order to determine its validity as a useful computing paradigm, and to critically 

analyse Wegner's claim that interaction is more expressive than algorithms. The 

analysis of interactive computing requires by and large exclusive focus on computer 

science and AI during a portion of this dissertation (Chapters 3 to 6), finally 

establishing the need for a new interactive agent model in Chapter 6 by way of a 

comparison with other AI agents (primarily Minsky's Society of Mind, Newell's 

General Problem Solver, and Hawkins' Hierarchical Temporal Memory). Indeed, this 

dissertation concerns computer science and AI as much as it does computer music.

The new interactive agent model, Interactive Causal Agent (ICA) (Chapter 5), is not 

well-suited to simulation on modem computers, and so extends the current conception 

of interactive computation which exclusively concerns modern computers. The 

drawback, then, is that ICA cannot currently be mechanised as real world computation 

(only approximated with a simulation). Thus, examples of how ICA could function are 

provided, and prospective technologies suitable for implementation are outlined in 

Section 8.2 for future work.

The examination of interactive computation through AI draws on the agent paradigm 

and computationalism (the thesis that cognition is computable (Fetzer 1998, p. 371)) 

(Chapter 4). However, computationalism can be reconsidered for interactive 

significance. Indeed, ICA, as an interactive computing strategy, supports a proposal 

that cognition is interactively computable (interactive computationalism). This 

component concerns some key topical problems in AI including the Symbol 

Grounding Problem and Frame Problem, which, along with potential general problems 

in the prescriptive computing of interaction, are generalised as the Interaction 

Problem, a concept original to this dissertation (defined in Section 4.4). Avoidance of 

the Interaction Problem with ICA through the faculties of ICA transduction (an 

unmediated parallel connection between the agent and environment) and ICA
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generality (the applicability to generic environmental problems) is described in 

Sections 6.1 and 6.2, respectively, and the comparison with other representative 
agents in AI is conducted on these terms (Section 6.3).

While a primary portion of this dissertation concerns the examination of interactive 

computation and AI, the enquiry is applicable to the dichotomy of prescriptive and 

emergent music already discussed and further detailed in Section 7.1 (this is 

necessarily left until Chapter 7 in order to incorporate criteria acquired in the analysis 

of interactive computation and AI). It might be advantageous to think of interaction as 

a common ground which treads between computation, AI, and computer music. 

Indeed, an implicit aim of this dissertation is in clarifying interaction and the role it 
partakes in the respective topics. Interaction is by and large portrayed as a qualitative 

notion in compositional accounts of interactive music, but this interestingly holds to 

interactive computation. This dissertation deals with various rationalisations of 

interaction, aiming to characterise interaction as an emergent environmental concept 
which can be computationally harnessed.

The review of interactive music (Chapter 2) is tackled from the ground up through an 

account of underlying properties of interactive music (which include real-time, 

parallelism, unpredictability, and modifiability) around a concept of interactive music 

objects. This perspective of examination is particular and appropriate to the 

computational approach to computer music herein. Interactive music objects, as 

properties of interactive music, represent needs of interactive music systems, and so 

ground enquiry of interactive computing in interactive music, as presented in Chapter 

7. Chapter 7 outlines ICA as an alternative framework for interactive music, primarily 

for application in the area of evolving virtual musical societies. This concerns a 

consideration of the Interaction Problem in computer music and the proposal of ICA 

as a potential solution. Furthermore, a comparison of ICA with an established 

computer music strategy (Miranda's Mimetic Model) permits an outline of music 

representation potentials and societal strategies with ICA (Section 7.2).

Figure 1.2 is a chapter plan showing the connections between the main concepts that 

this dissertation examines. Furthermore, while jargon and concepts that the
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dissertation accumulates are described where relevant, the reader may refer to the 

Glossary as necessary. In summary, this dissertation aims to:

1. Portray a disparity between prescriptive computing and a novel interactive 

agent strategy;

2. Support a proposal that interactive computing may be applied to problems in 

AI;

3. Describe how (1) and (2) are useful to interactive music.

Agent Oriented AI

Interactive computing
Frame 

Problem
Symbol Grounding 

Problem

CHAPTER 2
^——— 
Unpredictability

Interaction Problem
CHAPTER 5

ICA
Interactive Music Objects

Interactive 
ComputationalismICA Transduction ICA generality

Prescriptive Music and 
Emergent Music

Virtual Society of 
Musical ICAs

Figure 1.2 Dissertation chapter plan
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Chapter 2

Interactive Music Objects

This chapter embarks on the preliminaries of examining interactive computing in 

computer music by extrapolating interactive music objects around salient properties of 

interactive music, and discussing these issues as background. The abstraction of 

interactive music objects also characterises the technical needs of interactive music, 

and as a particular approach to a review of interactive music, provides criteria for 

analysis of the topic with interactive computing in Chapter 7, where the concept of 

emergent interaction frames the issues of this chapter.

The present approach to interactive music differs to Rowe's 'interactive music 

systems' (Rowe 1993) in particular. Rowe's approach is representative of a 

compositional viewpoint of interactive systems. Indeed, it is natural that computer 

music views computing systems in terms of compositional criteria. The personal focus 

here, however, is primarily motivated by technical needs of interactive music systems, 

although it is not devoid of compositional analysis. The concept of 'interactive music 

objects', then, concerns features of systems and processes which facilitate interactive 

music.

Discerning properties of interactive music is nontrivial. Interaction is not limited to 

interactive music, but accumulates connotations spanning many fields which view 

interaction differently. Furthermore, in computer music the topic of interaction is 

often qualitatively treated and obscured during compositional accounts. Interaction is 

seemingly enigmatic in practice and elusive in portrayal. However, this review-centric
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chapter aims to draw upon tangible or mechanical features toward accounting for 
computational aspects of interaction thereafter. Following an overview of the different 
types of objects, the chapter discusses the following topics as salient properties of 
interactive music objects: real-time, parallelism, unpredictability, and modifiability.

2.1 Interactive Music Objects

The concept of objects captures a plethora of entities from galaxies in space to 
molecules of tap water and to articles of sound or music. An object may be a physical 
or abstract entity, a distinct article with supposed boundaries. Objects can be matters 
of the outside world, employed in computers, or subjects of mind, as corresponding to 
the contemporary philosophical distinction of concrete and abstract objects (Asher 
1993, p. 1). Historically, Hume (1739) used objects as fundamental criteria in 
embarking on causality as perceived abstraction (which is relevant to the topic of 
agent computation with the environment, as discussed in Section 4.1). The concept of 
objects being portrayed here, however, is computationally not metaphysically 
oriented, in lieu of an interactive computation conception (Chapters 3 and 6).

A sound or music object is idiosyncratic. Scaletti (2002, p. 73) suggests that an object 
can be physically tangible, for example, a snippet of audio tape, but also considers 
conceptual grounding of atomic and compound sound objects that could be 
manipulated, for example, a noise generator source, an audio sample, or a component 
of another sound. Roads (2001) traces sound objects in electroacoustic music from 
classification in the '50s (Schaeffer 1952) to its centrality in theoretical frameworks 
(Bayle 1993), as Vaggione (2001) and Wishart (1996), in particular, hold to sound 
objects rather than traditional music notation.

In terms of interaction and causality, Antoni and Haus (1982) describe composition 
through a metaphor of musical objects which can be transformed through interactions, 
portraying music as "[...] the evolution of possibly distinct musical interacting 
objects" (Antoni and Haus 1982, p.282). Later developments offer a more
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sophisticated causal Petri net model of the idea (Camurri et al. 1986), and Barate 

(2009) presents a recent real-time version.

Objects in everyday life are omnipresent, and so are continually conceived and 

applied. As such, objects are treated passively and intuitively, and so can be easily 

overlooked. However, the concept of objects aids rationalisation of interactivity as a 

distinct concept. An occurrence of an interaction presents more than one object - this 

is a requirement of interaction, which emerges amid a plurality of entities. Billiard 

balls as objects are illustrative in exemplifying such interactive fundaments (as billiard 

balls also demonstrate concepts of causality (Shoham 1987)). One might envisage the 

chaotic interactive ramifications which emerge between billiard balls during a game, 

where outcomes are not easily predicted or formalised.

An object becomes a more sophisticated concept as incorporative of processes. In 

object oriented programming, for example, objects, extending computational functions 

of procedural programming, portray attributive units of computation as behavioural 

dataflow structures. (Interestingly, the general examination of object oriented 

programming and the analysis of the evolution of programming languages in Cardelli 

and Wegner (1985) represents the origins of an eventual theory of interactive 

computation (Wegner 1997), although without addressing the topic directly.) 

Furthermore, the distinction between memory and process is often applied in 

computing, in particular, in the standard von Neumann computer architecture 

abstraction. Objects can be considered as units of memory or computational processes. 

The relationship between memory (symbols) and computation (process) is considered 

in Sections 4.1.2 and Chapter 6 broadly around neurosymbolic integration as a 

methodology for interactive computation.

In short, then, 'memory', 'processes', and 'objects' can be rather interchangeable 

concepts. Indeed, interaction involves a plurality of variant object matter, and can 

encapsulate various compositional criteria. For example, the following account 

illustrates that the composer, machine, and resultant sounds are objects (or processes) 

among other objects:
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[I]n a system that permits real-time functioning, the composer/performer 

intervenes by referring to sounding results perceived in the environment [...]. 

Considered in terms of the system itself, the composer functions as one process 

among others. [...] We can then describe composition as the realisation of a 

network of interactive processes such that the musician is a link in the chain of 

processes. In such systems we must accept sound as a side effect of an 
activated network. (Englert 1981, p. 31)

That the term 'processes' rather than 'objects' is adopted illustrates how objects of 

interaction are terminologically interchangeable and subjective. Regardless of 

arbitrary terminology, objects can be posed as abstract criteria of interactive music 

where, as Englert signifies, even the composer can be objectified. Such a point of 

view somewhat displaces the centrality of musicians or composers (as the computer 

can also displace the composer broadly (Cornock and Edmonds 1973)), in contrast to 

traditional composition where the composer is usually central.

The computer can also be treated as an object and compartmentalised as sub-objects, 

for example, keyboard, visual display unit, and hard disk, including software objects, 

for example, audio editors, software synthesisers, and effect processors, etc. The 

interaction between a composer and machine, Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), is 

a primary research area of interaction concerning the study and development of 

interfacing. (See Sears and Jacko (2007) for a general HCI survey, Miranda and 

Wanderley (2006) for HCI music reviews, and Cook (2001) for overviews of music 

performance interfacing.)

In terms of the real world environment, music theories or compositional 

methodologies can be characterised by some respective music environment objects. 

The environment embodies transitive and communicative components of music, for 

example, notational scores and audio recordings. Physical music objects of the 

environment, including musical instruments, acoustical objects, and sound molecules 

or waves (e.g. 'microsound' objects (Roads 2001)) are likewise relevant abstractions. 

AI music agents are a sophisticated form of interactive music objects. An agent 

embodies various traits of objects that have been already been noted, for example, a 

musical agent could be considered a digital effects processor or an interactive
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intelligent computer music instrument. Agent orientated AI concerns issues of 
interaction, computation, and the environment, as Chapter 4 discusses in more detail.

In summary, the consideration of interactive music objects is a unique perspective that 
can be flavoured in myriad fashions, representing a spectrum from micro to macro 
scale, and physical to abstract entity, for example, from billiard balls to computers and 
compositional concepts. It follows that interaction is a concept which emerges from 
myriad objects over various object centric domains. The remainder of this chapter 
discusses the behaviours and characteristics of interactive music objects through the 
topics of real-time, parallelism, unpredictability, and modifiability.

2.2 Real-time and Parallelism

This section sketchs primary issues of real-time and parallelism as interrelated 
properties which aid a characterisation of interactive music objects. The discussion is 
not exhaustive as both topics span many computing fields.

2.2.1 Real-time

A note on the wider notion of time might be useful prior to a discussion of real-time, 
although time might be an exclusively abstract concept:

People like us, who believe in physics, know that the distinction between past, 
present, and future is only a stubbornly persistent illusion. (Albert Einstein, in a 
letter consoling a family following the death of his friend, as quoted in 

Kowalski (2003, p.24))

It is desirable, then, to be mindful of the problems philosophers have had in dealing 

with time:

What, then, is time? If no one asks me, I know what it is. If I wish to explain it 
to him who asks me, I do not know. (Saint Augustine, translated in Ryan 

(1960, p. 287))
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The philosophical issues of time can generally be avoided in the computing domain, 
where the intent is in interacting with the time frame of the environment, i.e. accessing 
a hardware clock (Burns and Wellings 2001, p.358). A real-time system, then, 
functions in synchronisation with the temporality of the environment:

A real-time computer system interacts with an environment which has time- 

varying properties and the system must exhibit predictable time-dependent 

behaviour. Most real-time systems have limited resources (e.g. memory, 

processors) whose allocation to competing demands must be scheduled in a 

way that will allow the system to satisfy its timing constraints. (Joseph 1996, p. 
118-119)

In computer music, real-time pertains to devices which compute within reasonable, 
expected, or accepted latency in interfacing with a musician, i.e. processing temporal 
information in synchronisation with respective environmental occurrences. Real-time 
interactive music systems receive, process, and respond to a musician without 
accumulating unreasonable latency, thus capturing the computational compositional 
ideal of direct feedback for appraisal during experimentation (Roads 1985, p. 43).

Real-time function is a defining property and part of the make-up of interactive music. 
Real-time should not be construed as a sub-property of interaction or a commodity 
that is utilised by interaction. Interactions do not so much occur in real-time but are 
necessarily real-time. As such, real-time assumes a crucial role in accounting for 
interactive music, as Chadabe describes in a patent for an interactive 

performance/composition system:

The term 'real-time' is used in the specification and claims to describe an 

electronic system that composes music by calculating musical data while it is 

generating sound. Real-time composition and performance takes place even 

where the music contains non-predeterminable aspects to which the human 

performer responds while interacting with the system. (Chadabe, 1985)

The generative component of interaction with computers both characterises emergent 

interactive music and necessitates the real-time nature of machines that is
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compositionally required. In providing a paradigmatic example of real-time interactive 
music, we might imagine a scenario where a composer-performer is interacting with 

some computer music system, whereby audible results are produced from the system 
following some input from the composer. In such a case the machine is enacting in 
real-time: utilising the environment (the composer's gestures), processing, and 
producing output to the environment in a perceptually reasonable timeframe. Indeed, 
the behavioural expressivity of a real-time system (ideally) occurs at the three stages 
of the computing chain:

Input - temporal compositional manifestations as input are captured from the 
environment as they occur.

Process - the machine manipulates input, processes, and generates materials 'behind 
the scenes' without unreasonable delay to output.

Output - direct feedback of sound and materials which can be appraised as musical 
ideas by the composer, and in turn, enabling (real-time) feedback to the machine.

Real-time function enables direct tractable composer interpretation of machine music, 
where the composer-to-machine-to-environment chain is analogous to how a musician 
performing with a traditional instrument produces sound without latency. As such, live 

interactive music performance often integrates a clear sense of causation between 

compositional gestures and machine sound:

[MJusic contains an element of magic, drama is heightened when the roles of 

computer and performer are clearly defined and when the interactions and 

effects on each other are clear [...]. A central issue for interactive composers is 

the drama of human computer interaction. (Winkler 2001, p. 21)

Rowe (1993) also makes criteria of the real-time characteristic of interactive music 

systems, noting the significance of computer processing power:

By attaining computation speeds needed to execute compositional algorithms 

in real time, current computer music systems are able to modify their behaviour 

as a function of input from other performing musicians. Such changes of
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behaviour in response to live input are the hallmark of interactive music 
systems. (Rowe 1993, p. 2)

To be clear, all calculations over input, processing, and output should incorporate a 
compatible real-time framework with the environment and composer. A system which 
does not deal with all computational stages in real-time may adopt inadequacies or 
bottlenecks. Hence, Endo et al. (1996) propose specific analysis of latency rather than 
processor performance in evaluating interactive systems. It might be erroneous to 
view some system as real-time because it does some task in an expected time frame 
while other aspects of the computing might not be synchronised to the real-time 
environment. The significance of real-time computers for interactive music, then, has 
technological and historical bearing:

It was not possible to facilitate certain real-time systems, for example, in early 

microprocessor years of the sixties, and more and more kinds of processing are 
opening up to real-time application in current computing. (Bums 1994, p. 87)

Roads provides related commentary in terms of meaningful interactions and 
computational efficiency:

Computer scientists evaluate algorithms on the basis of their efficiency [...]. In 
music, efficiency is only a concern if the calculations must be carried out in 
real time, such as in a performance. Much more important to musicians is the 

quality of interaction they have with the algorithm. (Roads, 1996, p. 908)

Conversely, in interactive music, the quality of interaction is by and large dependant 
on real-time reactions. In any case, over the last decade efficiency of algorithms and 
increase in computational power has alleviated much of the bottleneck for real-time 
computation. Max Mathews, at an ICMC panel discussion (Mathews 2007), estimated 
that a duration of computer synthesised sound in the '50s required around a hundred 
fold of that duration in programming time, and pointed out that there are less 
constraints on programmer's time and real-time functionality in modern computation, 
and so programmers can use this extra computational power to implement music 

psychology findings (corresponding to human computer interaction) in order to 

improve the interactive capacities of music systems.
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Computing speed is proportional to space, and so the technological issue of 
miniaturising computers is ongoing and indeed super computers remain large today. 
However, condensing of interactive music systems has permitted more feasible live 
real-time interactive music with laptop systems (Collins 2007). However, while speed 
of computation in order to accomplish real-time computation is a primary demand for 
interactive music systems, parallelism, in relation, is another.

2.2.2 Parallelism

Real-time and parallelism partake as an interrelationship: devices syncopated in real- 
time are functioning in parallel. Principally, a real-time interactive music system 
functions in parallel with the environment and the composer, but this also applies 
generally to interactive music objects which are syncopated in parallel.

Parallelism in terms of computing involves many related tasks untaken 
simultaneously, i.e. 'highly parallel computing' (Almasi and Gottlieb 1989). In music, 
parallelism is a rather implicit characteristic, although representative of myriad 
musical phenomena, examples include: parallelism of harmony or counterpoint 
against melody, and parallel sequencer audio tracks (in relation to parallelism of group 
performance and parallel activities in music production). Furthermore, parallelism is a 
characteristic of generative music:

[...] the composition and performance of music is a plural activity that 

combines the outcomes of a number of procedures many of which involve 

functions that operate in parallel. (Burns 1994, p.42)

Composition is reducible to instances of parallelism which can range from a micro to 
macro level (as applicable to interactive music objects). Respectively, in parallel 
computing the size of instances of parallelism in relation to the whole system range 
from coarse-grained to fine-grained data. A fine-grained strategy is highly dependent 
on communication of tasks, whereas a coarse-grained strategy requires less 
communication; and a strategy is 'embarrassingly parallel' if communication is
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minimal, trivial, or nonexistent, and is thus easier to implement (Grama et al. (2003) 
provide a review).

Dannenberg (2008) suggests that music audio processing might be embarrassingly 

parallel because audio tasks naturally lead to parallel implementations, for example, in 

synthesis, parallelism can be straightforward: "[...] one can imagine synthesizing each 

instrument in parallel and then mixing the resulting sample streams" (Dannenberg 

2008, p.l). However, such a view of parallelism does not carry to the parallel 

complexity of real-time physics-based sound synthesis (Van Luong et al. 2009) or 

nonlinear sound synthesis generally (Cook 2002), and as Dannenberg (2008, p.l) 

notes, "[m]usic computation is rarely static, so organizing computation to be rapidly 

reconfigurable will require careful coordination of processors [...]".

Whist some musical activities might be worthy of coarse-grained or even 

'embarrassingly parallel' implementation or conception, in music generally, 

parallelism is hardly a straightforward concept. For example, Lerdahl and Jakendoff 

(1983) examine the hierarchical organisation of music:

The importance of parallelism in musical structure cannot be overestimated. 

The more parallelism one can detect, the more internally coherent an analysis 
becomes, and the less independent information must be processed and retained 

in hearing or remembering a piece. (Lerdahl and Jakendoff 1983, p.52)

However, such a progressive approach to music parallelism leads to a primary 

problem:

When two passages are identical they certainly count as parallel, but how 

different can they be before they are judged as no longer parallel? [...] The 

problem of parallelism, however, is not at all specific to music theory; it seems 

to be a special case of the much more general problem of how people recognize 

similarities of any sort [...]. (Lerdahl and Jakendoff 1983, p. 52)

Indeed, the issue is broad, broaching the general Frame Problem of Al (as Sections 

4.3.3 and 6.1 examine). Computer music presents various accounts of parallelism, for 

example, Laske (1989) is dissatisfied with writing music from left to right in a serial
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fashion, and so incorporates an interactive parallel hierarchical methodology, while 
Vaggione is compositionally involved with various aspects of real-time and parallel 
functionality around 'timbral polyphonies' as "complex events produced by 
simultaneous sound sources" (Roads 1985, p.52). Vaggione later expands on the 
compositional approach:

A plurality of representational systems refers to the variety of levels or 

(simultaneous) time scale abstractions of music composition. Composing 

music (creating musical morphologies) includes defining, articulating, and 
bringing into interaction these varieties of levels. (Vaggione 2001, p. 55)

In order to deal with parallelism in real-time interactive music, Chaudhary et al. 
(1999), for example, propose Open Sound World, an extensible object-oriented 
'dataflow programming language' that permits sound processing in response to real- 
time control, supportive of multiprocessor computers and multiple audio devices. 
Another primary parallel computational approach to music is connectionism (Todd 
and Loy (1991), Fiske (2004), and Griffith and Todd (1999) provide overviews).

Real-time and parallelism are inherent of interactive music, permitting interoperability 
of interactive music objects and furthermore, facilitate unpredictability and 
modifiability, the focus of the following section. That the environment is a real-time 
parallel interactive 'system' but modern computers often incorporate predefined 
sequential instructions is integral to the characterisation of interactive computing 
beginning in the next chapter.

2.3 Unpredictability and Modifiability

Here the aim is in portraying an interrelated concept of unpredictability and 

modifiability in interactive music objects.
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2.3.1 Unpredictability

Underlying notions of uncertainty, chance, or even mystery characterise interactive 

music, but also present challenges for underpinning and demystifying the topic - 

particularly in terms of the aims of this dissertation which concern the portrayal of 

computing through interaction. For example, Chadabe reveals inspiration for 

interactive music in terms of unpredictable phenomena, as witnessed in wider aspects 

of life:

I offer my nontechnical perception that good things often happen - in work, in 

romance, and in other aspects of life - as the result of a successful interaction 

during opportunities presented as if by chance; to that I would add only that it 

seems to me reasonable that such a perception should also find expression in 

music. (Chadabe 1984, p. 27)

Chadabe's illustration corresponds to unpredictability as a feature of interactive 

music, which concerns the 'unknown' through emergent occurrences (Jorda 2005, 

p.93). Indeed, unpredictability in interactive music is an outcome of emergent systems 

in relation to the emergent real world environment. In this context, music can be 

described as a "[...] dynamical complex of interacting situated embodied behaviours" 

(Impett 2001, p. 108). 'Situated' and 'embodied', then, signify necessity of the 

environment to interactive music. Thus, emergent properties of the environment as 

unpredictable elements external to the system characterise interactive music systems:

Typical interactive music systems can be viewed as dedicated computational 

tools capable of reacting in some way upon changes they detect in their 

'external conditions', namely in the initial input and the run-time control data. 

(Di Scipio 2003, p. 269)

Emergent characteristics are, furthermore, part of a broad depiction of music:

Music is also best described as an emergent property of humans attending to 

organized sounds in time. At each level of explanation, qualities emerge that 

are not describable simply in terms of the dynamics of the previous level. [...] 

In fact nearly all of our common analytical terms for music describe emergent 

properties. (Borgo 2006, p. 65)
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In interactive music specifically, unpredictability through emergent behaviour 
moreover concerns the basic engagement of human and machine:

[In interactive composing] the computer responds to the performer and the 

performer reacts to the computer, and the music takes its form through the 

mutually influential, interactive relationship. (Chadabe 1984 p. 23)

Although the composer and machine are primary objects, unpredictability is not 
limited to human machine interaction but can involve interaction between system 
components and various entities of the environment. Di Scipio embraces this, moving 
away from Chadabe's 'interactive composing':

In this approach the notion of 'interaction' is reformulated (and implemented) 

in terms of dynamical interdependencies among system components. The idea 

that a computer 'reacts' to a performer's gesture is replaced with a 'structural 

coupling' of system and environment. (Di Scipio 2003, p. 272)

Di Scipio's 'structural coupling' is devised in respect of emergent outcomes of the 
environment upon the system, wherein:

[...] variables are in a constant flux of changes depending on the resonances in 

the environment, as elicited by the sound event initially emitted. [...] The 

overall system/environment coupling function is not explicitly formulated: it 

emerges as a property of the system dynamical self-organization [...]. 

(Di Scipio 2003, p. 271)

Indeed, computers producing unpredictable behaviour during instances of interaction 

is not new, for example, 'surprises' which occur during programming, as Turing 

digresses:

Machines take me by surprise with great frequency. This is largely because I 

do not do sufficient calculation to decide what to expect them to do, or rather 

because, although I do a calculation, I do it in a hurried, slipshod fashion, 

taking risks. [...] These admissions lay me open to lectures on the subject of
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my vicious ways, but do not throw any doubt on my credibility when I testify 
to the surprises I experience. (Turing 1950, p. 451)

While unpredictability of the machine may be a central issue for the composer, 

interestingly, the composer's actions or musical communications can be as 

unpredictable from the perspective of the machine. To this end, Hamman (1999) 

develops a theoretical framework in order to capture unpredictability in interaction, 

where "[...] creative work is facilitated by task environments in which 'surprises' can 

happen" (Hamman 1999, p.90). It follows that the construction of interfaces, as 
'composition of interaction' (Hamman 1997), is a rationalisation of interactive music 

concerning computer instrument building as a compositional construct, as Chadabe 
originally accounts:

Interactive composing is a two stage process that consists of (1) creating an 

interactive composing system and (2) simultaneously composing and 

performing by interacting with that system as it functions. (Chadabe 1984, 

p.23)

In traditional music there is usually separation between those who construct 

instruments and those who compose with instruments, contrasting with interactive 

music as 'digital lutherie' (Jorda 2005), where "[t]he building of computer algorithms 

becomes equivalent to making an instrument, learning how to play it and creating a 

composition all the same time" (Alsop 1999, p. 90). However, even though interaction 

is constructed (or composed) as facilitative of unpredictable emergent behaviour, too 

much unpredictability might not be meaningful if the output has no perceptual or 

causal relation with input (Jorda 2005, p. 77), as too many possibilities can be 

problematical generally:

Very quickly it became clear that the unlimited possibilities of electronic music 

is a meaningless statement, because the possibilities addressed the acoustical 

and manipulative domains of music not the ideological realm [...] it is easy to 

produce sounds that are not the product of musical thinking [...]. (Luciano 

Berio, quoted in Weinberg (2003, p. 15))
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The subsequent concept of modifiability helps guide unpredictability with some form 

of control, providing a balanced account of interactive music objects.

2.3.2 Modifiability

Interactive music devises and features unpredictability, but interactive processes being 

modifiable and open to interaction (i.e. being interactive) means that control can be 

exerted from external sources so that processes can be manipulated during interaction. 

The present intention is to provide some initial tract on the modifiability of interactive 

music objects, outlining how modifiability permits control during interaction.

A given interactive music object is discrete: in being an object it exists as a distinct 

entity having some boundary or abstract categorisation which separates it from other 

objects. However, such a boundary does not negate interaction between objects or 

manipulations through interaction. Interactive music objects are modifying and 

modifiable. That is, during interaction an object may modify one or more other 

objects, while also being susceptible to modification by other objects. An interactive 
music system as an interactive music object facilitates external manipulation of 

internal processes via its input during interaction, and indeed, Rowe defines 
interactive music systems as: "[...] those whose behaviour changes in response to 

musical input" (Rowe 1993, p. 1), recognising significance of external modification.

However, while external modification of interactive music systems provides 

immediate exemplification, some explanation is required of objects which do not have 

electronic memories or are not computational, such as more passive environmental 

objects. An audio cable, for example, is an object that is perhaps not typically 

considered modifying or modifiable, at least in the computational sense. If functioning 

properly, an audio cable permits transmission of representation of audio between two 

devices coupling, say, a guitar to an effect processor. However, if the cable becomes 

worn through overuse, grounding problems may occur, resulting in adverse effects 

that can be magnified by the effect processor. Such a scenario may influence 

compositional processes, where unplanned occurrences may be utilised or accounted 

as hindrance.
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Audio cables are objects which fall under the natural interactions of the environment. 

Susceptible to external modification and also a source of modification of other 

objects, an audio cable is an example of a modifying modifiable interactive music 

object. Broadly, a network of interactive music objects constitutes interactive music in 

a manner more sophisticated and affecting than mere passivity. In relation, Wishart 

(1996), using electroacoustic music concepts, considers modifiability, where "[a]n 

object will be said to have a dynamic morphology if all, or most, of its properties are 

in a state of change [...]" (Wishart 1996, p. 93). Furthermore, Interconnected Musical 

Networks (IMNs), a particular abstraction of network systems for interactive music, 

provide apt exemplification of modifiability of interactive music objects. IMNs are 

defined as:

[...] live performance systems that allow players to influence, share, and shape 

each other's music in real-time. (Weinberg 2003, p. 41)

The definition, however, is rather vague since the characteristics therein are not 

limited to IMNs: group performance and composition in general concerns sharing and 

shaping of others' music. However, Weinburg (2005) takes the notion further:

But although acoustic-independent models provide an infrastructure for a 

variety of approaches for interconnections and interdependencies among 

players, they do not allow for actual manipulation and control of each other's 

explicit voices. Only by constructing electronic (or mechanical) 

communication channels among players can participants take an active role in 

determining and influencing not only their own musical output but also that of 

their peers. (Weinberg 2005, p. 23)

The term 'actual manipulation' is too broad. Record producers and orchestra 

conductors, for example, have control (be it actual manipulation) over the sound or 

voices of other musicians, and these are not the only means. Focus on the electronic 

over the acoustic domain does not sufficiently justify usefulness of IMNs. IMNs, 

moreover, facilitate manipulation (modification) of others' music interactively using 

different and potentially novel computationally contrived strategies, as Weinberg 

(2003) actually describes in detail.
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A feature of computers is the potential to construct any sound, but it is intuitive that 

sound or musical materials should be controlled by the composer rather than the 
computer. Prescribed computer software facilitates execution of programmed 

decisions in advance, but in accounting for interaction it is desirable to consider 

computers which can be controlled during (not before) computation by an external 

entity or composer. Interaction facilitates external control of systems, and so 

compositional decisions can be captured by a system if sufficient interactive 

modifiable computation is incorporated. Modifiable computation can be described as 

computation which can be manipulated during practice. Thus, in terms of interactive 

music systems, modifiable computation incorporates musical input modifying its 
processes and output accordingly.

Computers interactively facilitate control of sounds and materials from micro to 

macro domains (Jorda 2005, p. 120), permitting manipulation of the shortest duration 

of sound that the sample rate permits (corresponding to the quantisation of analog to 

digital audio), likened to using a fine brush or large brush in art (Scaletti 2002). 
Through control of sound, materials generated by machine may be continued without 

alteration, amended, or discontinued. It follows that interactive music systems, as 

modifiable devices, can be classed as tools in relation to hyper, virtual, extended, or 

intelligent instruments (Mathews 1963; Polansky et al. 1987; Machover 1992), 

referring to "[...] hardware designed to produce music whose details are modified in 

real-time by the interaction of distinct parts of the system" (Pressing 1990, p. 12).

Furthermore, the recording studio can also be viewed as a compositional tool or 

instrument (Eno 2004), while plain pencil and paper is also a general tool for 

computational compositional aid. In relation, music manuscript as formulation of 

music representation is effectively an algorithm for music performance. Interestingly, 

Schnell and Battier (2002, p. 1) note that "[...] computer systems used in musical 

performance carry as much the notion of an instrument as that of a score, in the sense 

of determining various aspects of a musical work", signifying that interactive music 

concerns real world performance rather than predefined rationalist formalisation.
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The computer as a tool again evokes the issue of how computer music is 

characterised. Composition can be distinguished from 'computer music' even in cases 

employing computers centrally, experimentally, and necessarily: "one doesn't talk 

about 'pencil music' in focusing on the way a piece has been composed" (Supper 

2001, p. 49). Although such a consideration might contrast with the idea that the 

computer is an instrument, which motivates the incentive: "[w]hen asked what 

musical instrument they play, few computer musicians respond spontaneously with 'I 

play the computer'" (Wessel and Wright 2002). Some of the variant substitute terms 

for computer music (e.g. 'computer-aided composition' and 'computer-generated 

composition') aid the cause, but probably remain too unspecific for capturing the 

distinction which Supper requires. The extent that a computer, on one hand, aids the 

composer and, on the other, undertakes processes generatively, can be considered 

along a composer to program trajectory:

We may view composer-program interaction along a trajectory file [...] leading 

from purely manual control to control exercised by some compositional 

algorithm (composing machine). The zone of greatest interest for composition 

theory is the middle zone of the trajectory, since it allows for a great flexibility 

of approach. (Laske 1981, p. 54)

Purely manual control concerns use of the machine as a device for compositional aid 

since the composer controls the outcome, whereas control exercised by machine 

involves autonomous machine generation of sound. Manual control concerns the 

concept of modifiability since the machine is facilitative of external control, whereas 

control exercised by the machine implies unpredictability because the computer is 

employed for some generative outcome which would not be useful if easily foreseen 

(if it could be easily predicted then the significance of the computer would be 

questionable as a generative device, thus falling into the former category).

Spiegel's degree of composer participation from completely passive to total creative 

responsibility (Spiegel 1992), and Roads' total automation versus interactive 

computation (Roads 1996, p. 844) provide similar classifications. All of which are 

interrelated with the classic computer music dichotomy of determinism to 

stochasticism. A deterministic strategy is defined by a composer (a form of
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modifiability or control of the automation), whereas a stochastic strategy involves 
unpredictable elements external to compositional control. Correspondingly, Winkler 
contrasts 'obvious effects' and 'mystery' in interactive music:

Interactivity comes from a feeling of participation, where the range of possible 
action is known or intuited, and the results have significant and obvious effects, 
yet there is enough mystery maintained to spark curiosity and exploration. 
(Winkler 2001, p. 3)

In summary, unpredictability concerns the emergent unknown events which occur 
through interaction during composition with a machine, whereas modifiability enables 
the controlling of machine or objects through interaction, providing a sense of known 
or expected outcomes. Unpredictability and modifiability frame interactive 
occurrences which lead to meaningful eventual behaviour and musical output - which 
may not have been foreseen but are controlled or guided in some way.

2.4 Summary

This chapter reviews interactive music by describing properties of interactive music 
objects. This is a step toward portrayal of interaction in lieu of the topics of computing 
and AI which Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 examine, respectively. The properties of 
interactive music are highly interrelated representing a generic building-block 
abstraction and a compound proposition: an interactive music object is a real-time, 
parallel, unpredictable, modifiable concept.

Real-time and parallelism are interdependent, i.e. real-time enables compatibility of 
parallel objects, for example, between the composer and machine. Furthermore, 
unpredictable materials and processes are emergent in interactive music, but in 
relation, some form of control, or modifiabiliry, is required if interaction is to be 
useful. Real-time and parallelism permit unpredictability and modifiability since 
unpredictability emerges amid a plurality of interactive objects, and modifiability (as 
controlling criteria) requires acts of parallelism between objects (ideally in real-time 
for tractability and feedback during composition). (There are also other relationships
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between the properties which Section 7.1 discusses in terms of emergent interactive 
computer music.)

Interactive music objects are first and foremost high-level abstractions of interactive 
music, and also represent technical needs for interactive music. Many of the ideas in 
this chapter extend to the computing and AI domains. In outline, real-time and 
parallelism can be examined computationally, as both are already concepts integral to 
interactive computing, and unpredictability and modifiability can be contrasted with 
the prescription of computer programs (Section 3.3 includes these properties within an 
analysis of interactive computing). The need to examine AI is rather straightforward 
since AI is a requirement of useful interactive music systems, as Section 1.1.3 
outlines.

The focus of this dissertation shifts to interactive computing and AI, then, in order to 
cover these components of interactive music. Chapter 7 reconsiders interactive music 
objects as the needs of future interactive music systems, also incorporating the 
computing and AI components that Chapters 3 and 4 expound.
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Chapter 3

Interactive Computing

Beginning with an account of computing fundamentals, this chapter examines 

interactive computing as a strategy concerned with the environment. Computation and 

AI are interrelated concepts and this holds to interactive computing. As such, the 

review of interactive computing begins with a computational focus in this chapter, but 

ramifications in AI broaden the examination of interactive computing in the next 

chapter from computational devices to agent devices.

This chapter characterises interactive computing as relative to the environment around 

'emergent interactions', which in short, can be defined as environmental occurrences 

which cannot be easily predicted but can be utilised during computing. This approach 

is concerned with designing modern computing strategies in the real world, and not 

the analysis of computability. However, while the theory of computing is by and large 

out of the scope of this dissertation, this chapter presents a critical review of the claim 

that interaction is more powerful than algorithms (Wegner 1997). While this 

dissertation follows Wegner's interactive computation paradigm, it does not maintain 

Wegner's computability claims, and the chapter instead presents a different view of 

interaction as relevant to computing broadly, and also incorporating algorithms. This 

avoids the problems found with Wegner's claims and enables the use of interactive 

computing as a viable strategy.

A primary aim of this dissertation, beginning in this chapter, is in clarifying and 

differentiating prescriptive programs and emergent interactions, which poses a
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dichotomy of computing, updating Wegner's problematical distinction of algorithms 
and interaction. Furthermore, the examination over the present and subsequent 
chapters illuminates limitations in the facilitation of emergent interactions using 
prescriptive programs. The next chapter outlines these limitations as the Interaction 
Problem.

3.1 Characterising Computing

This section reviews computing fundamentals (algorithm, Turing Machine, von 
Neumann computer architecture, and modern digital computer) and key issues in order 
to ground the interactive approach to computing. Computing, as the opening of this 
dissertation describes, is applicable to many contexts and disciplines as generic tools. 
However, the widespread use of computers and the interdisciplinary study of them can 
in some instances lead to misinterpretations. For purposes of clarity, then, it is 
desirable to emplace emphasis on computing characterisations here: interaction, in 
particular, is a characterisation of real world computing rather than a formal treatment. 
In this chapter there are some areas of overlap between the consideration of real-world 
computation through interaction and the theory of computation (particularly in the 
critical analysis of Wegner's interactive computation in Section 3.2), but this study 
specifically concerns computing in usage and practice with people and the 
environment.

Algorithm

An algorithm is an abstraction of computing comprising a series of instructions for 
solving a problem. Algorithms are generally employed in thought about computing 
and designing and developing computing. As a portrayal of computing which reflects 
the core mechanisms of computing, algorithms are underpinning of computer science, 

as Gurevich accounts:

But what is computer science? Is it really a science? What is it about?
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After thinking a while, we concluded that computer science is largely about 

algorithms. Operating systems, compilers, programming languages, etc. are all 

algorithms, in a wide sense of the word. (Gurevich 2005, p. 1)

The qualifier 'the wide sense of the word' is a provision when employing the 

algorithm outside of its abstract sense and in terms of real world computation: real 

world computation manifested from an algorithmic blueprint is not strictly an 

algorithm. Furthermore, as the field of computer science is based on algorithms, it can 

be problematical that there are myriad definitions of 'algorithm'. However, a variety 

of definitions reflects the widespread usage of computation. Some useful terse 

examples of definitions of'algorithm' (in computer music) include:

The algorithm is a collection of rules or a sequence of operations for solving a 

problem. (Loy 1989)

[An algorithm is] a computational procedure which, after a finite (but possibly 

very large) number of steps, always returns either a correct solution or the 

answer that such a solution does not exist. (Italics preserved, Ames 1987, 

p. 185)

The plurality of definitions of 'algorithm' signifies the extent of the algorithmic 

underpinning of computing. Indeed, algorithms as problem solvers, in particular, 

indicate that computation is generally purposeful as a tool, capturing computing in the 

user-centric sense. Likewise "sequence of operations" or "series of rules" reflects that 

computing in the real world generally performs under such conditions: 

microprocessors and computer programs by and large conduct operations step-by-step.

Turing Machine

Turing (1937) defines the Turing Machine (TM) which provides a formal account of 

computation. A TM consists of a tape head and tape. The length of the tape holds a 

series of cells, and each cell may contain the symbols 0 or 1. The tape head can move 

bidirectionally along the tape and read or write symbols to the cells. A TM proceeds in 

a discrete serial manner (i.e. reading, writing, or moving one step at a time), and halts 

when no transitions (tape head movements) are specified (see Kleene (1994) for a
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review). A principal outcome of the TM (with equivalent abstractions of computation) 
is the concept of the universal computer, where every computational function (an 
algorithm in the strict sense) can be modelled by a TM. This is known as the Church- 
Turing Thesis, and is generally interpreted as follows:

As far as we know, no device built in the physical universe can have any more 
computational power than a Turing machine. To put it more precisely, any 
computation that can be performed by any physical computing device can be 
performed by any universal computer, as long as the latter has sufficient time 
and memory. (Hillis 1998, p. 64)

Algorithms and TMs are relational forms of computation, i.e. an algorithm can 
represent some arbitrary TM computation, and a TM computation could express an 
algorithm - both stand for an accepted notion of computational expressivity. 
However, an algorithm more often represents arbitrary computation, whereas the TM 
poses what can be computed generally, i.e. particular computing applications may, for 
example, employ algorithms in design, whereas the TM is a model of computation.

The von Neumann architecture and Modern Digital Computer

The von Neumann computer architecture aids the characterisation of a model of the 
Modern Digital Computer (MDC). Primary components of the MDC include a 
microprocessor for executing programs, some memory for storing programs, and a 
connecting bus between the microprocessor and memory. Correspondingly, the von 
Neumann abstraction is a stored-program model with a distinct processing component, 
a storage component for holding instructions and data, and coupling (Backus 1978, 
p.615). The stored-program (or software) design freed earlier computing from the 
fixed-program model, which required programming via mechanical modification and 
reconstruction of hardware. Furthermore, the von Neumann architecture corresponds 
to the algorithm and respective foundational models of computation, being 
particularly analogous to a TM: the tape as a data storage component, and the head as 

the processing component.
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The MDC is a term that the remainder of the dissertation adopts, as it captures the 
computer in its capacity to interact with people and the environment, and process 
information in service to people in its generic contemporary contexts. The MDC 
incorporates many kinds of software strategies, and so models of computing need not 
be fixed. Indeed, computing technology continually evolves, becoming more useful to 
society over time. Computers have been reducing in size and increasing in speed since 
the '50s, i.e. continuing Moore's law (Moore 1965; Schaller 1997). However, the 
paradigm upon which modern computers operate has actually been prevalent prior to 
the inception of the digital computer. In describing computer hardware from the late 
'40s to present, Hillis emphasises stagnancy in the fundamental design of the 
computer (stated in 1998, but remaining relevant today):

The speed of computers tended to double every two years. Vacuum tubes were 
replaced by transistors and eventually by integrated circuits. Delay-line 
memories were replaced by magnetic-core memories, and then also by 
integrated circuits. The room-size machines shrank to a silicon chip the size of 
a thumbnail. Through all this changing technology, the simple processor- 

connected-to memory design stayed the same. If you look at a modern single- 
chip computer under a microscope, you can still see the vestiges of the room 
full of vacuum tubes: one area of the chip is devoted to processing, another to 
memory. [...] The patterns of activity are still optimized for the earlier, two- 

part design. (Hillis 1998, p. 108)

The "processor-connected-to-memory" design is a rudiment of the von Neumann 
computer architecture abstraction. Hillis (1998) is critical of using older paradigms of 
computing for new problems, offering an alternative approach termed the 'Connection 
Machine'. The Connection Machine is discussed around future work (Section 8.2.2), 
while Chapter 5 also defines a different strategy for computing using an agent model 
without a fixed or "two-part" design. However, using new models and strategies for 
computing should not undermine the rudimentary and established models, nor suggest 
that new computing models in hardware or software are more computationally 
expressive than other models. Additionally, while new (interactive) models of 
computing may be more suitable than traditional models within specific circumstances 
of design and abstraction, this does not necessarily mean that the new models cannot
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be captured by an algorithm or TM. Indeed, to be clear, interactive computation can 
always be captured by an algorithm or a TM.

3.2 Interactive Computing

Wegner's interactive computation helps describe the contemporary MDC as 
associated with the environment and computing in practice in the real world, 
presenting a prospective approach to strategising computing for the environment. 
However, Wegner's interactive computation lacks substantial formal presentation and 
a basis in terms of its claims in the theory of computation. This section provides an 
overview of Wegner's interactive computation as a paradigm which grounds the agent 
strategy developed during this research, and also imparts commentary on Wegner and 
collaborators' computational claims.

3.2.1 Wegner's Interactive Computation

Interactive computation, as Wegner (1997) describes, is a paradigm which captures 
the sophistication of MDCs in interaction with their environment. This includes, for 
example, multi-agent systems, operating systems, the internet, real-time graphics 
interfacing strategies, and generally systems with a user-centric and environmental 
function. However, juxtaposed with the general concepts of interactive computing 
practice in the real world, the article 'Why interaction is more powerful than 
algorithms' (Wegner 1997) proposes a paradigm of computation that is supposedly 
already prevalent yet relatively covert in computing. It attempts to expose weaknesses 
in algorithms and TMs which are staples of the theory of computation.

Among other criticisms of interactive computation which are considered during this 

analysis, a glaring indicator in onset is that algorithms and TMs remain in primary 
modelling focus of computing today, over a decade since Wegner's primary proposal 
(Wegner 1997). The Church-Turing Thesis has not been succeeded by a widely 

accepted or well-received alternative, and interactive computation has not penetrated 
the theory of computation in the main. This is despite reaffirmations, in particular
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Goldin and Wegner (2005; 2008), which attempt to refute the views of the computing 
fields in justifying why interactive computation remains unaccepted.

Of Wegner's various accounts of interactive computation, the aforementioned article, 
Wegner (1997), is the most focused on communicating the possible benefits of 
interactive computation to the field of computer science. The difficulty in describing 
and presenting interaction as a computational model is omnipresent therein, typical of 
the rather indistinct and often informal topic. Explication employs analogies rather 
than the mathematically-based strategies that are usually utilised in computer science 
- this also makes for radicalisation of the idea. Making use of qualitative accounts 
rather than explicit modelling, then, Wegner applies the following analogies:

• Interactive computation is like driving home from work. Complete predefined 
specification of driving is intractable, unreasonable, and cannot incorporate all 
emerging traffic conditions and variable factors, and so is analogous to a 
blindfolded person driving. Interactive computation facilitates real-time 
feedback based on emerging conditions as they occur. (Wegner 1995a, p. 3; 
1997, p. 86)

• Interactive computation is like ants crossing the beach. The irregular 
behaviour and unpredictable pathways of ants crossing the beach reflect the 
environmental complexity of the beach. Ants exhibit complex behaviour 
harnessed from the properties of the environment. (Wegner 1997, p. 84)

The analogical approach to describing interaction is interestingly akin to those found 
in interactive music rather than in the general theory of computation. For example, 
Winkler describes his thoughts on interactive music and its unpredictable nature 

through the analogy of open conversation:

Interaction is a two-way street. Nothing is more interactive than a good 
conversation: two people sharing words and thoughts, both parties engaged. 
[...] On the other hand, when only one person does the talking it isn't 
interactive - it is a lecture, a soliloquy. (Winkler 2001, p. 3)
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A primary characteristic of algorithmic computing, as the previous section outlines, is 
in 'solving of a problem', but in contrast, interactive computation is described as 
'providing an ongoing service' (Wegner 1995a). While 'solving a problem' captures a 
well-defined function, 'providing an ongoing service' is open to change, respecting 
that problems and solutions may alter invariably over time, as another analogy aims to 
illustrate:

Algorithms determine contracts with their clients that are like a sales contract, 
delivering a unique output for every input. Objects [in object oriented 
programming] determine a very different kind of contract with their clients that 
is like a marriage contract in providing a service for all possible contingencies 
of interaction (for richer for poorer) over the lifetime of the object (till death do 
us part). The irreducibility of interactive behavior to algorithms is the 
computational analog of the irreducibility of marriage contracts to sales 
contracts. (Wegner 1995a, p. 3)

The issue of the purpose of computation as dichotomous of 'marriage contracts' and 
'sales contracts' is a useful final point: while presenting computing as an ongoing 
service might better capture how modem interactive MDCs operate, through equating 
algorithms with sales contracts, Wegner's interactive computation becomes more 
about challenging the established framework of computer science than strategising for 
new methods of computing. The following subsection examines this issue.

Wegner's interactive computation concerns emergent computing conditions, which 
occurring in real-time in the environment, can be challenging to computationally 
prescribe. This core basis of Wegner's interactive computation approach is continued 
as a hypothesis useful to the present study, enabling the development of new 
interactive computing models for capturing real-time computing strategies with the 
environment. This approach to computing is presented in more detail subsequent to 
the following analysis of the theory of computation component of Wegner's 

interactive computation.
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3.2.2 Problems with Wegner's Interactive Computation

While Wegner's computational claims are auxiliary to the general interactive 

computing approach that this dissertation adopts, a critical commentary of the theory 

of interactive computation is necessary for a thorough examination of the concept. 

Wegner's proposals of interactive computation are primarily qualitatively based: the 

idea that interaction is more powerful than algorithms (Wegner 1997), in particular, is 

only a verbal declaration lacking support of formal modelling. In the following 

discussion, which questions the validity of Wegner's interactive computation and 

reviews a number of related criticisms, this issue becomes more evident.

Central to Wegner's interactive computation is the claim that computation in the real 

world, being interactive, is non-algorithmic, and so algorithms and TMs do not 

capture all computation:

Turing machines express the behavior of algorithms [but] the broader assertion 
that algorithms capture the intuitive notion of what computers compute is 
invalid. (Wegner 1997, p. 83)

In other words, Wegner is equating TMs and algorithms as equivalent abstractions of 

computation, and suggesting that real-world MDC computation cannot be expressed 

by an algorithm or TM. However, while interactive computation might specifically 

concern computers as physical real-world manifestations, the notion that MDCs 

express something other than abstract algorithmic and TM expression is a strong claim 

requiring equivalently strong proof, and as Cockshott and Michaelson (2005) point 

out, the proof is lacking. While descriptive accounts of interactive computation by 

Wegner et al. are already exhaustive, attempts at formalisation of interactive 

computation as evidence of the inability of algorithms and TMs in capturing 

interactive computation leave Wegner's claim open to criticism. Wegner (1997) 

outlines 'interaction machines', but the notion is vague:

[A]n interaction machine is where Turing machines are extended to support 

dynamic input and output actions [...]. (Wegner 1997, p. 83)
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It is not clear how TMs are extended or what the meaning of dynamic input and output 

actions entails exactly. Without a proper formulisation, evidence for interactive 

computation remains verbal and anecdotal. It seems that interactive computation poses 

a problem for formalisation. Indeed, in attempting a more detailed formalisation of 

interactive computation Goldin and Wegner (2006) describe Persistent Turing 

Machines (PTMs), which aim to model "sequential interactive computation". A PTM 

is a nondeterministic three-tape TM incorporating a read-only input tape as a stream 

of tokens that the environment provides during computation, a read/write work tape, 

and a write-only output tape. The inclusion of three tapes aims to incorporate input 

and output interactions with the machine, which occur during the computation of the 

read/write work tape.

PTMs, despite representing the most complete formal account of interactive 

computation, in being sequential are insufficient in modelling the interactive 

computation that Wegner (1997) describes which indicates parallelism. Wegner's 

claim that algorithms and TMs do not capture all computation, then, cannot be 

verified since, without a substantial model, algorithms and TMs cannot be compared 

with the supposed interactive computation. Elusiveness of basic formal criteria, then, 

weakens the validity of interactive computation, and one is left to wonder whether 

there is actually a relevant distinction between algorithms and interaction, for 

example:

[WJhat does computability mean in the case of such tasks as 'driving home'? 

Peter Wegner calls these computations 'non-algorithmic' but he does not give a 

precise definition of the term. (Prass and Rittgen 1998, p. 360)

Wegner's descriptions pose that interactive computation is 'open' to the environment 

and attempt to provide support for differentiation from algorithms and TMs:

Interactiveness provides a natural and precise definition of the notion of open 

and closed systems. Open systems can be modeled by interaction machines, 

while closed systems are modeled by algorithms. (Wegner 1997, p. 85)
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However, the merging or sharing components of the environment and computation 
might be more rooted in mere semantic interpretations of the notions of 
"environment" and "computation". That is, a TM or algorithm can already incorporate 
components of environment, as Prass and Ritten point out:

If the external resources are integrated into the system, the system no longer 
interacts with the environment and we get a new, closed system. So, the 
difference between open and closed systems 'lies in the eye of the beholder'. 
(Prass and Rittgen 1998, p. 359)

Indeed, Ekdahl (1999) similarly argues that interactive computation is already part of 
the theory of computation just not in name, representing another refutation of 
interactive computation on the grounds of semantic issues. Ekdahl (1999, p. 263) 
employs the following interpretation of an interactive computing machine:

While (forever)

Input (x, y)

Print (x + y) 

endwhile

Ekdahl reasons that each time the machine adds two numbers, it waits for two new 
numbers to be fed on to the tape by a monkey (the monkey is an example of a 
component in the environment), and the complete system including the monkey is 
representative of interactive computation. Ekdahl asserts that as the monkey writing to 
tape is a describable process, it can be modelled by another TM. Furthermore, while 
the process of feeding numbers onto the tape can go on infinitely and the actual 
numbers that the monkey writes cannot be defined in advance, every computation is 
finite so the whole system does not express computation beyond a TM (Ekdahl 1999, 

p. 263).
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Wegner and collaborators have not fully tackled interactive computation in terms of 
actual programming code or sufficient models. Without detailed evidence, interactive 
computation remains applicable to Ekdahl's refutation and more general criticisms of 
emergent computing strategies. Interactive computation shares traits with emergent 
computing strategies since interactive computation supposedly emerges during 
interaction with the environment. As a criticism of emergent computing, the following 
is also applicable to interactive computation:

"[o]ften what people call 'emergent' behaviour comes from the lack of a full 
understanding of what is implied by the rules implemented in the model" 
(Kaneko 1997, p. 163).

Indeed, in defining emergent systems, Bertalanffy originally points out:

The characteristics of the complex [...] appear as 'new' or 'emergent'. If, 
however, we know the total of parts contained in a system and the relations 
between them, behavior of the system may be obtained by means of summation 
of characteristics and behavior elements as known in isolation. (Bertalanffy 
1968, p. 55)

Despite Wegner's interactive computation impetus, algorithms remain primary 
modelling tools in the design of computer programs which are executed on MDCs. 
Furthermore, algorithms and TMs remain primary criteria in the field of the theory of 
computation, whereas interaction machines are considered residual of an unnecessary 
paradigm shift (Wegner and Goldin (2003, p. 101) actually point out the latter). The 
informality of interactive computation makes for the criticism that it is an unnecessary 
model and an erroneous claim. If interactive computation is to be of more use, its 
formalisation must be distinct from algorithms and TMs, and must "[...] show 
conclusively that some new characterisation of computability is more powerful than all 
those already known, in particular TMs" (Cockshott and Michaelson 2005).

Even though interactive computing does not express computation beyond the TM and 
algorithm as this section argues, the interactive computing paradigm may be useful if 
it is separated from its problematic issues with the theory of computation. Indeed, 
interactive computing presents a direction of research towards strategies for
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interacting with the environment, which in particular, may be prospective in 
developing interactive AI agents. This is a primary aim of this dissertation.

3.3 Emergent Interactions

This section characterises interactive computing through its close relationship with the 

environment, describing the present approach to interactive computing as permitting 

of emergent interactions, a concept further explored over the course of this 

dissertation. This examination rationalises strategies for the development of real-world 

computing hardware and software, defining a dichotomy which captures computing 

designed in advance of operation (prescriptive programs) and computing continually 

developed during operation on-the-fly through embedded connection with the 

environment (emergent interactions). Furthermore, since the present study continues 

the interactive computing hypothesis, prescriptive programs and emergent interactions 

updates Wegner's problematical dichotomy of 'algorithms and interaction'. To be 

clear, while the continuing portrayal of interactive computing here deals with ideas 

concerning emergent interactions in computing, the computing strategies that are 

considered are also algorithmic and expressible by a TM.

3.3.1 Environment Computing

The interplay between the environment and computer is a defining feature of 

interactive computing, and grounds the personal approach to interactive computing 

that this dissertation represents. Chapter 5 expands the concepts of the environment 

that this section describes, presenting a strategy for agent engagement with the 

environment.

The opening passage of this dissertation portrays computers as tools which have 

become an embedded dependency of society, special in contrast to other tools because 

the computer, like the human brain, is capable of abstraction of the environment; in 

relation:
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Computers like screwdrivers are prosthetic devices, but the means to control 
them is linguistic, not muscular. (Milner 2006, p. 6)

The environment embodies a plurality of phenomena that has been abstracted by 
people in relation to myriad theories, including for example: Newtonian mechanics, 

quantum mechanics, notions of micro and macro atomic to universe structure, 

causation, socialistic relations or events, and so on. A database program which 

captures employee hours worked and a software simulation of the movements of 

planets in the solar system are both cases that can classed as computing abstractions of 

the environment. Some environmental phenomena are highly associative of the 

properties of interaction, as already outlined in the previous chapter (parallelism, real- 

time, objects, unpredictability, and modifiability). These properties are symptoms of 

various interactive occurrences in the environment and are further outlined in the 

following subsections.

Since computation is in general the product of abstracting the environment, 

computation may be considered as distinct from the environment, having symbols 

which denote aspects of the environment. Likewise, the environment is identified with 

the materials which are not part of the computer. The abstractive symbolic qualities of 
computers, then, represent the relationship between computers and the environment, 

and necessitate the interaction between the computer and environment. Computers 

reside in the environment, and while distinct from the environment, interact with it.

In rudimentary terms, computation is associated with the translation of input to output 

(as functions), or similarly, the interaction between input and output. The environment 

facilitates this, providing information to the computer (as input) and receiving 

information from the computer (as output). Guido d'Arezzo's algorithm (which at the 

time, around 1026, provided an unconventional means for music generation purposes) 

exemplifies this, as follows. Using a chart, pitches are assigned to vowels so that a 

given piece of text can be translated to a melody. In this way myriad music materials 

can be generated from arbitrary texts (Roads 1996, p. 822). Figure 3.3.1 depicts the 

components of this scheme in terms of computing with the environment.
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Environment

Creation of
computation

Computation
Text to pitch conversion

Figure 3.3.1 Guide's algorithm as computing in the environment

Text, existent of the environment, is incorporated by the computation as input, 

affecting modifiable components of the computation, such as variables, which in turn, 

makes for the melody given as output from the computation to the environment. 
Information flows in the functional manner:

Environment (input) > Computation (process) > Environment (output)

The text (input) and the resultant melody (output) (and interestingly the creation of the 

computation) occur in the environment. However, it is debatable whether the residual 

existence of the computation is part of the environment or a disparate entity. On one 

hand, it is valid that computation is distinct from the environment because it 

communicates with the environment, but on the other, computation is part of the 

environment in being an entity of the real world. Furthermore, in the environment the 

text additionally undergoes processes which may be considered computable, i.e. the 

text must be generated, for example, by utilising literature or mapping dice throws to 

characters, and so on. Correspondingly, employing a broad sense of computing, 

Dietrich (1993) poses that computationalism must be possible because computation is 

everywhere, and Goldin (1999) also presents a broad real-world computing 

perspective. These issues are relative to the concept of situated computing:

Today's computing systems are situated: they have an explicit notion of the 

environment in which components exist [...]. Software systems have always 

been and always will be immersed in some sort of environment [...] 

(Zambonelli and Parunak 2002, p. 26)
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Computing exists in the real world environment and communicates with it through 

processes that can be considered around the notion of interaction. Indeed, real-time, 

parallelism, modifiability, and unpredictability, as discussed in the previous chapter in 

terms of interactive music, correspond to environmental matters relevant to interactive 

computation. Turing also offers some early insight on computation in terms of the 
environment:

The types of machine that we have considered so far are mainly ones that are 

allowed to continue in their own way for indefinite periods without 

interference from outside. [...] We shall now consider machines in which such 

interference is the rule rather than the exception. (Turing 1948, p. 115)

In reasoning about interference from outside, Turing is considering interaction with 

the environment. (However, the use of 'interference' suggests that communications 

and modification external to the computation have negative implications, whereas 

'interaction' is neutral.) The most extreme form of interference, Turing speculates, is 

'screwdriver interference' where parts of the machine may be removed and replaced 

by others; 'paper interference', in contrast, is less invasive, consisting of 

communication to the machine (Turing 1948, p.l 15).

From an interactive perspective of computing, the notion of interaction can be seen as 

having a modifying effect occurring in both the computing and the environment. The 

abstraction of the environment by a computing machine is facilitated by modifiable 

computing: during computation generally, computational and environmental entities 

become modified. Computer memory is a typical environmental domain of 

computation, where output of computation as writing to memory is a modification of 

the environment (computer memory may be considered the final stage of a computing 

process before the environment becomes modified). Memory is often subsequently 

mapped to video, sound, or some other humanly-perceivable environmental format. 

The output of some computation could be an array of numerical values (as variables) 

written to memory, which a graphics processor maps to video. Additionally, 

computation modifies memory for computational use during computation through 

variables facilitating temporal storage designating a variety of quantifiers. (Beynon
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and Russ (1991) provide a review of variables in computing.) Interactive computation 
through modifiable variables is intuitive, for example:

Instruction 1: Input (keyboard) A 

Instruction 2: B = A 

Instruction 3: Print B

Variable A is a portion of memory designated to storage of an integer selected by a 
user through a keyboard. Instruction 2 interacts with instruction 1 through variable A, 
and modifies variable B. Likewise, instruction 3 interacts with instruction 2 through 
variable B, and modifies memory as output. In this way modifiable computation 
permits an interactive stream from the environment through the computation and back 
to the environment.

Modifiability of computation is not limited to simplistic variables. Functions, 
procedures, and instructions can be modified and employed as variables in most 
programming languages, and indeed, a defining feature of object oriented languages is 
the flexibility of code as objects. Components of computation range in modifiability, 
but most components of general computation are invariable and usually the bulk of a 
program is fixed.

The inclusion of the environment as a computing capacity is a defining feature of 
interactive computing. This section, however, only outlines some immediate concepts 
in order to aid identification of the present research direction in contrast to Wegner's 
interactive computation. The following subsections build on interaction with the 
environment as a computing concept, continuing the discussion of modifiability and 
discerning interactive computing as an emergent outcome of the environment.

3.3.2 Outlining Prescriptive Programs and Emergent Interactions

The relationship that unfolds between the environment and computer, which includes 
the abstraction and modification which occurs with interaction, warrants 
contexrualisation with more general notions of computing. Differing to Wegner's
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position of interaction as non-algorithmic, the following establishes all computing, 
prescriptive or emergent, as interactive in some form.

Prescriptive programs

A program is a piece of computer software, emplacing emphasis on planned or 
predefined design. "Program" is defined as:

A series of coded instructions and definitions which when fed into a computer 

automatically directs its operation in performing a particular task. (Oxford 

Dictionary of English, Second Edition.)

The development of a computer program, then, is a human process carried out by 

programmers in advance of the operation of the program. The program is 
unambiguously defined and solves the problem for which its design specifies. In this 

way, a program is an administered automation of a solution to a particular problem, 
and corresponds to the notion of an algorithm:

[I]f an alleged algorithm for some problem P fails to solve P correctly, it fails 

to be an algorithm for P. (Rapaport 1998, p. 405)

As mentioned, the intention here is not to focus on the computability of algorithms 
and interaction, but to describe computing strategies which emerge in practice in 
contrast to prescriptive computing strategies. The above quotation merely illustrates 

that computing can be a prescribed specification: the solving of a particular problem 

rationalises a prescriptive specification of the problem and its solution.

At its most prescriptive, a program might comprise a serial instruction base, as a strict 

set of predetermined rules. Such a program receives input from the environment, and 

provides output to the environment, without any change occurring in the instructions 

during computing, as the program is not modified or manipulated during execution. 

For example, Guido d'Arezzo's method of transforming textual input into musical 

output (Figure 3.3.1) is predefined, and so each instruction proceeds sequentially and 

does not modify the specified program. In particular, expert systems in AI, where a
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vast accumulation of rules is collected in advance of the operation, aid definition of 
prescriptive (rule-based) programs. Expert systems, however, are often criticised for 
being too brittle to deal with change in the environment, in contrast to agent-based 
systems (as Section 4.1.1 reviews).

Emergent interactions

Programs containing designed junctions of choice, wherein arbitrary decisions affect 
the outcome of subsequent instructions during runtime, are interactive. That is, input 
from the environment required during operation of the program determines the 
pathway through the program (as sometimes illustrated using decision tree diagrams). 
Turing distinguishes computation employing external information supplied for 
decision making with 'choice machines':

For some purposes we might use machines (choice machines or C-machines) 
whose motion is only partially determined by the configuration [...]. When 
such a machine reaches one of these ambiguous configurations, it cannot go on 
until some arbitrary choice has been made by an external operator. (Turing 
1937, p. 176)

Programs which facilitate choice incorporate more modifiability (and interaction) than 
a program facilitating entirely linear flow. However, while communication occurs 
between the environment and the computer during the computation of a choice 
machine, and arbitrary outcomes of the program cannot be predicted unless particular 
input from the environment is known in advance of operation, this does not mean that 
the program is non-algorithmic, as Wegner poses is the outcome of parallel operations 

between the environment and computation:

According to the interactive view of computation, communication happens 
during the computation, not before or after it. (Italics preserved, Goldin and 

Wegner 2005, p. 152)

The previous section establishes that the leap to non-algorithmic is invalid, and indeed 

an algorithm may receive input during computation:
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An algorithm has zero or more inputs: quantities which are given to it initially 

before the algorithm begins, or dynamically as the algorithm runs. (Italics 
preserved, Knuth 1997, p. 5)

In order to outline a more progressive notion of interaction, or emergent interaction, a 

computing strategy may incorporate information from the environment during 

operation of the computing, where the environmental information is used to modify 

existing rules in the program or even generate new rules for the program. This is 

particularly applicable to Al agents with the aim to 'learn' in respect of a dynamic 

environment. Since an agent may acquire strategies for function during runtime, much 

of the ongoing makeup of an agent is not prescribed in advance by a programmer. 

(The next chapter focuses on an analysis of artificial agents in terms of interaction.)

3.3.3 Comparing Prescriptive Programs and Emergent Interactions

Having sketched a general outline of prescriptive programs and emergent interactions, 

this section considers some properties of the computing dichotomy, enabling further 

discussion. The concepts of prescriptive programs and emergent interactions may be 

associated with the following general properties (Table 3.3.3).

Prescriptive programs Emergent interactions
Non-real-time

Emphasis on computing that is not in 

synchronisation with the real-time environment.

Real-time

Interactive computation often generates and 

modifies in relation to environmental time.

Serial

Instructions occur one after another in a 

particular order and not usually simultaneously.

Parallel

Interactions can occur simultaneously with each 

other and the environment.

Predictable

Being predefined, the computing is exclusively 

bound by its own instructions, and so the 

computing events can generally be foreseen.

Unpredictable

Interactions cannot be easily predicted and are 

dependant on variables resident of the 

environment.

Closed

Computing does not necessarily engage change 

from the environment over time.

Modifiable

Interactions are often open and susceptible to 

change from the dynamical environment.

Table 3.3.3 Properties of prescriptive programs and emergent interactions
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Four salient properties, then, are selected for each computing category. However, the 

categories should not indicate that computing strategies are either entirely prescribed 
or entirely emergent, or that the properties are exclusive to each classification. Indeed, 

in some cases a prescribed strategy, for example, could embody parallel 

characteristics. The properties merely represent associations of prescriptive programs 

and emergent interactions as dichotomous abstractions of computing strategies. In this 

way, for ease of discussion the categories can be viewed as broadly salient over a 

spectrum of computing. This is clarified over the following which aims to describe 

and rationalise these key properties in play over a spectrum of computing strategies.

Real-time is a concept suited to interaction with the environment since events emerge 

in the environment in real-time. Real-time as a computing characteristic is more 

associated with emergent interactions, in which a computing strategy might (1.) 

process in real-time and (2.) generate in real-time. A prescriptive computing strategy 

may be also be defined to facilitate processes in real-time (as real-time computer 

music programs, for example, are indeed generally predefined). However, since the 

computing is defined beforehand it is not generated in real-time and not necessarily 

modified in real-time (Sections 6.1 and 6.2 focus on examples of real-time generative 

computing).

Furthermore, if the instructions of a computing strategy are also serial and organised 

in a particular sequence, then the real-time faculty becomes more intractable and less 

achievable. For example, if some event A occurs in the environment whilst a serial 

computing strategy is processing an event B, then event A could become a misplaced 

interaction and the information might be lost if instructions are organised in a fixed 

serial manner. Real-time interactive computing strategies on MDCs generally simulate 

parallelism using iteration of code (as operating systems, for example, deal with real- 

time events in the environment in parallel using fast iterative computing). However, 

such a simulation, handling many simultaneous events, is generally dependant on the 

capacity of microprocessor, and so if there are too many real-time events the user 

experiences latency or drop-out.
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More broadly, the general act of programming a computer is a prescriptive rationale 
because it concerns the definition of routines which are applicable to future 
circumstances. That is, programmers develop code with the aim that it be useful to 
future events. Computing construed as a step-by-step sequence of instructions 
intuitively enables applicability to future events since each instruction is isolatable and 
can be considered a priori for its relevance to other instructions in some future 
context. For example, a recipe for baking bread is defined in advance as a step-by-step 
series of instructions. This rationalises prescriptive programs as serial mechanisms. 
Conversely computer and environment parallelism is more associated with computing 
in practice rather than computing defined in advance because environmental events 
concern emergent moment-to-moment parallel interactions:

One reason that most computations can be decomposed into concurrent 
subproblems is that most computations are models of the physical world. 
Computations based on physical models can operate in parallel because the 
physical world operates in parallel. (Hillis 1998, p. 117)

Again, this is of course not to say that a program, defined in advance, cannot facilitate 
parallelism, but only that parallel environmental events which cannot be predicted 
may be incorporated as computation. Hillis' supercomputer, the Connection Machine 
(beginning with CM-1) (Hillis 1989) exemplifies emergent interactions. The 
Connection Machine is a parallel processing computer which solves tasks which 
sequential MDCs cannot solve in a reasonable timeframe. It incorporates around 
65,000 processing units and a software interconnection network which connects cells 
in some arbitrary pattern. (Various connection machines are considered in terms of 
future work in Section 8.2.2.) Often when parallelism and real-time are incorporated 
into the computing design, as the Connection Machine demonstrates, the strategy 
becomes less concerned with prescribing the exact course of the computing and more 
about capturing emergent environmental real-time-dependant variables.

A prescriptive program necessitates predictable behaviour: an entirely predefined 
computing strategy can be fully determined, where computational states can be 
mapped from beginning to end in advance of the computing. However, the states of a 
real-world interactive MDC in practice cannot be predetermined if the interacting
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environmental variables cannot be predetermined. One cannot entirely express actual 
interactive computing in advance, as one cannot entirely predict other phenomena 
which occur in the environment. Prescriptive programs, by contrast, are theoretical 
constructs not always useful for predicting the environment because the environment, 
which includes various phenomena of the natural world (including humans), is subject 
to ongoing emerging dynamics. With interactive computing the idea is not to prescribe 
entirely, but to actualise as computing mechanisms wherein generative and modifiable 
processes, as emergent interactions, lead to computing behaviour capable of coping 
with arbitrary environmental events more sufficiently. This is not an issue of 
computability, but concerns interactive computing design as based on observation of 
real-world practice.

This leads to the particular issue of the generation of new computing strategies during 
computing based on emergent information in the environment. This is a prevalent 
approach in AI as the next chapter examines, and following presentation of a novel 
agent strategy in Chapter 5, Section 6.2 describes how modifiable generative 
computing could be applied to generic environmental problems. Unpredictable 
occurrences in the environment, then, may be computationally facilitated by way of 
modifiable generative strategies. In contrast, a prescriptive program is only predictable 
insofar that it is closed to the environment - if open, the integrity of the program may 
be compromised by environmental variables.

Computing as emergent interactions is more mechanistically exclusive and 
symptomatic of the real world than prescriptive programs, which concern rationalised 
theory in advance of the computing: there is only so much that can be predicted about 
the real world in design. Indeed, the outcome of testing programs in the environment 
generally leads to amending programs to deal with the computing in actual use. This 
concerns hardware and software computing development as all programs in the real 

world are interactive to some degree.

It is interesting, however, that some computing strategies have been considered non- 
interactive (Goldin and Wegner 2005), and that the language ALGOL specifically 
facilitates computation without input to the computation at all, according to Goldin
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and Wegner (2005, p. 135). This point of view contrasts with the broader view of 

interaction being described here, as in the case of utilising programs apparently devoid 

of interacting environmental variables, input is nevertheless necessarily provided by 

the programmer - even construction of a program amounts to interaction with it. 

Output of computing is also necessary in all computing, and output is a form of 

interaction, be it modification of the environment or modification of computer 

memory. There cannot be any non-interactive computing situations. This contradicts 

the dichotomy of algorithms and interaction in Wegner (1997) because algorithms are 

valid interactive mechanisms.

Wegner's claim that interaction is more powerful than algorithms concerns 

differentiating interaction with algorithms in real world computing (on MDCs). The 

present approach merely considers prescriptive programs and emergent interactions as 

evident on MDCs, but this does not indicate that one of the strategies is more 

"powerful" than the other. The usefulness of emergence does not invalidate the 

usefulness of prescription. Actually, there are problems which are more readily 

solvable by prescription than by emergence.

Prescriptive computing has myriad uses, being broadly valuable and applicable in 

society. Prescriptive programs on MDCs can compute some calculations faster than 

humans, and compute some calculations that cannot reasonably be calculated by 

humans. Prescribed computing has proved more suitable than people at certain jobs, 

often as surrogates for laborious workloads and facilitative of fast automatic 

arithmetic. For example, prescriptive medical knowledge-based systems have been 

widely applied, beginning with expert systems (Feigenbaum et al. 1971).

Prescriptive programs and emergent interactions are not opposing computing 

strategies. As mentioned, computing usually comprises traits of both strategies, and all 

computing is interactive to some degree. Additionally, interactive computing (or 

emergent interactions) must also be prescribed in some form, without which it would 

not exist in the first place. This dissertation focuses on emergent interactions through 

interactive computing rather than on prescriptive computing because this research
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focuses on extrapolation of interactive computation. Furthermore, it is only necessary 

to present the two strategies separately and dichotomously for purposes of clarity.

There is also a need to acknowledge the role that MDCs play in the dichotomy of 

prescriptive programs and emergent interactions. MDCs are by and large serial 

computing devices. This discussion has already considered the relationship between 

serial computing and non-real-time prescriptive programs, and computing on MDCs is 

indeed generally based on prescribed software. Furthermore, while parallel events are 

simulated on MDCs using iterative computing, as operating systems and interactive 

music systems exemplify, a microprocessor, the core computing component of an 

MDC, operates in a step-by-step manner at implementational-level (machine code). 

The serial asynchronous nature of a microprocessor also underlies simulations of 

multitasking with software and hardware interrupts, and disregarding issues of 

processor speed, code for microprocessors with more than one core can be 

equivalently computed serially.

Despite implementational-level faculties pertaining to the concepts of prescriptive 

programs, MDCs are nevertheless also facilitative of emergent interactions. While a 

microprocessor is 'closed' in the mechanical sense (microprocessor hardware does not 

generally change over time), an MDC primarily supports relatively flexible 

modification and rapid adjustment of processing states through Random Access 

Memory, which incorporates dynamical changes of environmental and computing 

information. With sophisticated simulations and abstractions of the environment 

MDCs in interaction with the environment are to some extent capable of facilitating 

real-time, parallel, modifiable, and unpredictable computing (emergent interactions). 

However, at implementational-level an MDC is not necessarily well-suited to 

computing with these interactive traits, which continually require sophisticated 

simulations and programming foresight. Chapter 5 presents an interactive strategy 

which, at implementational-level, unlike an MDC, is suited to the properties of 

emergent interactions that this section describes.

The following, found generally in computer science and AI, might provide rough 

descriptors of computing from prescriptive programs to emergent interactions:
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Quantitative to qualitative, deterministic to indeterministic, predefined to undefined, 

static to evolving, ungrounded to grounded, explicit to implicit, instruction to object, 

static to dynamic, straightforward to enigmatic, abstract to physical, closed to open, 

accessible to obscured, orderly to chaotic, synthetic to natural, symbolicism to 

connectionism, rationalism to empiricism, fixed to fluid, logical to analogical, neat to 

scruffy, program to agent, a priori to a posteriori, theoretical to actual, certain to 

uncertain, closed-world assumption to open-world assumption.

In summary, computing can be incorporative of varying degrees of predefinition and 
unforeseen outcomes, as both characteristics are evident on MDCs which employ a 
spectrum of strategies covering the classifications of prescriptive programs and 
emergent interactions.

3.4 Conclusions

This chapter characterises computing beginning with an account of the algorithm and 
related foundational theories of computation, leading to a portrayal of interactive 
computing which helps emphasise MDCs interacting with the environment. 
Interactive computation by Wegner's rationale, however, concerns issues pertaining to 
the theory of computation. While the theory of computation is out of the scope of this 
study generally, the chapter provides some commentary on Wegner's association of 
interaction as non-algorithmic. This shows that, despite the problematical claim that 
interaction is more powerful than algorithms, the idea of interactive computing is 
useful, at least axiomatically, as a paradigm toward development of new interactive 

computers.

This chapter finally characterises interactive computing through key characteristics 
(real-time, parallelism, unpredictability, and modifiability) which succumb to the 

environment. Furthermore, the contextualisation of computing as a dichotomy of 
prescriptive programs to emergent interactions updates the dichotomy of algorithms to 

interaction, but this does not indicate that emergent interactions cannot be captured by
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algorithms or TMs. The dichotomy also extends to computer music, as Section 1.1 
outlines and Section 7.1 explores further. The concept of emergent interactions 
captures related issues in AI, where, as the following chapter examines, the Symbol 
Grounding Problem (Section 4.2) and the Frame Problem (Section 4.3) are core issues 
in the computing dichotomy from prescription to emergence.

Wegner's interactive computation, on the basis of incorporation of the environment in 
computing, is a useful approach to computing design. Nevertheless, more work is 
required in showing that interactive computation is a paradigm for solving interactive 
problems with the environment. Wegner's interactive computation is associated with 
MDCs but not with possible future interactive computational devices - it is in this 
issue that the present research also deviates. Interactive computing offers a different 
approach to the design of computer hardware and software with emphasis on 
emergence rather than prescription. To this end, Chapter 5 presents a new model of 
interactive computing as a prospective agent AI not suited to simulation using an 
MDC. The agent design incorporates the interactive faculties discussed in this chapter, 
namely emergent interaction with the environment through real-time, parallelism, 
unpredictability, and modifiability. However, prior to its presentation more 
background of interactive computing in terms of AI is required.
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Chapter 4

Interactive Artificial Intelligence

The AI domain grounds the topic of interactive computing. Interactive computing 

emerges through the practice and concerns application in the real world. AI, as an 

interactive endeavour, is likewise empirically oriented, pertaining to computational 

modelling:

Artificial Intelligence is the study of mental faculties through the use of 

computational models. (Charniak and McDerrmott 1985, p. 6)

Artificial Intelligence can be conceived as a sort of philosophy the creation 

and testing of elaborate thought experiments [...]. (Italics preserved, Dennett 

1997, p. 291)

Indeed, AI research might unfold through 'elaborate thought experiments', 

application, or computational modelling. Thus, the real world environment drives the 

empirical emphasis of AI, underpinning its relationship with interactive computing:

Real biological systems are not rational agents that take inputs, compute 

logically, and produce outputs. They are a mess of many mechanisms working 

in various ways, out of which emerges the behavior that we observe and 

rationalize. [...] It is hard to draw the line at what is intelligence, and what is 

environmental interaction. In a sense it does not realty matter which is which, 

as all intelligent systems must be situated in some world or other if they are to 

be useful entities. (Brooks 1991, p. 14-16)
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However, some care is required with the term 'intelligence' despite its manifestation 
in 'artificial intelligence':

The word 'intelligence' is equivocal (describing, as it does, both human 
intelligence and clever and useful performance by machines, performance that 
ordinarily requires human intelligence) [...]. (Harnad 1993a, p. 15)

Indeed, this chapter incorporates computational cognition matters which can infringe 
on issues of mind, consciousness, and intentionality, but it is not substantiated on 
these as stronger brands of AI. The term 'intelligence' is applied within the scope of 
mechanical or computational matters of cognition: "[...] the brain is a machine and 
brains can think [and] something can be a computer and can think [...]" (Searle 1999, 
p. 116). In short, the present approach views brain and computing as distinct concepts, 
but Section 4.2 clarifies this perspective in terms of the Symbol Grounding Problem.

In this chapter, the analysis of interactive computation continues through the domain 
of AI, beginning with an overview of agent orientation and connectionism as 
background to a consideration of computationalism, the focus of the chapter. 
Computationalism integrates cognitive science and philosophy of mind (primarily) 
around a thesis that cognition is computable (Rapaport 1998, p. 403). A topical 
problem of computationalism, the Symbol Grounding Problem, in relation to the 
Frame Problem, is examined. This leads to the outline of a meta-problem, which the 
author terms the Interaction Problem, and entails a review of requirements for an 
agent solution, conceptualised as the extrinsic and intrinsic conditions.
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4.1 AI and Interactive computing

This section reviews interactive AI through agent orientation and connectionism in 
contrast to symbolicism. This is not an exhaustive survey but is preparatory for a 

discussion of computationalism, and also provides relevant background to the agent 
model of interactive computing that the next chapter presents.

4.1.1 Agent Orientation

AI means different things to different researchers generally depending on particular 
sub-fields of AI. Agent orientation, however, is not bound to a particular strategy or 
sub-field of AI (e.g. connectionism, machine learning) but rather a generic paradigm 
for modelling. In this sense, the agent is an alternative to a computer (or program) as a 

virtual (software) or physical (robotic) AI entity (Ferber 1995, p.9). Indeed, an agent 
may be viewed directly as an interpretation of a computer program (Franklin and 
Graesser 1996), but in respect of the environment:

The notion of agent or active object brings programming ontology - if you 

like, the metaphors programmers use in design - much closer to the real world. 

(Italics preserved, Milner 2006, p. 6)

Agent orientated AI, as is the tact of interactive computation, emplaces more emphasis 

on the environment than general programming might:

First, an agent is a computer system that is situated in some environment, and 

that is capable of autonomous action in this environment in order to meet its 

design objectives. (Jennings and Wooldridge 2002, p. 4)

Being analogous to computer programs, emphasis on the environment substitutes 

'input and output' for 'sensors and actuators', where "[a]n agent is anything that can 

be viewed as perceiving its environment through sensors and acting upon that 

environment through actuators" (Russell and Norvig 2003, p. 32). The environment 

first became a salient issue in early studies of cognitive learning, for example, Piaget's
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theory of cognitive development suggests that a child is initially unable to distinguish 
between self and the environment (Wadsworth 1989). Furthermore, the developing 
field of artificial life in the '80s and '90s galvanised a drive toward agent orientated 
AI, where the environmental embodiment of agents concerns social and evolutionary 
strategies around 'properties of natural life' (Taylor and Jefferson 1997, p.l). Natural 
life and the environment engender empirical modelling rather than rationalism:

[I]t seems to be more difficult to start from manifestations of life and try to find 

its fundamental principles by top-down analysis than to start from 

computational and physical simulations and try to synthesize more and more 

complex behaviors, [...] more than a scientific field, AL [Artificial Life] is a 

way of practicing science. (Bonabeau and Theraulaz 1997, p. 303-304)

Such issues are present in AI generally, where rationalism and empiricism carry to the 
'symbol system hypothesis' (representational approach) and the 'physical grounding 
hypothesis' (non-representational approach), respectively. The symbol system 
hypothesis (Simon (1969); Newell and Simon (1976)) concerns the operation of 
intelligence as planned systematic symbolic computation. Whereas Brooks' (1990; 
1991) physical grounding hypothesis poses that intelligent behaviour emerges from 
interactions of an embodied agent in an environment:

The functionality of an agent is viewed as an emergent property of the 

intensive interaction of the system with its dynamic environment. The 

specification of the behaviour of the agent alone does not explain the 

functionality that is displayed when the agent is operating. Instead the 

functionality to a large degree is founded on the properties of the environment. 

(Macs 1990, p. 1)

Agent AI embraces the environment and so pertains to interactive computing where 
"[o]penness is about living in an environment, perceiving it, and being affected by it" 
(Zambonelli and Parunak 2002, p. 15). Wegner and Goldin (2003) interpret the 
physical grounding hypothesis as an interactive approach to computing, positioning 

interaction as a prerequisite for intelligent behaviour around reactive systems. 
Reactive systems were originally defined in contrast to transformational systems:
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A transformational system accepts inputs, performs transformations on them 

and produces outputs [...]. Reactive systems, on the other hand, are repeatedly 

prompted by the outside world and their role is to continuously respond to 

external inputs [...]. A reactive system, in general, does not compute or 

perform a function, but is supposed to maintain a certain ongoing relationship, 

so to speak, with its environment. (Harel and Pnueli 1985, p.479)

Corresponding to reactive and transformational systems, agent AI represents an 

alternative to GOFAI (Good Old Fashioned AI) (Haugland 1985, p. 112). GOFAI 

pertains to various symbolic strategies, in particular: common sense reasoning, search 

(and representation), heuristics, logic, expert systems, machine learning, control 

systems and automation, etc. GOFAI or symbolic approaches are associated with the 

following general idea:

The main assumption is that intelligence (human or otherwise) can be 

represented in terms of symbol structures and symbolic operations which can 

be programmed in a digital computer. (Sharpies et al. 1989, p. 21)

Rather than viewing emergent behaviour in relation to an emergent environment as a 

construct of intelligence, then, symbolic AI can treat the environment as a triggering 

mechanism for programmed activity:

But humans do not just respond to the environment; they also devise plans for 

negotiating their way through the routine problems of everyday life. A plan is a 

program for behaviour that is triggered when certain conditions in the external 

environment are satisfied. (Sharpies et al. 1989, p. 201)

However, strategies can involve aspects of both GOFAI (explicit and symbolic) and 

agent oriented AI (implicit and sub-symbolic), as MDCs can also involve both 

prescriptive programs and emergent interactions. Strategies need not be distinctly 

symbolic or entirely physical, and AI is in general actually rather incorporative of the 

combined approach. Neurosymbolic integration, in particular, provides 

exemplification of melding the two research directions.
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4.1.2 Connectionism and Symbolicism: Neurosymbolic Integration

Connectionism presents an interactive approach to AI concerning the plasticity of 

connections between nodes which makes for emergent implicit sub-symbolic 

representation. Rather than predefined explicit symbolic specification, knowledge is 

represented by connection strengths between processing nodes of the network. Thus, 

symbolism and Connectionism are key polar methodologies in the relationship 
between GOFAI and agent AI:

The assumptions behind [connectionism] differ in substantial ways from the 

'central dogma' of cognitive science, that intelligence is the result of the 

manipulation of structured symbolic expressions. Instead, connectionists 

suggest that intelligence is to be understood as the result of the transmission of 

activation levels in large networks of densely interconnected simple units. 

(Pinker and Jacques 1988, p. 1)

Detailed comparisons of symbolicism and connectionism are provided in Pinker and 

Jacques (1988), Fodor and Pylyshyn (1988), and Minsky (1990). Neurosymbolic 
integration, however, presents an interface between symbolicism and connectionism, 

potentially combining the benefits of both approaches (Hilario 1997). For example, 

Towell (1991) describes how Boolean logic is converted into weighted connections 

and nodes, and Sun's neural network model of causality (Sun 1994) includes causal 

events represented by nodes and causal relations represented by links. Associative 

approaches of note include Semantic Networks (Quillian 1968) where relationships 

between symbolic concepts are interrelated in a network, and Causal Bayesian 

Networks (Pearl 2000) which can represent probabilities with causation in the 

environment.

Rather than using established paradigmatic strategies for particular problems, 

neurosymbolic integrations more often tackle problems using tailored methodologies. 

Such ambiguity of modelling in the field inspired an aptly entitled panel discussion: 

"Oh sure my method is connectionist too, who says it's not?" (Roy and Sun 2002). 

Connectionism in general is not a stringent paradigm, but a primary problem in 

neurosymbolic integration is that there is no one accepted integration strategy (Hilario
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1997). Actually a defining feature of connectionism, and neurosymbolic integration, is 
the encapsulation of a broad range of strategies.

Neurosymbolic integrations have various interactive attributes. In particular, 
connections can be manipulated and weights adjusted interactively by external entities 
in various fashions (Sun and Alexandre 1997). Furthermore, connectionist systems in 
general are usually adaptive through interaction with the environment, or training data 
as is the case with general artificial neural networks (Hornel and Menzel 1998, p. 44).

Moreover, neurosymbolic integration can present direct interaction between the 
symbol and the connectionist node, and while strategies are not necessarily concerned 
with neurological plausibility, the 'Grandmother cell', in particular, makes an 
interesting claim. It refers to a neuron that responds to a specific meaningful stimulus, 
a distinct percept or a single concept (Gross 2002, p. 512), and which is also an 
instance of 'unified localist neurosymbolic integration' (Hilario 1997), i.e. the node is 
synergised with the symbol.

Rounding off this discussion, Minsky (1985) expands the notion of agents to 
interacting components of brain or mind around a proposition of 'Society of Mind', a 
theory of cognition comprising of many different distinct agents. Minsky (1985, p. 
326) defines agent as "any part or process of the mind that by itself is simple enough 
to understand - even though the interactions among groups of such agents may 
produce phenomena that are much harder to understand". Section 6.3.1 examines 
Minsky's Society of Mind in more detail, comparing it with the agent developed 
during this research.

In summary, approaches to AI have various interactive attributes, and the agent 
epitomises interactive forms and strategies in contrast to computer programs. 
However, even though agent AI and symbolic AI are converse approaches, symbolic 
representation, as shown by neurosymbolic integration, may be suitable in a 
framework combined with interactive non-representational connectionist structures. 
The incorporation of both approaches is a criterion for the agent model developed 
during this research, and a primary issue for the Symbol Grounding Problem.
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4.2 The Symbol Grounding Problem: The Extrinsic Condition

The previous section provides background, contrasting interactive AI with symbolic 

AI. The following is a more specific consideration of the two approaches focusing on 

the Symbol Grounding Problem (SGP), which involves neurosymbolic integration in 

justifying computationalism. This section and the subsequent section provide criteria 

for an AI agent, comprising the extrinsic condition and the intrinsic condition, 
respectively.

The SGP first came to light as refutation of the Chinese Room Argument (CRA) 

(Searle 1980). The CRA, a refutation of computationalism, actually aids tract and 

exploration of computationalism: "Pat Hayes went so far as to define cognitive 

science as 'the ongoing research program of showing Searle's Chinese Room 

Argument to be false'" (Harnad 2001, p. 1). The CRA is a thought experiment that 

Searle (1980) devises in order to show Strong AI ("[•••] machine intelligence with the 

full range of human intelligence [...]" (Kurzweil 2005, p. 260)) to be false, posing that 

computer programs consisting solely of arbitrary symbols are not sufficient for 

semantics or meaning, i.e. a machine cannot understand as a human understands. 

Searle (1999) presents the CRA more concisely than the original explication:

Imagine a native English speaker [...] who knows no Chinese locked in a room 
full of boxes of Chinese symbols (a data base) together with a book of 
instructions for manipulating the symbols (the program). Imagine that people 
outside the room send in other Chinese symbols which, unknown to the person 
in the room, are questions in Chinese (the input). And imagine that by 
following the instructions in the program the man in the room is able to pass 
out Chinese symbols which are correct answers to the questions (the output). 
The program enables the person in the room [to appear to understand] Chinese 
but he does not understand a word of Chinese. [...] The point of the argument 
is this: if the man in the room does not understand Chinese [...] then neither 
does any other digital computer solely on that basis because no computer, qua 
computer, has anything the man does not have. (Searle 1999, p. 115)

The SGP is an approach to solving the problems that the CRA extrapolates. The 

requirements of the foundational account of the SGP (Harnard 1990) are rationalised
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here as the extrinsic condition. This abstraction will become more apparent following 

the subsequent overview of the intrinsic condition, eventually providing foundations 

for a hypothesis of interactive computationalism.

In response to Searle's claim that syntactic rule-based symbol manipulation does not 

permit understanding or meaning (the CRA), Harnard proposes that "[sjymbols must 

be grounded directly in the capacity to identify and interact with the objects they 

designate" (Harnard 2001, p. 1). That is, symbols should be connected (grounded) 

with respective denoted objects without the separation that the Chinese room 

represents, and without disconnection that syntactic computation imposes. In short, 

the SGP, in its basic form as the extrinsic condition, is the problem of facilitating the 

connection of symbols with the denoted objects in the external environment.

Harnard's original model for symbol grounding (Harnard 1990) incorporates an 

artificial neural network outer layer as a transducer connected with the environment, 

converting sensory data from the environment to an inner symbolic layer. In this way, 

the symbols arguably connect to the external world and what they represent, their 

referents. Generally, methods for symbol grounding similarly employ some form of 

conversion from the artificial neural network to the symbolic system. Thus symbol 

grounding concerns connectionism and symbolicism or neurosymbolic integration, as 

discussed.

Various methods for the grounding of symbols have followed Hamard's original 

model. As such, there are numerous strategies for grounding, and varying ideas about 

what a correct solution to the SGP would entail. Since most strategies involve 

connection of symbols to environment objects (the extrinsic condition), SGP research 

generally interrelates with the physical grounding hypothesis that the previous section 

outlines. (Conversely, the physical grounding hypothesis can be taken as revocation of 

the need for grounding at all, for example, Pfeifer and Scheirer (1999, p. 71) treat the 

SGP as a symptom of unnecessary symbolic GOFAI (Worgan and Damper 2007, 

p. 14).)
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However, more than simply connecting symbols with the environment (the extrinsic 
condition), the SGP also concerns developing a meaningful framework for grounding 
(the intrinsic condition).

4.3 Toward an Autonomous Agent: The Intrinsic Condition

In describing the intrinsic condition, this section outlines a number of related 
perspectives in AI including the zero semantical commitment condition, Mayo's 
strategy for iconic representations, and the Frame Problem. These strands are drawn 
together in order to portray potentials for an autonomous agent solution.

4.3.1 The Zero Semantical Commitment Condition

Taddeo and Floridi's (2005) review of the SGP generalises a compilation of efforts 
toward symbol grounding as the 'zero semantical commitment condition' (Z 
condition). The Z condition represents a hypothesis of criteria for symbol grounding, 
and so an agent which facilitates the Z condition is a solution to the SGP, according to 
Taddeo and Floridi (2005). The Z condition specifies that a grounded agent should not 
receive external aid in generating grounded symbols. (The intrinsic condition also 
follows this requirement closely. However, beyond the Z condition, the intrinsic 
condition also encapsulates the Frame Problem, Iconic representations, while 
concerning agent autonomy generally.) An agent, then, must elaborate its grounding 
of symbols internally, as external mediation would interrupt proper grounded 
connection between symbol and respective world object, a premise that Harnard 

expresses:

The symbol grounding problem is accordingly that of connecting symbols to 

what they are about without the mediation of an external interpretation. 

(Harnard 1994, p. 382)
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Actually Harnad (1992) already provides basis for the Z condition, but Taddeo and 
Floridi devise the Z condition as a broader presentation of the requirements of the 
SGP, and reinterpret the SGP:

The SGP concerns the possibility of specifying precisely how an AA 
[Autonomous Agent] can autonomously elaborate its own semantics for the 
symbols that it manipulates and do so from scratch [...]. (Taddeo and Floridi 
2005, p. 423)

Thus, while an agent should not receive aid during generation of semantics (grounding 
of meaningful symbols), it additionally must not embody predefined semantics about 
the symbols it is to represent. As such, symbol grounding in terms of the Z condition 
requires, on one hand, autonomy, self-sufficiency, and self-generation of symbols, and 
on the other, embodiment in the environment in order to connect with the objects 
which the symbols denote. In other words, external mediation is not permitted but 
connection with external objects of the environment is required.

Attempts at solving the SGP are semantically committed because models generate 
symbols by begging the question (Taddeo and Floridi 2005, p. 453). That is, models 
semantically presuppose particular symbolic structures and methodologies. However, 
the Z condition intuitively broadens the SGP to the interactive (autonomous) agent 
oriented approach to AI. The agent approach, in contrast to symbolic strategies, is 
useful because behaviour and representation might be generated through interaction 
with the environment without begging the question. However, the Z condition, where 
an agent must begin its development from scratch, emplaces stringent requirements on 
agent learning beyond the general impetus of agent-oriented AI. It presents a 
challenge around the specification of a learning framework for the meaningful 

generation of symbols. Mayo aptly summarises this challenge:

The problem is how to start from nothing, and advance to a state of being able 
to do something intelligent. If we believe that symbols/rules actually exist then 

we have to explain how they appear from nothing. (Mayo 2008)
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4.3.2 Mayo's Iconic Representations

Mayo's iconic representations, extending the Z condition, aid further definition of the 
intrinsic condition. In outlining the impetus of an approach to symbol grounding, 
Mayo (2003) usefully interprets the CRA:

Programs are syntactic. That is, they consist solely of symbol strings. The 
shape of a symbol is arbitrary (not related to its meaning or content), and the 
rules for reasoning (combining and recombining the symbols) are themselves 
arbitrary symbol strings. The human mind, on the other hand, is both syntactic 
and semantic: the human mind has symbols, but it also attaches a meaning 
(semantics) to its symbols. Thus, a human mind can be said to understand. 

Searle states that because no amount of syntax will ever produce semantics, 
there is no way that a computer running a program (which is purely syntactic) 
will ever be able to understand. (Italics preserved, Mayo 2003, p. 55)

Mayo's approach to grounding (Mayo 2003) attempts to show that computers, albeit 
future computers rather than Modern Digital Computers (MDCs), could have 
semantics or meaning, whereby grounding a symbol concerns associating it with 
patterns of sensory data that are perceived when the object of the world that the 
symbol denotes is seen, heard, or tasted, etc. Semantics are associated with connection 
to the environment, whereas disconnection with the environment, or ungroundedness, 
equates to syntactic computer programs and MDCs (Mayo 2003, p. 56). The concept 
of'iconic representation' provides rationale:

For example, I understand what the symbol "pizza" means because I know 
what a pizza looks like, smells like, tastes like and so on. This sensory 
information is called its iconic representation. (Italics preserved, Mayo 2003, p. 

56)

The criterion for grounding, then, entails the exclusive incorporation of iconic 
representations without any extraneous syntactic impurities:

A mind that understands will consist of meaningful, grounded symbols - and 

that is all. (Mayo 2003, p. 58)
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Thus, a grounded agent will not require explicit separate (brittle) rules for 
manipulation of symbols, as composition of such rules should be enclosed in the 
iconic representation itself. Iconic representation is a prospective approach to the Z 
condition of the SGP because it does not presuppose semantics. However, as Taddeo 
and Floridi (2005, p.431) point out in critique of iconic representation, "[...] there is a 
countless variety of possible categories [...] by means of which the data could be 
organized", in relation to Mayo's note:

[W]ithout some sort of bias, it is computationally intractable to come up with the 
best set of categories describing the world. [...] Given that sensory data is 
continuous, there is an effectively infinite (subject to the limits of the sensory 
apparatus) number of possible categorisations of the data. (Mayo 2003, p. 56)

In order to deal with the problem, Taddeo and Floridi (2005) reason, iconic 
representations must be presumed to have access to semantics, and as the agent cannot 
be expected to elaborate this semantic resource autonomously, the strategy breaches 
the Z condition (Taddeo and Floridi 2005, p. 432). However, the problem concerning 
intractability of world information that Taddeo and Floridi (2005) and Mayo (2003) 
are extrapolating might be an instance of the Frame Problem. As such, the issue of the 
credibility of iconic representations is briefly left hanging in order to cover some 
background on the Frame Problem.

4.3.3 The Frame Problem

The Frame Problem (FP) originally came to light through logic in McCarthy and 
Hayes (1969). However, it has since broadened to a plethora of interrelated problems 
in AI. (Shanahan (1997, p. 6) discusses disparity between the original FP and the 
broadened 'computational' FP.) There are too many differing AI models with FP 
characteristics and too many variations of the FP for a full survey here. (Pylyshyn 
(1987); Ford and Pylyshyn (1996); and Korb (1998) provide reviews.) This discussion 
merely sketches the FP in relation to the SGP, and outlines its significance to iconic 
representations. However, Sections 6.1 and 6.2 present a particular agent approach to 
the FP, considering the problem in terms of transduction and general problem solving
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in the environment, respectively. Being a broad problem in AI, then, definitions of the 
FPvary:

[The FP is] the problem of efficiently determining which things remain the 

same in a changing world [...]. (Morgenstern 1996, p. 99)

The frame problem is the problem of how we selectively apply relevant 

knowledge to particular situations in order to generate practical solutions. 

(Hendricks 2006, p. 317)

In respect of the two definitions, indeed, it might be advantageous to facilitate an 

agent which generates particular solutions in order to deal with a changing world. This 

additionally corresponds to a traditional problem of epistemology around how humans 

acquire knowledge of the external world (Pollock 1998). Hawkins and George 

exemplify an occurrence of the FP, typically without broaching the issue of FP 

explicitly:

For example, imagine you are trying to recognize a picture of a dog. In your 

unknown image, the dog is facing right. [...] You could try a 'rotation through 

plane' transformation on the unknown image and now it too would be facing 

left. However, what if you had two images, one of a Great Dane and the other 

of a Pekinese? A human would recognise both of these as dogs, but what kind 

of transformation could be used to convert one representation to the other? It is 

hard to say. Worse still, what if one picture was looking at the head of a dog, 

and the other was looking at the rear of the dog. [...] How many different 

examples of the objects are needed? If you could store every image of every 

dog you have ever seen, then supposedly it would be easier to recognize an 

unknown image as a dog by comparing it to all previously seen images. Of 

course, this is impractical. (Hawkins and George 2006, p. 8)

Encountering these kinds of problems is common in AI, where variations of the FP are 

widespread. Consequently, probably the broadest account of the FP is Dennett's 

(Dennett 1984) in relation to Pat Haye's 'whole pudding' therein (which insinuates 

that the FP is encompassing of almost all problems in AI). Dennett offers some 

criteria for avoidance of the FP:
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What is needed is a system that genuinely ignores most of what it knows, and 
operates with a well-chosen portion of its knowledge at any moment. Well- 
chosen, but not chosen by exhaustive consideration. How, though, can you give 
a system rules for ignoring - or better, since explicit rule-following is not the 
problem, how can you design a system that reliably ignores what it ought to 
ignore under a wide variety of different circumstances in a complex action 
environment? (Dennett 1984, p. 138)

Sloman might have had the FP in mind in discussing the flexibility of intelligent 

computer programs:

[Flexibility] has to do with the breadth and variety of [...] types of goals, 
objects, problems, plans, actions, environments, etc., with which an individual 
can cope, including the ability to deal with new situations using old resources 
combined and transformed in new ways. [...] A desirable kind of flexibility 
often missing in computer programs is 'graceful degradation'. Often if the 
input to a computer deviates at all from what is expected, the result is simply 
an error message and abort. Graceful degradation, on the other hand, would 
imply being able to try to cope with the unexpected by reinterpreting it, or 
modifying strategies [...]. (Aaron Sloman in Sharpies et al., p. xxii)

Respectively, the problem of brittleness can be another name for the FP and likewise 

aids its portrayal:

"Brittleness is arguably the single most important problem in AI, and perhaps 
in (computer) systems overall: a system designed for specific tasks fails utterly 
when faced with unanticipated perturbations that take it even slightly outside 
its task specifications. Yet humans perform admirably under such 
perturbations, easily adjusting to most minor changes as well as to many major 

ones." (Anderson and Perlis 2005, p. 21)

'Artificial stupidity' (an unfortunate but often repeated term) is employed in 

categorising such failings of AI and describing AI models which produce unsuitable 

behaviour, both of which are often associative instances of the FP. McDermott (1976) 

coins 'artificial stupidity', suggesting that problem solving modelling attempts in AI 

are not solutions but expositions of new problems (McDermott 1976, p.l). 

Furthermore, artificial stupidity aptly portrays impetus for 'common sense reasoning',
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a subfield of AI with origins in the article 'Programs with common sense' (McCarthy 
1960). The FP as the 'whole pudding' broadly encapsulates these issues.

Taddeo and Floridi (2005) criticise Mayo's iconic representation because it does not 

solve an instance of the FP (to refresh): "[...] there is a countless variety of possible 

categories [...] by means of which the data could be organized" and so iconic 

representations cannot be elaborated by the agent autonomously (Taddeo and Floridi 
2005, p. 431). In this action the SGP is equated with the FP, although implicitly (as 

the FP is often an implicit AI problem). Harnard, however, merges the FP and SGP 
directly:

I think the reason the frame problem keeps rearing its head is because there is 

something intrinsically wrong with an ungrounded symbolic approach to 

modeling the mind [...]. I think nothing less than the real world of objects, 

events and states of affairs that the symbols aspire to be about is needed, not to 

"frame" the symbols, but to ground them - in the robotic capacities that we 

life-size human beings so clearly have. (Harnad 1993b, p. 3)

Mayo (2003) does not describe a complete strategy or explanation for a SGP exempt 
(or FP exempt) agent but merely offers a hypothesis that symbols should be entirely 
semantical (or intrinsic), since incorporation of syntactic symbols only leaves the 

agent open to the CRA. Iconic representation, Mayo (2003, p.59) explains, represents 
functionality beyond MDC expressivity, because MDCs operate at implementational- 

level and not at referential-level. Implementation symbols are underlying 
computational hardware processes, i.e. bitwise operations and actual bits (1, 0), 

whereas referential symbols denote objects in the environment, for example, 'pizza', 
'cat', etc. Additionally, implementational and referential processes correspond to the 
abstractions: knowledge level (principle of rationality); symbol level (information 

processing); logic circuit level (logical behaviour, computation); and device level 

(physical behaviour) (Steels and Brooks, p. 149). Melding referential and 

implementational computation engenders ideas of prospective grounded future 

computers:

[A] computer could be developed that operates solely at the referential level. 

Unlike a present-day digital computer, which can manipulate only
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implementation level symbols, the referential computer would have as its most 
primitive element symbols that are grounded in the world. (Mayo 2003, p. 59)

An agent capable of grounding, then, must operate referentially at implementational- 

level computing. Such an implementational-referential computation poses a potential 

solution for an agent conforming to the intrinsic condition, and ties up some strands of 

AI in this chapter. While the SGP broadly concerns neurosymbolic integration, the 

unified localist neurosymbolic integration approach (Section 4.1.2) is a form of 

implementational-referential computation because it may hold no distinction between 

process and memory (or computing and representation). This approach is a basis for 

the agent model that the next chapter presents.

4.4 Conclusions: The Interaction Problem

The dichotomy of prescriptive programs and emergent interactions (Section 3.3) 

broaches the field of AI as the symbol system hypothesis and physical grounding 

hypothesis, respectively. Rather than 'programs', interactive AI is epitomised by 

'agents' which can embody many interactive AI strategies. Problems in 

computationalism can also be tackled in terms of interaction, and indeed the SGP, in 

particular, prompts criteria for agents as autonomous embedded intelligent interactive 

entities. This is also noted in agent research without context of the SGP: "[a] rational 

agent should be autonomous - it should learn what it can to compensate for partial or 

incorrect prior knowledge" (Russell and Norvig 2003, p.37). Furthermore, the 

connection or embodiment with the environment is another criterion of general agent 

oriented AI, as discussed. In short, the extrinsic condition concerns connection 

between the agent and the environment, and the intrinsic condition concerns 

autonomous agent functionality: connection with external objects of the environment 

is required (extrinsic condition) but external mediation is not permitted (intrinsic 

condition).

The SGP is a highly interactive prospect concerned with facilitating transduction, 

embodiment, and the connection of symbols with the real world. Likewise, the FP 

concerns an agent dealing with change in the real world, and agent interactions with
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(changing) entities in the real world. In respect of the dichotomy of computing as 

prescriptive programs and emergent interactions, interactive AI which endeavours for 

interactive expressiveness (i.e. the general agent approach, the SGP, and the FP) may 

be weakened if prescriptive operations are applied. For example, the interactive 

expressiveness of the neural network component of Harnard's original model for 

symbol grounding (Harnard 1990) may be weakened as it can be prescribed.

Through a review of interactive computation with interactive AI including the SGP 

and the FP, common interactive traits can be unified toward solving the problems 

therein. It can be proposed that possible problems around the prescription of 

interaction, the SGP, and the FP, are actually interrelated problems concerning the 

facilitation of interaction. These interrelated problems can therefore be generalised as 

the Interaction Problem. A solution of the Interaction Problem might concern the 

following primary requirements:

• A computing strategy which facilitates interaction.

• An agent strategy conforming to the extrinsic and intrinsic conditions.

The next chapter provides an overview of an interactive agent model which 

incorporates many of the AI strategies that this chapter discusses in order to avoid the 

Interaction Problem. Following the presentation of the model, Chapter 6 describes 

how the Interaction Problem is avoided.
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Chapter 5

Interactive Causal Agent

This chapter presents an overview of Interactive Causal Agent (ICA), extending the 

summary of ICA in Rawbone et al. (2006) by detailing its components through four 

distinct schemes and compartmentalising the use of causation through spatial and 

temporal parameters. ICA was designed over the course of this research, and employs 

numerous methodologies of AI which lead to distinct research areas (in particular, 

neurosymbolic integration, pattern association, and goal-based reasoning). ICA is a 

general agent paradigm which may be tailored and adjusted to suit specific needs.

ICA is ill-suited to implementation on a Modern Digital Computer (MDC), and can 

only be approximated using an MDC simulation because the ICA transduction 

strategy requires exponential precision (Sections 6.1 and 8.2.1 describe the problems 

in simulating ICA using an MDC). ICA as a core component of this dissertation is a 

form of interactive computing permitting a strategy for avoidance of the Interaction 

Problem. This chapter, however, focuses exclusively on the presentation of ICA, 

whereas the next chapter examines the avoidance of the Interaction Problem and 

compares ICA with other representative agents in AI.

Via interaction with the environment using a transducing strategy, ICA autonomously 

generates representation of the environment in the form of neurosymbolic computing, 

where representation/computing includes ICA behaviour and solutions to problems in 

the environment. Human supervision is not required, and the representation is not pre 

programmed but emergent of interaction with the environment. The environment is
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the real world, and so ICA is not limited to certain kinds of information and can 
potentially deal with arbitrary information and generic environmental contexts. As 
such, ICA is an autonomous generic problem solver, and could be thought of as a 
general paradigm applicable to arbitrary environmental problems: in order for ICA to 
learn about weather it requires a weather environment, to learn about trees it should be 
exposed to forests, or to win at noughts and crosses it should practice the game. ICA 
does not begin with rules as explicit solutions to particular problems that dictate the 
way representations of particular contexts of the environment function, since such 
rules (or rather relationships between neurosymbolic connections) are generated 
autonomously.

This chapter presents ICA through four schemes: environment scheme, causal scheme, 
motivational scheme, and generative scheme. The environment scheme is a causal 
approach to abstracting the real world environment that ICA employs. The causal 
scheme concerns network architecture that combines computation and representation 
using a transducing hierarchical neurosymbolic strategy. The motivational scheme 
facilitates goal-based reasoning by traversing the ICA network. The generative 
scheme develops new network architecture through analysis of existing architecture 
using pattern association. The schemes are real-time and function concurrently with 
the environment. In order to present ICA functionality clearly, this chapter often 
employs examples of simplified ICA representations rather than actual arbitrary 
representations that a real world ICA might generate. This makes for a focused 
presentation but not at the cost of oversimplification.
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5.1 Environment Scheme

ICA combines four domains of interaction with the environment:

• Interactive computation - interaction between computational devices and the 

environment (Section 3.3.1).

• Agent-oriented AI - interaction between an agent and the environment 

(Section 4.1.1).

• Neurosymbolic integration - interaction between a representation of the 

environment and computation (Section 4.1.2).

• Causality - interaction between an observer and causal environment (as 

outlined below).

ICA incorporates an intrinsic interactive relationship with the environment, where the 

environment, from an observed perspective, is abstracted causally. The environment 

can be described as partially observable (as the agent detects only aspects of the 

environment which are available to it), stochastic (not entirely predictable), dynamic 

(continually changing), and continuous (not discrete time), or more generally the real 

world (Russell and Norvig 2003, p. 41-42). The use of causality here is not directly 

concerned with its philosophical roots but merely employs causation in order to 

facilitate interaction and the interpretation of the environment. The approach pertains 

to observer-related causality, where causality is merely perceived (Pearl 2000), 

drawing some foundational concepts of causality:

Thus we remember to have seen the species of object we call flame, and to 

have felt that species of sensation we call heat. We likewise call to mind their 

constant conjunction in all past instances. Without any farther ceremony, we 

call the one cause and the other effect, and infer the existence of the one from 

the other. (Hume 1739)
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Hume is not inferring underlying principles of the environment, e.g. the thermal 
properties of flame, only that flame, as an observer-related abstraction of an object of 
the environment, causes heat. Similarly, ICA is compatible with arbitrary systems of 
the environment by abstracting the environment as objects of causation, not the actual 
physicality of the environment.

In this approach, the environment, as relative to ICA, theoretically embodies two 
interrelated forms of causation:

• Hierarchical causation - causation within causal objects of the environment.

• Sequential causation - causation between causal objects of the environment.

The term 'causal object' refers to an entity of the environment which can be 
abstracted, for example, 'wet', 'tree', and 'falling'. A causal object can also be a 
constituent of another causal object, for example, a wheel of a causal object car.

Hierarchical causation concerns spatial matter of the environment, where the 
constituent causal objects of a causal object can be said to cause that object, for 
example: Leaves AND Branches AND Trunk •> Tree.

Sequential causation concerns temporal matter in the environment: a causal object(s) 
may evoke a causal object(s), or become evoked by a causal object(s). For example: 
Strike Match -^ Fire, where causal object 'Strike Match' (the cause) evokes causal 

object 'Fire' (the effect).

An agent, then, may infer the existence of 'Tree' from the existence of the constituent 
causal objects 'Leaves', 'Branches', and 'Trunk'. Furthermore, 'Fire' may be inferred 
from the presence of 'Strike Match', or 'Fire' may be evoked via the application of 

'Strike Match'. The following subsection considers this approach to agent 

representation of the environment in more detail.
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5.2 Causal Scheme

The causal scheme is connectionist structured, and generally respective of the unified 
localist neurosymbolic integration approach, where each node is synergised with each 
symbol and denotes a causal object in the environment. ICA employs a distinct form 
of neurosymbolic integration, and so the nodes are termed causal elements. Causal 
elements are capable of simultaneously representing hierarchical causation and 
sequential causation.

5.2.1 Causal Elements: Hierarchical Causation

As a referential computational device capturing hierarchical causation, a causal 
element is either in the state of True (representing the presence of the respective 
causal object in the environment) or False (representing that the respective causal 
object is not present in the environment). Figure 5.2.la depicts the hierarchical 
components of a causal element, where input activity is received in the upper segment 
and output activity is emitted through the lower segment.

Input
(potentially any 

number of
parallel 

connections)

Causal 
element

Output
(potentially any

number of
parallel 

connections)

Figure 5.2. la A causal element with hierarchical connections
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Figure 5.2.1b provides an example of representation of hierarchical causation with 

causal elements. The tree, a causal object in the environment, and its constituent 
causal objects are each represented by a causal element.

Figure 5.2. Ib Hierarchical structure of causal elements

The causal element 'Tree' is activated (becomes True, or fires) upon simultaneous 
activation of its constituent low-level causal elements 'Trunk', 'Branches', and 
'Leaves'. The low-level causal elements are activated by signals from the 
environment, that is, directly from the causal objects leaves, branches, and trunk. The 
presence of a tree in the environment, then, causes the computational representation of 

the tree.

This example, however, intended for presentational purposes, is too simple to be 

practical in the real world. Indeed, one might wonder how causal objects activate low- 
level causal elements exactly. In representing (causal objects of) the real world, low- 

level causal elements connected directly to the environment are representations of 
actual low-level causal objects, be they edges, colours, textures, or even frequency 

components of these micro sensory signals. Thus, a low-level causal element 

transduces a component of an environmental sensory signal, e.g. light to an electrical
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signal, where greater quantities of causal elements are employed within a broader and 
deeper hierarchy.

Layers of causal elements, then, represent patterns of representation, e.g. the layer 
containing 'Trunk', 'Branches', and 'Leaves' represents a pattern. Signals from the 
environment captured by a low-level causal element layer are micro-patterns, while 

higher level layers represent more symbolic pattern-based abstractions. Hence, the 
layer of constituent causal elements of a given parent causal element represents a 
pattern, and upon its occurrence (the simultaneous activation of the constituent causal 
elements) the parent causal element is activated. (The generation of connections 
between (layers of) causal elements are conducted by the generative scheme (Section 
5.4).)

A pattern is a generic concept, as patterns can be found broadly in the environment. 
This corresponds with a broad view of interaction and, in particular, the overview of 
objects in Section 2.1. In being a generic concept, pattern recognition in AI has also 
been applied to many varieties of environmental phenomena (Tveter 1998). A pattern, 
as applied to hierarchical causation in ICA, can be defined as a recurrence of 
simultaneous activities of causal elements (these activities occur simultaneously 
because hierarchical causation concerns spatial parameters). With ICA, a pattern is 
also generic (and enabling of the general problem solving feature, as Section 6.2 
examines), and so may represent, through transduction (as detailed in Section 6.1.2), 
potentially any variation of environmental activity - although depending on some 

conditions, as follows.

Since the application of a generic pattern strategy could potentially lead to an infinite 
quantity of pattern classifications from the continuous sensory data (in relation to 
Taddeo and Floridi's criticism of Mayo's iconic representations and the FP, as Section 
4.3.3 reviews), the generative scheme incorporates a strategy for removal of causal 
elements (patterns) which are not useful in meeting the goals of ICA (further detailed 

in Section 5.3). For example, a flat piece of wood supported by four legs may be 
categorised as both a stool and a table. However, if a stool does not lead to the 

attainment of the particular goals of ICA, then the sensory pattern would only be
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contextualised as a table. (This corresponds to the way that people might deal with 
information in the environment as relative to personal arbitrary goals: upon viewing a 
tree, for example, the arboriculturist may refer to a host of detailed personally 
abstracted patterns concerning the structures and functions of trees, but most people 
see trees more passively and generally in terms of immediate sensory information.)

The use of a generic pattern system in ICA is tractable because only useful patterns 
are retained. Additionally, while instances of patterns which are represented by causal 
elements in ICA may facilitate an exponential level of detail of the continuous sensory 
signal, the actual quantity of available extrapolated patterns of the signal is dependant 
on the particular optimal processing capacity of some arbitrary pattern recognition 
component utilised in the generative scheme (which, furthermore, may be limited to 
functionality within a particular quantised resolution of the analogue sensory signal). 
(The issue of exponential precision in transduction with causal elements is covered in 
Section 6.1.) Finally, while a pattern in ICA is defined as a recurrence of simultaneous 
activities of causal elements, if required, the pattern analysis component (of the 
generative scheme) could introduce degrees of flexibility in order to account for 
possible latencies in components of a pattern.

In ICA, objects of the environment cause activation of respective representation 
because representation is causal, transducing, interactive, and computational. 
Hierarchical organisation of representation permits causal interaction between the 
agent and the environment from signal-level to symbolic-level. Additionally, while the 
example here only employs AND operations, other Boolean operators can be utilised 

in representing patterns of causation.

5.2.2 Causal Elements: Sequential Causation

Causal elements can be organised with a variety of connectivity in capturing 
sequential causation of the environment. Figure 5.2.2a depicts the processing of 
sequential causation in a causal element, which, in contrast to the vertical processing 

of hierarchical activity, is conducted horizontally.
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Input 
(Potentially any

number of 
connections)

d

Figure 5.2.2a Sequential connections of a causal element

The activation of a causal element via sequential causation activity (with sequential 
flux in contrast to hierarchical flux) is processed separately to hierarchical activity, 
and as a representation of sequential causation in the environment, it presents a 
different representational meaning. Sequential causation concerns occurrences of 
causal objects (patterns) in time, whereas hierarchical causation captures spatial 
matter. Sequential flux input of a causal element, then, is serial (links connect to the 
causal element in order from 'a' to 'd'), not parallel as it is with hierarchical flux. The 
sequential activation of a causal element requires activation of all of its serial input 
connections or alternatively a hierarchical activation from the environment (unlike 
hierarchical activity which is only activated by other hierarchical activity and not 
sequential activity). For example, in Figure 5.2.2b causal element 'Rain' is 
sequentially activated by hierarchical flux, while element 'Wet road' is activated by 

sequential flux from element 'Rain'.

Figure 5.2.2b Representation of sequential causation
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Activation of a causal element through sequential flux represents a prediction of the 
existence of the respective causal object referent in the environment. In contrast, 
hierarchical activation of a causal element is a form of direct transduction generated 

through the actual presence of the causal object in the environment. In this respect, 
sequential causal element activity might be considered 'ungrounded', not being 

directly connected to the world via transduction (Section 6.2.3 considers this point).

Figure 5.2.2c models numerous sequential connections of causal elements, and 
includes the use of the OR gate which separates groups of serial input connections to a 
causal element. 'Squeeze orange' and 'Use juicing machine' represent equivalent 
causes (bitwise OR), where either (represented by 'Y'), along with 'Cut orange', 
independently evokes the same effect (causal element 'X'). 'Orange juice' and 
'Orange peel' represent multiple effects, both connected to causal element 'X'. 
Conceptually, 'X' is both a cause and effect, representing all of its connected 
elements. Such a representation of causation in the environment can also be applied 
behaviourally in reverse sequence, for example: the need for orange juice may be 
satiated by application of cutting and then squeezing an orange. The subsequent 
sections outline motor behaviour, while Section 6.2 presents a more detailed example 

of ICA behaviour.

Figure 5.2.2c Sequential causation configurations
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Causal elements are a continuous time representation of the environment because 

environmental matter (causal objects) is temporal. Time in 1C A is relative to 

environmental time: as causal objects occur in the environment, they are represented 

through transduction and hierarchy in ICA. Representation is an influx from the 

environment through the network of causal elements, and in terms of behaviour, an 

efflux from and through causal elements to the environment. There is no hardware 

clock keeping time since the representational calculation is an interactive flux. Causal 

element activations are temporal since they mimic the temporality of causal objects in 

the environment in real-time. Such a synchronisation of environmental time is applied 

in both hierarchical and sequential causal element activity: hierarchical activity 

concerns simultaneous patterns while sequential activity concerns temporal patterns. 

The issue of time is discussed in more detail in terms of transduction in Section 6.1.

5.3 Motivational Scheme

The motivational scheme provides two kinds of allied process: active causation and 

exploratory causation. Active causation leads to direct behaviour in the environment, 

whereas exploratory causation is a form of goal-based reasoning. Motivational 

architecture includes a motivational controller, motivational causal element(s), and 

negation causal element(s) (Figure 5.3). Motivational causal elements are encoded 

hierarchical representations of causal objects, functioning as goals. (Encoding also 

includes the initialisation of goal priority, but all encoding could be generated by ICA, 

i.e. motivational causal elements are applicable to the subsequent generative scheme 

as all other causal elements are.) Motivational causal elements are connected to the 

respective negation causal elements through the motivational controller. Negation 

causal elements represent the deactivation of motivational causal elements, as Figure 

5.3 illustrates with use of the NOT gate. (Motivational causal elements and negation 

causal elements are actually no different from regular causal elements except that they 

are connected to the motivational controller and can be initialised prior to ICA 

function. However, to indicate that this causation concerns motivation, the links are 

coloured blue.)
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Figure 5.3 Motivational architecture 

5.3.1 Active Causation

Behaviour is realised through active causation as follows. If a motivational causal 

element (representing a particular causal object) becomes activated by the 

environment, the motivational controller will attempt to negate this by activating the 

connected negation causal element. This is best illustrated with a simplified example: 

a hand on fire is a causal object in the environment which activates motivational 

causal element 'Burning hand' (Figure 5.3.1). Consequent to activation of 'Burning 

hand', the motivational controller generates a signal (active causation) which evokes 

'Move hand', representing motor control which negates the burning hand in the 

environment. In the real world, motor control is subject to a greater breadth and depth 

of hierarchical causal element representation, with the outer layer being the actual 

motors (this corresponds to the presentational simplification of sensory orientated 

causal elements in Section 5.2.1).
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Figure 5.3.1 Active causation

5.3.2 Exploratory causation

Exploratory causation utilises causal architecture as active causation does, although as 

a form of goal-based reasoning where the environment is not directly affected. 

Consider the following problem which may occur through active causation.

In Figure 5.3.2 motivational causal element 'Hunger' is activated by the environment. 

Through active causation, activation of the connected negation causal element 'Cook 

food' will usually lead to the negation of hunger. However, on this occasion there is a 

gas leak in the environment, represented by the active causal element 'Gas leak'. 

Unfortunately for the agent, 'Gas leak' and 'Light stove' (a causal element 

constituently activated by 'Cook food') will activate 'Grievous injury'. (This is typical 

of an occurrence of the Frame Problem through two or more usually unrelated 

circumstances.)
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Figure 5.3.2 Motivational confliction

Avoiding a grievous injury is encoded as higher priority than 'Hunger', and so 

'Grievous injury' should not be evoked for the sake of a lower priority goal. Such 

unwanted behaviour can be predicted and avoided through exploratory causation:

• The motivational controller generates a coded signal (exploratory causation) 

which has the functionality to pass through the network of causal elements, but 

the code will not activate causal elements which are directly connected to the 

environment (outer layer motor causal elements).

• The coded signal is directed to the respective negation causal element, 

subsequently following links through the network.

• The exploratory causation code ramifies through the network, potentially 

charging other motivational causal elements with the exploratory causation 

code.

• If a motivational causal element receives an exploratory causation coded signal 

(as 'Grievous injury' will in the example), then the behaviour is not realised as 

active causation.
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In this way the ICA causal network is utilised in testing and predicting possible future 
causation. Behaviour which is most useful, representing goals which are of highest 
priority, is executed.

5.4 Generative Scheme

The context-unspecific causal scheme and motivational scheme together provide 
representation, processing, and goal-based reasoning for potential arbitrary problem 
solving. However, the functionality as it stands prompts enquiry about how such 
complex causal relationships and sophisticated hierarchical structures of causal 
elements are formed in the first place.

Hand coding a brittle finite network of causal elements in advance will not suffice for 
learning, when learning requires open-ended representation of an open-ended 
environment (not begging the question). That is, structures must not be particular to 
certain aspects or kinds of environment, or particular in representing solutions to 
motivational goals. ICA must be capable of flexibly representing and behaving in 
potentially any environmental context or occurring situation. The aim of the 
generative scheme is in meeting these needs, as follows.

In ICA, representation of a causal object is a pattern comprised of activations and 
deactivations of any number of causal elements (in time). This is exploited by the 
generative scheme. The agent begins with no causal elements except possibly for 
outer layer sensorimotor elements connected directly with the environment and 
motivational causal element hierarchy (although these elements are subject to change 
over time). Through recognition of patterns of causal elements, causal relations can be 
elicited between (patterns of) causes and (patterns of) effects.

As such, a pattern association process is applied which analyses activity of all causal 
elements in ICA during real-time function in order to capture occurrences of patterns. 
Upon recognition of a pattern, a new causal element is generated which is 
appropriately connected to the causal elements of the given pattern. This new causal
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element is then subject to the same ongoing pattern association process, dynamically 
building layered hierarchical causal elements and causal relations, forming a 
representation of the environment (which includes ICA behaviour in the 
environment).

Useful causal elements lead to the attainment of goals, and so causal elements not 
useful over some period of time can be removed. The removal strategy should be 
adjusted during empirical analysis of ICA in order to obtain a balance of useful causal 
elements, but not to remove elements which, although inactive during a shorter period, 
may be useful over a longer period. (This is analogous to treatments often found in 
artificial neural networks where connections between elements can be strengthened 
and weakened over time.)

There are two types of environmental phenomena which can be represented by ICA 
(and captured by the generative scheme): influx representation (representation of the 
environment) and efflux representation (representation of agent behaviour in the 
environment). Efflux representation requires an additional strategy because 
behavioural occurrences in the environment require generation in the first place.

Generation of influx representation can be exemplified through the representation of a 
tree (Figure 5.4). In order for ICA to develop such a representation of a tree, it must be 
exposed to trees, which includes the associated sensory information of trees. We 
might envisage a scenario of ICA viewing a forest, exposed to many trees and 
ongoing occurrences of patterns of leaves, branches, and trunks, and patterns of the 
underlying sensory information in the hierarchical form discussed in Section 5.2.1.
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Pattern X

Pattern V

Pattern Z

A

1

1

0

B

1

0

1

0

0

1
1

Figure 5.4 Generation of representation of a tree and table of corresponding pattern activations

Low-level causal elements A, B, and C, connected with the environment, can 
represent sensory patterns X, Y, and Z, corresponding to the inset table. To begin, 

only (sensory) causal elements A, B, and C are present and the remainder of the causal 
elements and links must be generated in order to represent the tree. If Pattern X occurs 

(concurrent activation of A and B via sensory information from the environment) 

more than once (thus identified as a pattern) then causal element 'Leaves' is generated 

and connected appropriately to causal elements A and B. 'Branches' and 'Trunk' are 

likewise generated in recognition of patterns Y and Z.

Subsequently, if 'Leaves', 'Branches', and 'Trunk' become concurrently active on 

more than one occasion then this makes for another pattern, and causal element 'Tree' 

is generated and appropriately connected. This example (although rather simplistic for 

a real-world ICA where greater breadth and depth of hierarchy and all Boolean 

operators can be employed) illustrates that arbitrary representation of the environment 

can be generated using the environment without predefmition of particular 

representational constructs. This, in conjunction with the other schemes, permits the 

potential of generic problem solving (as Section 6.2 examines).
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Influx representation is straightforward because the environment already exists. Efflux 
representation (representation of behaviour) is captured in the same way as influx 

representation, but requires an additional strategy in order to firstly generate 

behaviour. Stochastic generation of causal elements representing efflux behaviour 

could be applied, but would be a brute force solution. An evolutionary strategy might 
be useful in order to facilitate improved generation of behaviour over time, i.e. 

learning. This component is discussed as future work in Section 8.2.3.

5.5 Summary

ICA begins without causal elements, and is thus devoid of programmed assumptions 
about particular environmental contexts. Causal elements are generated during 

function, and causal hierarchy and relationships in the environment are reflected (or 

mimicked) in ICA representation. Furthermore, ICA deals with the environment (input 

and output) as transduction through a compatible framework of computation, 

representation, and behaviour.

The primary feature of ICA is that it is application-unspecific, self-generating, and 

self-organising. It can be potentially employed to realise arbitrary goals, and being 

hierarchical and extendable through the generative scheme, goals (a hierarchy of 

motivational causal elements) are restructured over time. This enables development of 

behavioural solutions which change over time, and solutions to problems which 

emerge during function. The applicability of ICA to general environmental problems 

is covered in the next chapter (Section 6.2), and the faculty, with transduction, enables 

avoidance of the Interaction Problem.

This chapter presents ICA as a theoretical framework of an agent which, in this 

respect, is robust enough for presentation and proposal (and the subsequent 

examination as an interactive AI), but it incorporates many methodologies and subsets 

of AI which lead to topics requiring more research, in particular, generative and 

evolutionary computation, pattern association, goal-based reasoning, and general 

purpose problem solving. ICA is ill-suited to function on a modern computer, as the
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next chapter (Section 6.1) examines. Primary future work, then, concerns how ICA 
can be mechanised (Section 8.2.2 discusses the initial issues involved in a hardware 
implementation), as an implementation may aid enquiry of the needs for the AI 
components of ICA.
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Chapter 6

Avoiding the Interaction 

Problem

The previous chapter focuses on presentation of Interactive Causal Agent (ICA) as an 

agent AI, whereas this chapter is the first of two which examine the model and 

establish the need for ICA. The subsequent chapter considers the model in computer 

music, while this chapter, concerning AI, analyses ICA for its method of conforming 

to the extrinsic and intrinsic conditions and thus avoiding the Interaction Problem.

The Interaction Problem is a broad problem in AI and generally occurs when 

prescriptive programs are employed to facilitate emergent interactions (Section 4.4). 

This chapter examines this concept, presenting two illustrations which highlight ICA 

conformance to the extrinsic and intrinsic conditions. The first illustration concerns 

the pebbles-pond problem, a thought experiment which exemplifies the concept of 

ICA transduction, conforming to the extrinsic condition as a derivative of the causal 

scheme of ICA. The second illustration utilises an overview of a potential generative 

solution to noughts and crosses in order to highlight ICA generality, conforming to the 

intrinsic condition as a derivative of the generative scheme concerning ICA 

applicability to general environmental problems. Finally, in order to wholly establish 

the need for ICA in AI, the second part of this chapter concerns a comparative 

analysis of ICA with other agents of similar intentions in terms of the Interaction 

Problem.
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6.1 Conforming to the Extrinsic Condition

As Section 4.2 outlines, the extrinsic condition captures the basic and originally 

specified Symbol Grounding Problem (SGP), where "[s]ymbols must be grounded 

directly in the capacity to identify and interact with the objects they designate" 

(Harnard 2001, p. 1). That is, symbols should be connected with respective denoted 

objects without the separation that the Chinese room represents, and without the 

disconnection that syntactic computation imposes. Additionally, the extrinsic 

condition involves consideration of the Frame Problem (FP) in order to sufficiently 

facilitate change in a dynamic environment (as described in Section 4.3.3).

This section examines how the transducing properties of the ICA causal scheme 

conforms to the extrinsic condition, which in short, connects symbols to the denoted 

objects in the environment, where the objects in the environment actually cause the 

activation of their symbols via direct transducing connecting links. This avoids the 

analog-to-digital quantisation usually employed in computing strategies and does not 

require meditation of syntactic symbol designation. In the following, ICA transduction 

is portrayed in comparison with a rudimentary Modem Digital Computer (MDC) 

strategy for dealing with information in the environment.

6.1.1 The extrinsic condition and MDC Solutions

The pebbles-pond problem is a thought experiment developed during this research 

demonstrating that the FP is a general symptom of prescriptive programs and 

corresponding strategies which incorporate MDCs as agents interacting with the 

environment ('MDC-agent' refers to such strategies hereafter).

The pebbles-pond problem: There are either one or two pebbles in the pond at a given 

time; an agent must determine whether both pebbles are in the pond or not.

The following pseudo code represents a general MDC-agent solution:
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Instruction 1: A = 0, B =0;

Instruction 2: IfPebble-a is in the pond then A = 1; 

Instruction 3: IfPebble-b is in the pond then B = 1;

Instruction 4: IfA = l AND B = / THEN PRINT "Two pebbles are in the pond" 

ELSE PRINT "Two pebbles are not in the pond";

Instruction 5: halt;

This strategy is representative of MDC procedural code, simplified as pseudo code for 

presentational purposes. The code employs variables ('A' and 'B') representing the 

states of the pebbles in the environment, and the code is serial, as MDC code is also 

serial, containing junctions (based on IF-THEN conditions) for program control flow. 

The present example was arrived at in order to exemplify a straightforward illustration 

of computer programming criteria, including:

1. Variables (which could be equivalently substituted with portions of memory 

including pointers, objects, or microprocessor registers);

2. Serial instructions (which could be equivalently substituted with serial 

machine code).

Variables (memory) and serial instructions (process) are necessarily distinct 

components of MDC computing (in relation to the von Neumann model, Section 3.1), 

regardless of any arbitrary high-level software strategy layered above these 

implementational-level mechanisms (for example, object oriented strategies).

Using the pseudo code solution, the MDC-agent tracks the existence of the pebbles in 

the pond in order to determine whether two pebbles are in the pond or not. While the 

MDC-agent appears to present a straightforward solution, in the following instance it 

fails:
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If Pebble-a and Pebble-b are found to be in the pond during Instruction 2 and 

Instruction 3, respectively, but Pebble-A is removed from the pond subsequent to 

Instruction 2, then the outcome 'Two pebbles are in the pond' at Instruction 4 is 

effectively incorrect because both pebbles are not in the pond at that time.

The instance exemplifies that MDC tractability of temporal aspects of the 

environment can be weak. For the most part, an MDC is disconnected from the 

environment because of the limitations of serial computation with the environment. 

An MDC is limited to interaction with one object of the environment at one time as 

one serial instruction; at any other time, during all other instructions, the MDC is 

disconnected from the respective object. In other words, since an MDC only facilitates 

one instruction at a given time, during the execution of some instruction it cannot be 

informed of other occurrences in the environment. This is a version of the FP innate in 

an MDC, as the pseudo code exemplar, based on variables and serial instructions, is 

applicable to MDC machine code generally, and despite potential parallel hardware 

possibilities, in essence MDCs are serial computing machines, as Section 3.3.3 

outlines.

To further illustrate the extent of the pebbles-pond problem, we might consider a 

hypothetical strategy within the MDC computing framework. In this strategy, in order 

to track both pebbles at all times (to capture changes of the states of the pebbles as 

they occur in real-time) the MDC-agent tests the existence of the pebbles in the 

environment upon execution of every instruction. The strategy is of course unfeasible 

because the act of tracking each pebble is comprised of instructions, which 

theoretically leads to a infinite number of serial instructions, a scenario beyond the 

real-time requirement here. An MDC is limited to measuring the existence of one 

pebble at one time because an MDC can only execute one instruction at a time.

In general practice MDCs deal with environmental change in real-time using iterative 

computing: looping pieces of program code rapidly in order to continually test 

interfaces with the environment for change. For example, an operating system uses an 

iterative kernel which tests all required interfaces upon each iteration. However, this 

does not solve the pebbles-pond problem without question, as the looping program
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code remains subject to time aliasing. That is, the strategy remains applicable to the 
problem already stated: during the execution of some instruction an MDC cannot be 
informed of other occurrences in the environment. This issue is covered in more detail 
in the following subsection.

6.1.2 ICA Transduction

The pebbles-pond problem can be solved using ICA, as the transducing properties of 
the ICA causal scheme (Section 5.2) (or ICA transduction) conforms to the extrinsic 
condition. In Figure 6.1.2, Pebble-a and Pebble-b are causal objects in the 
environment, each having three constituent causal objects, all of which are represented 
by causal elements in ICA. (In a real world ICA an arbitrary quantity of more than 
three constituent causal objects would be required, but three are employed here for 
simplicity.) Causal objects Pebble-a and Pebble-b activate the respective causal 
element representation (Pebble-A and Pebble-B) as transduction from constituent 
causal objects through the respective representation. The high-level causal element 
'Both Pebbles' is activated by causal elements Pebble-A and Pebble-B, thus capturing 
the presence of the pebbles in the pond directly through transduction. (Section 5.2.1 
provides more detail of this functionality.)

Figure 6.1.2 ICA transduction
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ICA transduction is exempt from the FP characteristics that the described MDC-agent 

embodies in dealing with the real-time environment. Causal elements permit 

independent simultaneous computations as interactive causal representations grounded 

in the environment, where causal objects in the environment cause (activate) 

respective representation in real-time. ICA transduction solves the pebbles-pond 

problem employing physical computing that is a continuous influx from the 

environment through the causal elements. However, to be clear, the pebbles-pond is a 

thought experiment developed during this research demonstrating that the FP is a 

general symptom of prescriptive programs, and so while real-time computing is 

required, in the real world latency would be an expected outcome of such 

transduction. Such a solution to the pebbles-pond problem merely highlights the real- 

time parallel requirement.

A simulation of ICA transduction on an MDC is possible, but the expressiveness of 

the transduction would be reduced. The simulation could employ iterative 

computation where each kernel cycle represents one step of discrete time, 

synchronised to a system clock ensuring that the computation corresponds to 

environmental time. During each cycle (step), all causal elements and input from the 

environment are processed (effectively in parallel), determining the states of causal 

elements (0 or 1). This is feasible providing that all computations are completed in 

less than one step of discrete time.

Such an iterative brute-force simulation might minimise disconnection with the 

environment for a reasonable degree of tractability. However, disconnection will 

always be present regardless of the computing power of the MDC. The resolution of 

discrete computational timeframe cannot accomplish, without aliasing, environmental 

time which is continuous. In actual ICA transduction, while causal elements are 

discrete computational units, i.e. either in a state of 0 or 1, time is continuous and real- 

time. In a simulation one must accept that potentially crucial information in the 

environment can be misplaced through aliasing in the quantisation of environmental 

signals in time (in particular low-level sensory causal objects in the environment 

which occur sporadically and might be measured in potentially exponentially short 

time periods).
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An MDC simulation of ICA transduction, then, would not be an actual 

implementation, in the same way that any MDC simulation of a real world system (for 

example, virtual reality) is only a quantised approximation of the complexity of the 

actual environment (Feynman 1982). Computer simulations of the real world treat 

time as discrete. This is the disparity between actual ICA transduction and an 

approximated aliased discrete-time simulation. Correspondingly, Siegelmann (2003) 

contextualises analog neural networks with continuous computing values, employing 

the key term 'exponential precision':

[Tjhe chemical and physical processes affecting the neuronal states, like other 

natural processes, are based on exact real values and are thus not specifiable by 

finite means. [...] Analog computational models are defined on a continuous 

phase space [...], while the phase space of a digital model is inherently 

discrete. [...] The motion generated by a physical system is "locally 

continuous" in the dynamics. That is, unlike the flow in digital computation, 

statements of the following forms are not allowed in the analog setup: "tests for 

0" or "if x > 0 then compute one thing and if x < 0 then continue in another 

computation path. [...] The amount of information necessary for the neural 

network is identical to the precision required by chaotic systems. [...] In 

chaotic systems the jargon is 'exponential precision' [...]. (Siegelmann 2003, 

p. 105-111)

In an MDC simulation of ICA transduction, a portion of environmental time as a step 

of discrete time cannot be less than the time taken to execute all instructions during 

the respective iteration, including any time taken to fetch the environment input into 

memory before computation can occur. The simulation is restricted to the 

representation of causal objects which are not less than some minimum quantity of 

time, whereas causal elements in ICA transduction can potentially represent events in 

the environment over any duration of time, no matter how quickly a temporal event 

may occur.

It follows that an MDC simulation of ICA transduction, not capable of exponential 

precision, remains susceptible to disconnection with aspects of the environment 

because of aliasing. A simulation cannot verify without question whether a pebble is
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removed from the pond or not, and so does not solve the pebbles-pond problem. A 

simulation might attempt parallelism, but the underlying mechanism remains a serial 

computer, and so during any arbitrary instruction it is susceptible to unknown 

occurrences in the environment. However, this does not mean that a simulation is not 

worth doing. (As an aside, while ICA transduction occurs in continuous time, latency 

is inevitably present between causal elements. However, this is not an impinging issue 

here since latency does not lead to disconnection or loss of information in the 
environment, only that verification is latent.)

Conforming to the extrinsic condition concerns interacting with the environment in a 

means that is compatible with the capacity of the environment. Computing is often 

predefined, closed, and serial, but interactions in the real world are emergent, 

interrelated, and parallel. That is, in the real world things occur simultaneously with 

other things, where occurrences temporally overlap, interact, and bring about yet other 

ongoing emergent occurrences and interactions. In ICA transduction, parallel activity 

overlaps with no bounds to temporal placement of interactions. These faculties 

succumb to the idea of the environment as comprising of information of worth during 

computing, or interactive computing generally.

ICA transduction can be portrayed by the idea of interactive computing, and since 

interaction and transduction are occurrences of the environment, the real world 

computing and interaction become entwined concepts. Furthermore, ICA makes for a 

pluralised notion of the environment because each causal element (as a distinct 

computational agent) possesses an exclusive interpretation of its environment, and 

each unique environment contains all causal elements except for its own causal 

element. A plurality of environments is a consequence of all causal elements being 

potentially open to transduction with all other causal elements and the real world. 

Computation being contained by environments of other computation is additional 

support for the merging of these concepts.

This issue of computing with the environment is not one of computability, which is 

out of the general scope of this dissertation (although Section 3.2 considers this point
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in more detail). Interaction with the environment (including processes of transduction) 
is a separate issue to the topic of computability:

But there is a price to be paid for grounding a symbol system: It is no longer 
jusl computational! At the very least, sensorimotor transduction is essential for 
robotic grounding, and transduction is not computation. (Harnad 1994, p.384)

Real world computing necessarily concerns transduction, and so transduction is a 
requirement of any real world computer, and not just grounded computation as Harnad 
insinuates. Interaction with a computer requires some form of transduction, be it 
conversion of kinetic to electrical energies using a keyboard or light to digital signals 
using a camera. Moreover, transduction in general forms is not necessarily sufficient 
for the kind of grounding Hamard is considering (as discussed in Section 4.2). 
Grounding via ICA transduction, as this discussion instead elaborates, is transducing, 
hierarchical, and highly parallel. The Chinese Room Argument (CRA) is directed at 
AI mechanisms on syntactic MDCs, but it is not applicable to ICA transduction as 
grounded environmental flux, where the symbol and referent are directly coupled.
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6.2 Conforming to the Intrinsic Condition

Section 4.3 describes the intrinsic condition as an interpretation of the Z condition, the 

SGP, and the FP. In short, an agent conforming to the intrinsic condition must 
elaborate the grounding of symbols internally and without external mediation, which 
would interrupt proper grounded connection between the symbol and respective world 
object. The agent should not receive aid during the generation of symbols, and must 
not embody predefined semantics about the symbols it is to generate. To this end, this 
section examines the ICA approach to the intrinsic condition through the application 
of generality in solving problems during interaction with the environment. This 
primarily refers to the generative scheme of ICA (Section 5.4) concerning the 
generation and modification of causal elements with pattern analysis.

6.2.1 ICA Generality

The pebbles-pond problem is a prescriptive problem because the goals and needs are 
specified explicitly in advance. ICA generality, then, presupposes that problems in the 
real world, such as the pebbles-pond problem, are unpredictable in the first place. 
There might not be two but any number of pebbles in the pond, and the pebbles, for 
example, might be apples, not in a pond but on a tree. The ICA generative scheme 
facilitates generality in problem solving in order to deal with these issues in agent and 

environment interaction.

Agent generality (the applicability of an agent to general situations or problems) is a 
primary issue of the FP and so concerns the tractability of problem solving situations 
in the environment. Additionally, the issue of generality in problem solving leads to 
many connotations in AI which are examined comparatively with other agents in 

Section 6.3. The game of chess, for example, illustrates issues of generality and the FP 
in the area of machine specification of solutions. In chess there may be merit in 
harnessing emergent occurrences in the environment for intelligent computing. This is 
a concept that Brooks' (1990) 'Elephants don't play chess' examines in terms of non- 

symbolic systems and emergent computing, although prior to IBM machine Deep
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Blue, which using a generally prescriptive program, beat Gary Kasparov, the highest 

rated grandmaster (Goodman and Keene 1997).

Much has been achieved in computing, and chess AI is apt exemplification. However, 

this success also presents the glaring shortcoming that a powerful chess machine 

cannot win at draughts (Mayo 2003, p.58). It could be argued that the chess machine 

could also be programmed to play draughts, but this can be countered with the insight 

that it cannot play bridge or some other game chosen at random. This is an occurrence 

of the FP concerning unpredictable emergent problems, where an agent cannot be 

explicitly programmed to solve all possible problems or contingencies in advance of 

the problems occurring in the environment. This is a broad account of the FP, of 

which Dennett's (Section 4.3.3) is most fitting, respecting that the real world is messy, 

wherein problems and solutions are unpredictable and not clearly defined.

ICA generality refers to the ICA functionality of solving general environmental 

problems, which are not prescribed and occur in real-time through interaction with the 

environment. The generative scheme incorporates this functionality as a basis, but 

actually all of the ICA schemes make for this functionality in entirety. The following, 

through an example, explores these concepts.

6.2.2 Exemplifying ICA Generality: Toward an Emergent Solution to Noughts 
and Crosses

The aim of this section is to exemplify ICA generality as applied to solving noughts 

and crosses, without prescribed information about the game.

In onset, ICA contains only causal elements which provide means for sensing and 

actuating in the environment, including those connected with the motivational 

controller (Figure 6.2.2a). In this way, the agent is 'born' with means ('physical 

hardware') for sensing and enacting, but at birth has no control over these tools. This 

does not presume semantics (in relation to the Z condition) since the sensorimotor 

equipment is generic and is applicable to any environmental information - the present
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example environment, for purposes of mere presentational simplicity, is entirely based 
on noughts and crosses, but such a limitation is not necessary.

Environment
//x 1
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Xb'

ICA

Figure 6.2.2a ICA with sensorimotor and motivational causal elements

Causal elements X(l-9) and O(l-9) represent the existence of tokens "X" and "O" in 
the respective positions on the board in the environment, while causal elements Xb(l- 
9) represent motor movements for placing the tokens on the board (ICA, in this 
example, is player X). (The sensorimotor representations in Figure 6.2.2a are 
diagrammatically simplified, devoid of constituent causal elements. Section 5.4 
includes an example of generating a representation of a tree, and describes how 
general representations are elaborated from scratch. The generation of representational 
hierarchies in the present example could be conducted in the same way. The 
illustration here exclusively concerns how game strategies may be elaborated from 

scratch.)

The environment in Figure 6.2.2a encapsulates the game of noughts and crosses. That 
is, it comprises of the board and the X and O tokens, and technically also includes 
mechanisms for transmission of environmental occurrences to ICA. This is analog:ous
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to the way that light in the real world, for example, transmits information about the 
environment to people.

The environment, while providing a habitat for noughts and crosses, also implicitly 

contains the rules of the game. It will not be a useful exercise to detail all of the rules 

of noughts and crosses here, as noughts and crosses is already commonly understood. 

In short, then, some of the rules dictated by the environment include: the number of 

squares on the board, the validity of a player's move (e.g. a token can only be placed 

on an empty square), and the winning player as defined by the completion of a line of 

three Xs or three Os. Winning the game is environmentally dictated by activation of 

causal element 'W, and losing the game, by the environmental activation of 'L'. 

(Both motivational causal elements are connected to the motivational controller 'M'.) 

An analogy of this activation in a game between two people might involve a gesture 

or some exclamation, such as, "you win!" or "You lose!" (Such representation of 

winning and losing may also be generated wholly as Section 5.4 describes around the 

generation of a tree.)

It might seem unusual that the rules of noughts and crosses and even the declaration of 

winning and losing are dictated by the environment itself, but this is actually intuitive. 

We might consider, for example, a 'game' of riding a bike. Road surface friction, air 

resistance, and the gearing system, are inclusive of many interacting variables which 

dictate how fast the rider can travel. Gravity dictates how far the rider can lean into a 

turn without the bike and rider falling to the ground. The rules for riding a bike, then, 

are dictated by the environment. Notably, noughts and crosses is a game invented by 

people, and so its rules, although perhaps more abstract, are dictated by people. The 

environment, however, is incorporative of people, and so whether the rules of the 

game are dictated by the environment or by people in the environment, the rules are 

nevertheless externally dictated to the agent from the environment.

Step 1: Initial activation of causal elements

As mentioned, ICA begins with no causal elements (aside from sensorimotor elements 

and motivational elements), and thus holds no particular solution to noughts and
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crosses. Development towards a solution begins with strategic activation of the motor 

causal elements, according to some initial seed process. (The activations of motor 

elements require a strategy which is discussed in more detail in the next subsection. 

For the present intentions, however, a consideration of random activations of motor 

elements will suit.) In the case of the activation of, say, causal element Xb-2, a 

subsequent activation of causal element X-2 occurs through the existence of token X 

at square 2 in the environment (as token X at square 2 activates causal element X-2 

through transduction). If this particular activity and relationship occurs between Xb-2 

and X-2 more than once, the relationship can be identified as a pattern through the 

generative scheme, and so a connecting link, representing this sequential causation, is 

generated between the causal elements, as in Figure 6.2.2b. The relationships between 

the other motor to sensory causal elements can also be captured in this way (but there 

are too many connections to maintain this diagrammatically).

Environment

Figure 6.2.2b Sequential causation connection between sensorimotor causal elements
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Step 2: Building hierarchical representations of strategies

ICA partakes in an ongoing process of practice-based learning over many games of 
noughts and crosses with the aim of achieving the desired object of the game, the 
activation of W (wining) (corresponding to the motivational scheme, section 5.3). ICA 
continually tests the environment, activating motor elements in order to verify the 
outcomes through pattern analysis, aiming to acquire and build on its knowledge of 
the environment.

Using pattern analysis, compound occurrences in the environment, including ICA 
behaviour, can be captured. For example, two or more occurrences of the activation of 
a winning line of causal elements (X-2, X-5, and X-8) makes for the generation of a 
new causal element 'Line' and connecting links, representing the denoted causation in 
the environment (Figure 6.2.2c). In turn, pattern analysis additionally identifies that 
activation of ' W (a representation of winning in the environment) occurs following 
activation of 'Line'. Thus a connecting link between 'Line' and 'W is generated in 
order to represent this sequential causation in the environment. This is a simple 
example of behaviour derived by ICA through analysis of the environment, and 
represents a potential winning strategy from scratch, which can be reapplied over 
other games using the motivational scheme. (However, as mentioned, the present 
strategy for activating motor elements remains random, and so the next subsection 

discusses more sophisticated strategies.)
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Figure 6.2.2c Sequential connections representing a hierarchical strategy

It is also desirable to consider an example of capturing representation of the 

competitor's behaviour and a losing strategy. For example, over a number of games, 

the sequential causal relationship between causal elements, O-l, O-5, and O-9, can be 

formed as representations of the competitor's play, (as depicted with blue connections 

in Figure 6.2.2d). This strategy wins the game for the competitor, and so the 

connection between 'O's strategy' and 'L' is formed. Such a sequence, comprising of 

advantageous moves by the competitor, is likely to be a frequently occurring strategy 

over many games, and so can also be captured using pattern analysis.
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Figure 6.2.2d Two distinct representations of strategies 

Step 3: Arriving at a solution

Step 1 and Step 2 provide illustrative exemplars of ICA generations of a potential 

winning behaviour and a potential losing representation. This step outlines how, 

through goal-based reasoning of the motivational scheme, ICA could arrive at a 

workable solution to noughts and crosses.

The motivational controller responds to activations (and non-activations) from 

motivational causal elements (as Section 5.3 outlines). In Figure 6.2.2d motivational 

causal element' W is inactive, and so the motivational controller (M) seeks activation 

of 'W as a goal, stimulating 'W with an exploratory causation code. The coded 

exploratory causation ramifies through the network following sequential links from 

cause to effect in order to determine suitable behaviour. In this case, exploratory 

activation of 'W will return the positive result that activation of X-2, X-5, and X-8
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causes the environmental activation of 'W. This solution is then executed by the 
motivational scheme, activating X-2, X-5, and X-8 through 'W, and in turn, Xb-2, 

Xb-5, and Xb-8, and thus evoking the line of X tokens in the environment.

The motivational scheme arrives at the most suitable behaviours, then, according to 

goal-based analysis of causal representation with the exploratory flux process. This 

includes the incorporation of real-time environmental situations, for example, if 

activations of O-l and O-5 occur, and exploratory flux returns a result that the next 

event in the sequence is likely to be O-9 (corresponding to the example of a 
motivational confliction in Section 5.3), resulting in a loss of the game then it will be 

desirable to activate X-9. The availability of this option, however, requires that the 

sequential causal relationship be previously learned (using pattern analysis as 

described in the previous steps). Such accumulation of causal relationships, building 
on other causal relationships, eventually enable a hierarchical game tree of moment- 

to-moment contingencies, which can be searched using exploratory flux and used in 

goal-based decision making.

6.2.3 Toward Meaningful Solutions and the Intrinsic Condition

The present example toward a solution to noughts and crosses is functional. That is, 

from scratch, ICA could potentially develop behaviours sufficient to playing the 

game. The solution is not complete or explicit as ICA is a theoretical model requiring 

more research, but the aim in this section is in illustrating the potential of ICA 

generality. Describing ICA generality is a challenge for the mere paper calculations 

employed here because the example requires a degree of envisaging. Nevertheless, the 

key point is that the same strategy applied to noughts and crosses could be potentially 

applied to any game. However, it is necessary to discuss the shortcomings, areas for 

improvement, limitations of the example in its present form, and more prospective 

generative solutions.

The two kinds of representations which are generated by ICA are exemplified in the 

above approach to noughts and crosses: influx representation (representation of the 

environment) and efflux representation (representation of behaviour in the
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environment). Efflux representation ideally requires a more sophisticated process than 

random activation of motor elements in order to build up behaviour. This dissertation 

does not present a detailed method for developing efflux representation (Section 8.2 

outlines this for future work), but the noughts and crosses exemplar presents some 

useful initiatives which can be considered here.

During pattern analysis with the generative scheme, behaviours recorded as pattern- 

based representations for the O token (the competitor's behaviours) may be harnessed 

and applied to the X token. That is, providing that causal elements X and O are found 

to be behaviourally similar, then the behaviours for O could be applied for those of X. 

(In noughts and crosses the behaviours of the X and O tokens in the environment are 

similar, and so this could be detected using pattern analysis.) The development of 

behaviour in this way, by harnessing external strategies occurring in the environment, 

is more desirable than simply randomly stimulating motor elements.

It can be hypothesised that the investigation of environmental patterns and pattern 

analysis is key to these potentials, where compound or even analogical patterns may 

lead to the sharing and extending of learning resources, and the application of 

environmental occurrences to behavioural representations. More broadly, the general 

thrust of interactive computing being described in this dissertation concerns the idea 

that solutions to problems exist in the environment. In humans, solutions to noughts 

and crosses, for example, often develop through observation of the moves of other 

players. Similarly, studies of feral children (for example, Candland (1996, p.61)) 

indicate that learning to walk is dependant on societal interactions (i.e. observing 

others walking).

ICA generality is based on broadly, not specially, occurring phenomena in the 

environment. Section 3.3 describes the environment as real-time, parallel, modifiable, 

and unpredictable, and so ICA is designed to meet these features, which are 

incorporated at each causal element. Furthermore, causal elements interact with, and 

represent, generic objects in the environment, having hierarchical and sequential 

(space and time) features. The defining feature of ICA is representation that is not 

dependant on certain kinds of problems or environmental conditions. Brittle
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prescribed couplings and hardwired motor control with built-in behaviours will not 

permit generality in problem solving. Causal elements enable representation of 

general environmental occurrences, and the generative scheme constructs these 

generic computing units during operation using generic pattern analysis. ICA may 
have different rules and different purposes in different instances of function.

Solutions to problems using ICA are dependant on the environment, and not presumed 

or fixed beforehand. Matters of the environment represented as compatible symbolic 

patterns of hierarchical sequential objects enable a generic treatment to problems: a 

given problem and solution is an arbitrarily generated and modifiable instance defined 

by the environment rather than by external mediation (programming) explicitly. ICA 

avoids the FP in problem specification through the incorporation of a representation 

system permitting the compatibility of patterns. Patterns are not specific to some 

arbitrary area of the environment, or exclusive to a specific method of viewing the 

environment, but are present in all perceivable environmental phenomena. Patterns 

can be used to deal with potentially any environmental information.

ICA generality through the use of a generic representational system (causal scheme) 
and compatible generic pattern analysis (generative scheme) conforms to the intrinsic 

condition by avoiding predefined semantics. Indeed, the intrinsic condition, in part 

based on the Z condition, requires avoidance of predetermined semantic commitment. 

In using patterns, which are generic, semantics are not presumed prior to operation or 

elaborated externally, but are only designated autonomously through environmental 

interaction. However, while generality is a requirement for the intrinsic condition, this 

does not represent a claim of complete generality of ICA as device that could be 

applied to any problem. ICA generality is merely a theoretical approach to solving 

environmental problems, and so only empirical studies (with a mechanised ICA) can 

verify the problem solving domains in which ICA may be useful.

The solutions which ICA generates would not be perfect solutions, and would only 

represent the pattern analysis of its individual accumulation of events. The quality of 

solutions to noughts and crosses, for example, would depend on the quality of the 

particular competitor's game. Furthermore, ICA may take a relatively long time to
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generate a winning solution to noughts and crosses, but a solution can be prescribed as 

a quantity of rules and automated on an MDC - as corresponding to the benefits of 

prescriptive programs rather than emergent interactions described in Section 3.3.3.

As the strategic use of prescriptive programs and emergent interactions is practiced 

with MDCs (as Section 3.3.3 also examines), ICA likewise embodies various aspects 

of this computing dichotomy. While ICA incorporates many interactive properties, the 

rudimentary mechanisms of ICA can be specified, i.e. ICA as a model portrayed 

textually and diagrammatically in Chapter 5 is prescribed. Furthermore, the pattern 

association component of the generative scheme, in particular, may also be entirely 

prescribed, which might signify invalidation of ICA conformance to the intrinsic 

condition through a potential occurrence of the FP. This is also applicable to the prior 

specification of motivational causal elements (i.e. specific causal elements with preset 

connections to the motivational controller), although all causal elements are subject to 

change over time through the generative scheme.

Indeed, incorporation of any form of prescription in ICA may evoke a refutation of the 

claim that ICA conforms to the intrinsic condition. This is fair criticism, but without 

some degree of prescription strategic emergent interaction could not occur. The 

human brain, in particular, incorporates prescription, having components, such as stem 

cells and DNA, defined in advance of its (emergent) development. As a general rule, 

perhaps prescription should not be avoided but reasonably incorporated and balanced 

with interactivity. It may be found that future iterations of ICA can be improved with 

emphasis on emergent interactive strategies rather than prescriptive programs. 

However, without some degree of prescription, the strategy may be reduced to 

randomness.
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6.3 ICA in Comparison with Other Agents

This section compares ICA with other representative agent strategies in AI in respect 

of the extrinsic and intrinsic conditions. The significance of the agent to environment 

connection (extrinsically orientated) and agent autonomy (intrinsically orientated) are 

already central needs in AI and the design of agents. However, these needs are less 

focused than the particular ideals of the extrinsic and intrinsic conditions. Indeed, in 

relation to general AI, the extrinsic condition poses that the connection between the 

agent and environment must be entirely unmediated rather than simply loosely or 

arbitrarily connected. Whereas the intrinsic condition requires that the elaboration of 

symbols is unmediated, autonomous, and general to potentially varying environmental 

problems rather than autonomous within a specific problem area or predefined range.

The following analysis focuses on three representative agents relative to ICA, which 

provide a basis for a discussion of points of similarity and differentiation of ICA with 

previous work in the field. The comparison begins with a consideration of Society of 

Mind and General Problem Solver, two classic AI strategies which cover ununified, 

unified, connectionist, and symbolic representations. Finally, the examination focuses 

on Hierarchical Temporal Memory, which represents a streamlined neurosymbolic 

approach to some of the concepts applied in Society of Mind and General Problem 

Solver.

6.3.1 Society of Mind

Marvin Minsky's Society of Mind (SoM) represents an accumulation of research 

concerning the modelling of the mind (where the mind is defined as the outcome of 

the processes of the brain). While issues of the human mind are out of the scope of 

this dissertation (as ICA is merely posed an agent for solving environmental 

problems), SoM nevertheless offers an interesting counter approach to the unified 

representation of ICA (causal scheme), instead advocating AI through an explanation 

of the brain as incorporative of many different interacting specialised components (or 

agents):
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"The functions performed by the brain are the products of the work of 

thousands of different, specialized sub-systems, the intricate product of 

hundreds of millions of years of biological evolution. We cannot hope to 

understand such an organization by emulating the techniques of those particle 

physicists who search for the simplest possible unifying conceptions." 
(Minsky 1990)

The SoM perspective poses that universal principles, unifying theories, and all- 

purpose representational strategies are generally ineffective in AI models, and so SoM 

incorporates many of Minsky's extensive AI agent strategies within one ununified 

representational model. This contrasts with the ICA unified causal scheme which 

almost entirely uses causal elements as foundational representational building blocks. 

Furthermore, internal agents in SoM may use different internal representation schemes 

and are each oblivious to the processes of other agents. SoM does not adhere to a 

requirement of either connectionist or symbolic representations, as each societal agent 

is free to use both kinds of representation.

The incorporation of many kinds of computing strategies, however, leads to issues in 

internal interaction flow between agents. Indeed, Minsky outlines highly elaborate 

theoretical interactive mechanisms in order to deal with the inherent representational 

complexity, in particular: the K-lines (knowledge lines) protocol concept controls the 

high-level activity (including the activation and deactivation) of agents; evolving 

connection buses enable direct communications between agents; nomes interactively 

control representation of the environment; and frames can be applied globally for 

dealing with particular environmental contexts. K-lines, for example, are based on 

observations of human behaviour, capturing the idea that parts of the brain can be 

controlled by activating large-scale connections between components, where an 

arbitrary connection represents a particular problem solving, representational, or 

behavioural state:

"Whenever you 'get a good idea,' solve a problem, or have a 

memorable experience, you activate a K-line to 'represent' it. A k-line 

is a wirelike structure that attaches itself to whichever mental agents 

are active when you solve a problem or have a good idea." (Minsky 

1985, p. 82)
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While basing AI models on observations of human behaviour can often be intuitive, 

neither the incorporated behaviour nor the resultant models are easily verifiable. SoM 

results in a highly fragmented view of an intelligent agent model. Minsky (1985 and 

2006) explicates the many components of SoM in detail but much of the material is 

presented generically, theoretically, and ideologically, rather than using precise 

models of mechanisms (but this is not to say that SoM is devoid of some detailed 

models). Furthermore, SoM is representative of the problems in designing an agent for 

solving general problems in AI because it attempts to provide a different intelligent 

tool for any variety of problems that might emerge during agent function. General 

applicability (generality) is an ongoing theme in Minsky's research, as described in 

terms of Minsky's particular description of the FP (Section 4.3.3).

Since SoM is open to potentially any representational scheme, the key issue in terms 

of the intrinsic condition is the SoM approach to solving general problems and 

evolving representations. Both the SoM and ICA approaches aim to facilitate a pool of 

arbitrary processing tools for solving problems, and both aim to autonomously evolve 

these resources from scratch. SoM incorporates Alien Newell and Herbert Simon's 

General Problem Solver (GPS), and so the present analysis of SoM requires 

consideration of GPS. Newell's AI models are also of particular interest to the ICA 

approach, and so GPS is focus of the subsequent subsection.

SoM, like ICA, is a theoretical and expansive concept. It is difficult to verify the 

validity of the SoM ununified representation for solving actual problems because of 

the complexity of the many interacting theoretical components. However, many of the 

individual ideas and components of SoM offer useful directions for AI research, as are 

the descriptions of potential methods for evolving agents and solutions in terms of 

observations of human learning and development. For example, the SoM strategy for 

"learning goals through attachment figures" (Minsky 2006, p.55), as based on 

observations of children acquiring goals from parents, may offer a means for avoiding 

pre-programmed goals in ICA (which may infringe on the intrinsic condition).
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However, despite direct incorporation of GPS as a key problem solving tool, the SoM 

literature does not provide detailed solutions to actual problems, only presenting high- 

level discussions highlighting ideas and areas of potential - although this is 

understandable given that SoM is theoretically elaborated with the aim to eventual 

construction of a mind. ICA is also a theoretical model, but the proposed solution is 

the generative scheme, which includes pattern analysis of causal activity in ICA. 

While the particular pattern analysis scheme is only sketched in this dissertation, the 

requirements of the scheme are straightforward and realisable by generally available 

pattern analysis computing techniques.

The primary advantage of a unified representation, entirely comprised of causal 

elements rather than the ununified SoM approach of incorporating an assortment of 

differing agents/tools with differing representations, is the realisable application of 

pattern analysis in order to permit an evolving agent. In short, a simple unified model 

provides a basis for the interaction of the core components, whereas arbitrary 

sophisticated contingencies must be prior appropriated for an ununified model. A 

unified representation permits interoperability of global pattern analysis as unified 

causal element (0/1) states are tangible input for pattern analysis. More broadly, ICA 

is robust enough for examination of the extrinsic and intrinsic conditions, whereas 

evaluation of SoM conformity to these conditions is not straightforward considering 

its stage of development, high-level approach, and as mentioned, the complexity 

which results from permitting potentially many kinds of representations and strategies. 

Additionally, GPS, incorporated in the SoM model, represents a collection of 

continually expanding ideas which also have bearing on the SoM framework.

6.3.2 General Problem Solver

Alan Newell's General Problem Solver (GPS) is a theoretical model of human 

problem solving based on a hypothesis that general problem solving can be isolated 

from specific knowledge, and thus general problem solving techniques can be applied 

to many problems (Newell and Simon 1963). In theory, GPS could be useful to a 

broad range of problems using its core strategy of reducing the difference between a 

current event object (immediate situation) and a goal object (required situation).
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Emphasising the reduction process of GPS, Minsky applies the alternative term 

"difference engine" in SoM, providing a concise overview of the GPS functionality.

"A difference-engine must contain a description of a 'desired' situation.

It must have subagents that are aroused by various differences between the 
desired situation and the actual situation.

Each subagent must act in a way that tends to diminish the difference that 

aroused it." (Minsky 1985, p. 78)

The issue of generality in problem solving and the need for goal event situations offer 
immediate grounds for a comparison of GPS with ICA in terms of the intrinsic 

condition. The GPS difference engine approach is an outcome of its symbolic basis; 

whereas interactive connectionist problem solving in ICA uses representation of 

sought goal events (as causal elements) in order to stimulate processes (also via causal 

elements) which bring about the goals in the environment. While the GPS approach 

offers a unified agent strategy, it is limited to symbolic functionality, being an agent 

design based on the physical symbol system hypothesis framework (as Section 4.1 

reviews). This discussion supports the unification of representation, but argues that 

absolute symbolicism, without connectionism, brings about a representational 

hindrance.

The occurrence of combinatorial problems around the FP seems to be a common 

outcome of the symbolic approach to general problem solving. The FP originally 

emerged during symbolically orientated research (McCarthy and Hayes 1969). 

Combinatorial problems around the tractability of environmental events in time (as the 

pebbles-pond problem epitomises) may be more likely to occur in symbolic 

approaches because a symbolic system is generally explicit and often less suitable to 

change. A non-symbolic system may conduct highly implicit representations, and in 

this sense is open to changes to its representation over time. Correspondingly, 

Vervaeke et al. (2009) provide a point of reference for the cognitive science viewpoint 

on the FP and the combinatorial problems associated with GPS, and also suggest that 

search within a symbolic framework might not be suitable to real-time problem
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solving in the real world. The comparison with ICA here also highlights the invalidity 

of GPS as applied to solving general real world problems without combinatorial 

constraints. In general, the symbolic approach to AI may indicate fallacy with the 

assumption that real world problems can be categorised within a well-defined class, 

because problems and solutions (and the alternative usage of initial states and goal 

states) can be incomplete and ill-defined (Vervaeke et al. 2009, p. 5)

In later work Newell improves GPS, attempting a more complete model of cognition. 

Soar (State, Operator and Result), which in relation to GPS, represents some primary 

hypotheses (Laird et al. 1987, p. 58) also relevant to a consideration of ICA. The 

physical symbol system hypothesis, as mentioned, explicitly concerns the realisation of 

intelligence using symbols, and the goal structure hypothesis, specifies furthermore, 

that control must also be conducted symbolically. The uniform element-representation 

hypothesis, or simply 'unified representation', also mentioned above, describes a 

single elementary representation for dealing with knowledge in the agent. However, 

this is expanded by way of the universal and automatic subgoaling and uniform- 

learning hypothesises, which pose that any system decision can be an object of goal 

orientation and that all goals arise dynamically and are generated automatically in 

response to impasses during attempts at attaining goals. The goal structure hypothesis 

and universal and automatic subgoaling and uniform-learning hypothesises are key 

attributes of the symbolic approach and representational unification, respectively, and 

are comparable with ICA goal-based problem solving and unified representation as an 

interactive connectionist approach.

Subgoaling is a Soar strategy for dealing with sub-problems (system impasses) which 

occur during the solving of a problem. That is, a given goal can require an emerging 

quantity of subgoals during its acquisition:

"When attempting to make progress in attaining a goal, the knowledge 

directly available in the problem space [...] may be inadequate to lead to a 

successful choice by the decision procedure. [...] Instead, a subgoal and a 

new context is created for each impasse." (Laird et al. 1987, p. 28-29)
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With 1C A, goals also contain subgoals, but this is merely a consequence of treating the 
environment as an intrinsically parallel hierarchical system. Sub-goals in ICA are 
intuitive of hierarchically organised solutions because solutions ultimately play out in 
the environment (as Section 6.2 describes). Hierarchy is a more favourable concept 
than subgoaling, as subgoals may also, in turn, incorporate other subgoals (sub- 
subgoals). Rather than using a hierarchical basis of a problem solving, subgoaling is 
an outcome of treating problem solving as a non-parallel sequence of events, perhaps a 

symptom of a symbolic paradigm of design. GPS subgoaling occurs sequentially and 
so can turn up unknown occurrences, whereas ICA incorporates hierarchy using a 
parallel computing strategy, where components of the hierarchy are interoperable.

While general problem solving involves sequential activity, this should not 
compromise parallel aspects of problem solving. Consequently, problem solving with 
ICA is both a parallel and serial strategy comprising of hierarchical and sequential 
causation. Avoiding parallelism in problem solving leads to the pebbles-pond problem 
if the agent is dealing with the real world: if environmental variables change during 
processing of some goal or subgoal, a serial problem solver is prone to losing tract on 
the environment and potentially important problem solving variables. The symbolic 
serial foundation of GPS/Soar leads to disconnection between the agent 
representations and their referents in the environment.

Since the environment dictates the problem solving context, being the domain where 
problems may occur and are resolved, it is the environment which creates impasses 
and the need for potential subgoals. For example, goals in noughts and crosses change 
as the environment changes: a player aiming for a horizontal line may need to adjust 
its subgoal to a vertical line if the competitor blocks the horizontal line with a token 
(as Section 6.2.3 outlines). Indeed, in a summary of the scope of Soar, Newell and 
collaborators on the GPS/Soar projects point out that interaction with the external task 

environment is a major aspect of Soar still missing (Laird et al. 1987, p. 3). In short, 
the GPS/Soar strategies do not sufficiently connect with the environment, and thus do 

not appropriately tackle the extrinsic condition.
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Problems inherent of the symbolic approach to AI manifest in the Soar 

representational strategy. While the primary intention of Soar is representational 

unification (primarily applied by way of the difference engine), the representation 

conversely incorporates distinct arbitrary compartmental data structures. In particular, 

Soar memory is categorised as 'long-term' or 'short-term'. In Soar, long-term memory 

is primarily procedural, concerned with process and behaviour and semantic 

information about the environment, while short term memory (or working memory) 

comprises of immediately necessary contextual information, including the current state 

and current goals of the agent.

The interaction between short-term and long-term memory is elaborated in various 

arbitrary and conversely ununified ways, where information in short-term memory is 

generally used to retrieve relevant information in long-term memory. This interaction 

(or program flow) is facilitated using specific couplings realised a priori via external 

mediation (human programming), and not elaborated by Soar itself. Therefore Soar 

does not conform to the intrinsic condition. Correspondingly, GPS has been the target 

of various generic criticisms, for example:

"By now, 'GPS' is a colorless term denoting a particularly stupid program 

to solve puzzles. But it originally meant 'General Problem Solver,' which 
caused everybody a lot of needless excitement and distraction. It should 

have been called LFGNS - 'Local Feature-Guided Network Searcher". 

(McDermott 1976, p. 4)

Merits of the cognitive basis for long-term and short-term memory aside (and out of 

the scope here), differential memory components are considered unnecessary in the 

ICA approach, unappealing to the needs of the extrinsic condition: if memory is 

divided then symbol grounding must also be strategically organised for each memory 

component. In contrast, an apt unified representation can be tailored so that grounding 

is innate and equivalent across the entire memory structure. Furthermore, ICA 

transduction unifies memory and process, and so does not require short-term or long- 

term memory specifically. The transducing computing processes of ICA could be 

considered temporal short-term memory, while the connections between elements 

might be analogous to more permanent long-term memory. The merging of procedural
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knowledge combined with descriptive knowledge is a closer description of the ICA 

strategy. This is not to say that GPS and Soar are entirely descriptive, but that the 

avoidance of connectionism in favour of symbolicism does not lend to straightforward 

melding of procedure and description (process and memory).

ICA does not solve problems in the symbolic sense or at least as relative to GPS/Soar. 

ICA merely records states (effects) in the environment and the means to achieve these 

states (causes) using global pattern association of representation. ICA does not 

actually develop new ways to solve problems (strictly speaking) but merely records or 
harnesses informational occurrences from the environment. In this way, as previously 

mentioned, it is the environment which plays the key role in problem solving. The ICA 

problem solving strategy can be generalised as "developing solutions to problems", 

but may be more scrupulously defined around recording and re-enacting cause 

(behavioural solution) and effect (desired goal) in the environment. This is a primary 

outcome of viewing AI as the study of the agent in an environment rather than 
focusing on the agent design itself, which may often neglect the significance of 

environment.

[I]f we can understand how agents utilize the world around them that would 
provide foundations for how categorization and problem solving take place. 
Before an agent can generate facts or formulate problems, information 
needs to be processed in terms of how it is relevant for successful action in 
the environment. Thus, at the core of any embodiment thesis is the idea that 

we are acting in the world. (Vervaeke et al. 2009, p. 10)

Soar, GPS, and in turn, SoM are applicable to the initial and general rationale of the 
SGP: that the employed symbols, are disconnected from the external world and are 

thus applicable to the CRA. It is too early for any results of ICA in terms of 

combinatorial problems occurring during general problem solving, and so at this stage 

the ICA approach merely offers a research direction and potential. By emplacing 
environment at the forefront of problem solving, emerging environmentally generated 

and activated agent representation avoids symbolic search in the traditional AI sense, 

instead applying the ramifying properties of transduction. The 'general' in 'general
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problem solving' must identify with the general environment wherein problems 
initially occur and are ultimately solved.

6.3.3 Hierarchical Temporal Memory

Hierarchical Temporal Memory (HTM) is the most directly comparable AI agent 

strategy to ICA, as there are many commonalities in both the design philosophy and 

agent functionality. Jeff Hawkins, lead designer of HTM and founder of Numenta 

Inc., a start-up company for continuing development of HTM, describes HTM as a 

mechanism for dealing with hierarchy in the environment (Hawkins 2005). Incentives 

for HTM, including the hierarchical modelling of the environment, concern the 

applicability of HTM to general problems:

There are many things humans find easy to do that computers are currently 

unable to do. Tasks such as visual pattern recognition, understanding spoken 

language, recognizing and manipulating objects by touch, and navigating in a 
complex world are easy for humans. Yet, despite decades of research, we have 

no viable algorithms for performing these and other cognitive functions on a 

computer. (Hawkins and George 2006, p. 1)

Such capabilities, Hawkins (2005) claims, are primarily performed by the neocortex, 

and as such, HTM is based on a brain theory (as described in George (2008)). HTM 

develops solutions during computing, which differentiates HTM from general Modern 

Digital Computer (MDC) strategies (Hawkins 2006). A detailed comparison between 

HTMs and MDCs is not offered but broad differences between HTM style of 

computing and MDCs are sketched:

HTMs are unlike traditional programmable computers. With traditional 

computers, a programmer creates specific algorithms to solve specific 

problems. [...] HTMs are not programmed and do not execute different 

algorithms for different problems. Instead, HTMs 'learn' how to solve 

problems. (Hawkins and George 2006, p. 1)

The proposal of HTM applicability to general problem solving or 'learning' represents 

a case of strategising in order to avoid the FP - the FP is often a commonly underlying
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but unspecified goal in AI. While the FP is also not directly considered in HTM 
literature, much of the design emphasis of HTM serves toward generality in problem 
solving. To be sure, generality, in its agent-based context here, concerns the 
application of an agent strategy to a broad range of environmental problems. In HTM, 
as ICA, auditory, visual, and other sensory environment information are treated using 
the same method of representation. This distinguishes ICA and HTM from general 
strategies in AI, although the actual method of representation used in HTM differs to 
that used in ICA.

HTM is a neurosymbolic integration strategy, loosely modelled on the biological 
functions of the neocortex, combining pattern association and causality in a 
connectionist hierarchical approach. Hierarchical functionality with prediction 
capacity is Hawkins' primary neurological claim for HTM. Connectionist nodes in 
HTM, then, are organised hierarchically, with many nodes connected with sensory 
information from the environment in a tree-like fashion leading to a single innermost 
node. Each node (and actually HTM as a whole), following supervised training with 
sensory data, attempts to determine underlying causation from sensory data 
(interpreted as patterns), and can make predictions (infer causes from novel input) 
about the environment thereafter. HTM can use these predictions to conduct motor 
behaviour. This occurs over the following steps (Hawkins and George 2006):

1. A sequence of sensory information is supplied to each node from the 
environment, and through pattern association the node learns this spatial- 
temporal pattern data. Each node is exposed to particular pattern data, and 
labels patterns within its field of view, and then supplies output to the next 
node in the sequence. The way that information moves down through the 
hierarchy uses a form of quantisation, as illustrated by the following analogy:

The changing input patterns arriving at a node are analogous to a series of 
musical notes. Sequences of these notes are like melodies. If the input stream 
arriving at a node matches one of its learned melodies, the node passes the 
"name" of the melody up the hierarchy, not the individual notes. (Hawkins and 

George 2007, p. 6)
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2. Once nodes are primed with sensory information, HIM can 'infer' causes of 

novel input. For example, from a novel visual sensory stream, HIM would 
infer objects in the picture.

3. From the stored sequence of patterns of sensory information in each node, 

each node makes predictions about what will happen next - this is reflected 

through the whole of HIM which comprises the collection of nodes. In short, 

each node leams to represent common patterns, and then predict the most 

common sequences of those patterns.

4. HTM, following training, represents a model of the environment to which it is 

exposed. This information can finally be used to predict and then direct motor 

behaviour.

Both 1C A and HTM incorporate the following common strategies: connectionist nodes 

representing a spectrum of sensory to high-level features; pattern association in order 

to infer (or generate) causal relationships; and hierarchical (space) and sequential 

(time) properties assumed of a causal environment; and prediction and sensorimotor 

facilities. While ICA and HTM incorporate similar strategies around general 

hierarchical representation in order to reach a common goal of generality in problem 

solving, the mechanisms and interactions of these strategies differ, hi short, HTM 

strategies lead to insufficiencies in conforming to the extrinsic and intrinsic 

conditions, while ICA is designed to avoid these problems.

HTM is not entirely autonomous as it requires initial supervision and training of 

sensory data for priming and learning (as classic neural networks generally do). The 

need for external mediation is also required in HTM data structures, as users control 

the size of the network (the number of nodes) and structure (combining hierarchies) in 

advance. HTM does not modify in size and structure as ICA does - using the 

generative scheme ICA deals with changing dynamics in the environment and 

different environment contexts without supervision. While HTM can be potentially 

applied to a broad range of goal-based problems, it must be tailored in advance to do 

so, and matched to the problem being addressed. 'General learning' in the parlance of
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HIM literature (Hawkins 2005) is only possible with the aid of external supervisor 

programmers. While user specification is presented as a feature of HTM, since 

symbols are directly mediated by an external entity, HTM fails to conform to the 
intrinsic condition.

Complete automation is a broad issue in AI and so problems in facilitating autonomy 

vary generally from agent to agent. External mediation is common to many agent 

strategies and not just HTM. For example, Cangelosi's agent for symbol grounding 

(Cangelosi et al. 2000) is trained by an external agent already semantically proficient, 

and so the issue of how the agent might initially develop semantics is not considered 

(Taddeo and Floridi 2005, p. 430-431). Sun's CLARION (Sun 1994, 2000) by 

contrast incorporates interaction with environment and evolutionary algorithms in 

order to generate grounded symbols. However, even though Sun's model includes an 

additional evolutionary layer, attempting autonomous symbol generation, external 

mediation is still required:

Evolution algorithms are obviously based on a Darwinian survival mechanism 

of the fittest. But it is the programmer who plays the key role of the 'natural' 

selection process. (Taddeo and Floridi 2005, p. 436)

ICA might be described as an evolutionary approach, but genetic structures are not 

employed, and it is the environment which plays the key role, rather than external 

supervision. The generative scheme undertakes 'life' and 'death' manipulation of 

causal elements in generating causal elements and relationships, and removing 

elements which do not serve a purpose to the environment and goals of ICA. This 

alleviates the need for external mediation, as ICA representation improves (evolves) 

its solutions over time. (Actually, the evolutionary consideration and categorisation 

can often be applied to many AI learning strategies, even to those not explicitly 

specified as 'evolutionary' by authors or designers, including, for example, SoM.)

In ICA, connectivity between differing components (including sensory, motor, and 

motivational areas) are uniformly interacting and configurable by the agent itself 

during operation in order to capture environmental causes which cannot be reasonably 

predicted or quantified in advance. With HTM, the strategy is to couple the core
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connectionist hierarchical component to other features. For example, motor control 

employs different data structures to the general hierarchical structures in HIM. This is 

analogous to the distinct Soar strategies of long-term memory and short-term memory.

In ICA the entire framework embodies all features using the same interconnected 

nodal methodology (causal elements) so that all features are compatible and permit 

necessary direct interaction of nodes between various high-level components. 

Connection to differing mechanisms for differing purposes in HIM is a form of brittle 

predefined coupling, employing hardwired motor control with built-in behaviours. 

This does not permit compatibility between subcomponents of the agent and does not 

facilitate the intrinsic condition since semantics are presupposed. Furthermore, whilst 

the HTM approach aims for broad applicability to general problems, and incorporates 

interactive attributes including parallelism, hierarchy, and causation and environment, 

the execution is not consistent with these ideals and so compromises conformation to 

the extrinsic condition.

Boundaries between symbols and signals are broken down to synergic forms in both 

HTM and ICA. However, while HTM nodes contain both memory and process, 

memory and process remain distinct components, as each node contains a process for 

'inference' and separate storage for pattern sequences. As mentioned, separation of 

data structures and processes does not effectively connect the symbol to the 

environmental object. Conversely, the unified localist neurosymbolic strategy of ICA 

(causal scheme), where memory and process are combined without separation, melds 

top-down (symbolic) and bottom-up (connectionist, transduction) approaches. In ICA, 

the causal element is a mechanism providing a fundamental input-to-output process 

which itself represents the symbol: memory and the process are simply the same thing. 

Grounding, then, is technically permitted through the fusion of the process and the 

symbol, so that symbols are in causal interaction with the environment and other 

symbols, and where the environment dictates the generation and activity of symbols in 

this unmediated fashion (i.e. transduction). In this way, implementational-level and 

the referential-level computation are combined.
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Melding of implementational-level and the referential-level computation is Mayo's 
criterion for grounding (Section 4.4.3), and represents a shared viewpoint between the 
ICA approach and Mayo's Iconic Representations. Mayo's approach, however, is 
presented theoretically without modelling, whereas ICA is at the modelling stage of 
development but without implementation. Iconic Representations or ICA transduction 
as referential-implementation computing, conforming to the extrinsic condition, may 
be illustrated through the following observation by a chess grandmaster:

For the main thing in chess is seeing, not thinking. Thinking begins where 
seeing ends. And 'seeing' in chess has little to do with eyesight. (Purdy 2002, 
p. 28)

Purdy is advising that the disparity between thinking and seeing is negligible: as the 
player 'sees' the game, the player 'thinks' the game. Such melding of sensory 
information (seeing) and processing (thinking) is analogous to computing as 
transduction, interaction, or environmental grounding. In ICA there are no boundaries 
between signals, symbols, and computation, and no disconnection between process 
and memory, because the unified localist neurosymbolic strategy is a syntactic 
semantic synergy of implementational-referential computing.

The unified localist strategy is also neurologically comparable to the Grandmother cell 
(Section 4.1.2), where each neuron represents an environmental object. ICA is not 
proposed as having neurologically plausiblity, unlike HTM which is in part developed 
by way of observing the neocortex. While neuroscience is by and large out of the 
scope of this dissertation, there are some implicit relationships between ICA and the 
brain worthy of brief mention. The human brain is comprised of myriad building 
blocks of neurons within a seemingly scattered and unpredictable network of 
interconnections, which universally permit sensing, processing, and motor control, as 
well as prediction, motivation, and generative learning features, in particular.

The entire brain framework generally embodies all features using the same 
interconnected nodal methodology and the same paradigmatic building-block neuron, 
and all features are compatible through interconnected interaction of neurons. 
Moreover, the brain achieves generality in problem solving, solves the FP and SGP,
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and so conforms to the intrinsic condition using processing faculties entirely based on 

neurons and their connections. The brain does not incorporate brittle distinct non- 

neuronal mechanisms for particular information purposes - even brain regions, such 

as the visual cortex, are neural orientations and highly interrelated with other neuronal 

regions. In ICA, causal elements are also facilitative of arbitrary features. This differs 

to the HTM (neocortex) approach of prediction as a function of each node, as while 

causal elements (nodes) in ICA reflect the state of objects of the environment, 

prediction occurs via motivational stimulation of the network. Exploratory causation 

traces the network in reverse for prediction, which is analogous to bidirectional 

signals in the neocortex, although HTM does not follow reverse ramification as a 

faculty for prediction.

ICA causal elements, being transducing and connected to the environment, enable 

synchronous representation of time, and thus a real-time representation of the 

environment. However, with HTM there are boundaries between representation of 

space and time, as spatial patterns are treated differently to temporal patterns (using 

different separate data structures). Representation of the general (space-time) 

environment requires a framework capable of compatible space and time. That is, the 

agent should meld space and time as implicitly as the environment it represents does. 

In order to meet this requirement, ICA transduction enables representation of serial 

interactive motion (or sequential events) without a separately coupled counting 

device. In terms of representation of environmental time, HTM does not conform to 

the extrinsic condition because its data structures are not fully connected to the 

environment, and so are not syncopated with the environmental referents. The FP 

concerns timely connections with the environment, and so the flavour of ICA 

transduction, enabling real-time connection to the environment, corresponds to 

Wegner's interpretation and proposed solution of the FP:

The frame problem is hard because the task of statically specifying all possible 

dynamic contingencies before they occur is intractable. It disappears if we 

allow contingencies to be handled dynamically at the time they occur in 

interactive systems [...]. (Wegner 1995a, p. 64)
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This consideration is similarly outlined in Dennett's outlook of the FP, where 
predefining a corpus of facts or instructions can lead to brittleness:

A creature that can solve any problem given enough time - say a million years 

- is not in fact intelligent at all. We live in a time pressured world and must be 

able to think quickly before we leap. [...] A walking encyclopaedia will walk 

over a cliff, for all its knowledge of cliffs and the effects of gravity, unless it is 

designed in such a fashion that it can find the right bits of knowledge at the 

right times, so it can plan its engagements with the real world. (Dennett 1984, 
p. 135-137)

Finding the 'right bits of knowledge at the right times' is possible through a highly 
compatible and interactive form of organisation: the melding of memory and process 
as a causal element enables the 'knowledge' itself (causal element) to communicate 
with the problem (specifically, the goal of the problem which is also a causal element) 
through sequential causation and exploratory causation. As noted in the previous 
subsection, transducing ramification of environmental signals displaces symbolic 
search.

This comparison between ICA and HTM shows that HTM does not conform to the 
extrinsic and intrinsic conditions even though hierarchical modelling of the 
environment (part of the extrinsic condition) and generality and autonomy (part of the 
intrinsic condition) are present in the design direction of HTM.

6.4 Conclusions

Chapter 4 describes how the SGP relates to the FP, and how both problems make for 
the Interaction Problem, which in turn, rationalises the extrinsic and intrinsic 
conditions. This chapter describes how ICA avoids the Interaction Problem by 
conforming to the extrinsic and intrinsic conditions. Furthermore, ICA, considered in 
this chapter for transducing the environment and general environmental problem 
solving, enables the comparison with agents of similar aims but differing strategies.
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In general, AI research uses the tools that are available to it: the MDC with serial and 
by and large predefined implementational code with referential process coded at 
higher levels. This often leads to general problems in agent prediction. In the real 
environment, problem criteria cannot be predicted: one or two pebbles in the pond 
cannot be predicted (rationale for transduction for the direct connection to objects 
which may sporadically change), and problems (such as the pebbles-pond problem) 
cannot be predicted (rationale for generalist rather than specialist problem solving).

Broadly, AI is often focused on what MDCs cannot currently facilitate and so 
develops new software (on MDCs) to meet these needs. Conversely, this research 
concerns the use of parallel transduction rather than serial symbolicism in order to 
avoid the Interaction Problem. ICA conforms to the extrinsic condition with ICA 
transduction: where the melding of process and memory in relation to environmental 
causation, interaction, and transduction, enables an unmediated connection with 

objects of the environment. ICA conforms to the intrinsic condition with ICA 
generality: as an autonomous agent where representation of problems and solutions 
are not predefined, and all solutions emerge from generic pattern association of agent 
activity in interaction with the environment.

ICA was designed to meet these needs, and so while autonomy and general problem 
solving are often aims of agent designs in AI, the concepts of the extrinsic and 
intrinsic conditions are particular to this research. It is not surprising, then, that AI 
agents do not conform to the extrinsic condition, as strategies rarely consider 
transduction for processing environmental information, often only connecting with 
objects of the environment in a serial, symbolic, and thus disconnected manner. 
Furthermore, agent designs do not conform to the intrinsic condition, since they are 
usually limited to some form of representational predefinition or mediation by 
external entities (humans) using programming. Prescribing representation in advance 

limits the functionality for solving general emerging problems. In ICA, pattern 
association and causal elements are generic and do not predetermine particular 

representational structures: the emergence of causal elements and the relationships 
between them depend on real-time unforeseeable occurrences in the environment.
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Considering the issues raised in the agent comparisons in this chapter, part of the 

problem in AI is that agents are often designed for specialist purposes, dealing with 

some particular problem, or dealing with some set of problems using a particular 

strategy. Expert systems epitomise particular solutions to particular problems, while 

general artificial neural networks are more representative of a particular strategy being 

applied to many problems. While neural networks are generally more broadly 

applicable to real-world problems, having facility to adjust processing and output to 

changing input data, neural networks are mostly structurally fixed. The agents that are 

considered in this chapter represent divergence from the expert system and artificial 

neural network paradigms. SoM expands the neural network idea to a large-scale 

emerging connectionist multi-agent strategy, and GPS/Soar, while based on the 

symbolic rule-based idea epitomised with expert systems, expands symbolicism 

beyond specialist application. Finally, the HTM approach combines symbolicism and 

connectionism and recognises the need to interconnect environment with 

representation.

The comparisons in this chapter explore the issue of representational unification 

through symbolicism and connectionism. SoM is both symbolic and connectionist, but 

its representation is ununified. GPS/Soar is unified and symbolic, but not 

connectionist. HTM using hierarchical causal data structures which are interconnected 

and contain symbols represents a step toward unification of symbolicism and 

connectionism, and incorporates additional focus on the environment as a key criterion 

in representational unification. However, GPS/Soar and HTM require supervision or 

external a priori information in some form, while SoM is theoretical and not fully 

defined, and inherits the symbolic limitations of GPS in problem solving.

ICA, as an original contribution in comparison with the agents that this chapter 

considers, streamlines the representational mechanisms of HTM, uses unified causal 

elements as agents, and in relation to SoM and diverging from GPS symbolic problem 

solving, harnesses the environment for connectionist solutions to problems. To the end 

of avoiding the Interaction Problem, ICA also draws from Mayo's implementational- 

referential computing and Wegner's interactive computing directions in particular. 

ICA addresses the scope of the Interaction Problem, which in entirety, is not
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considered in general agent designs. That is, despite the widely accepted need for 
agent environment interaction and agent autonomy in AI, ICA is the product of 

refining these issues, and is arrived at through specification of the extrinsic and 
intrinsic conditions. Finally, the need for interactive computing in avoiding the 

Interaction Problem rationalises a hypothesis of interactive computationalism, which 
extending computationalism, might be defined as interactively computable cognition.
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Chapter 7

The Interaction Problem and 

Computer Music

Computer music, through its formal heritage, has been associated with prescriptive 

programs. However, contemporary computer music in practice is already dedicated to 

emergent interactive characterisations. Indeed, interactive music objects, an
4

abstraction of mechanisms of interactive music (as Chapter 2 reviews), signify a need 

for highly interactive computer music faculties. This chapter contextualises computer 

music with the computing dichotomy of prescriptive programs and emergent 

interactions (as Section 3.3 defines), aiming to highlight emergent interactive 

computer music. The examination applies results found in the analysis of Interactive 

Causal Agent (ICA) in the previous chapter to computer music in order to outline the 

avoidance of the Interaction Problem in an interactive music agent. The chapter begins 

with consideration of computer music generally and finally focuses on agent-based 

computer music in order to exemplify potential uses of ICA and specify the avoidance 

of the Interaction Problem.
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7.1 Toward Emergent Interactive Computer Music

In contrasting prescriptive programs and emergent interactions as characteristics of 

compositional expression using computers, this section highlights interactive issues of 

computer music including emergence, creative problem solving, environmental 

embodiment, and interactive music objects. These issues build on the properties of 

interactive music of Chapter 2 and accumulate the ideas of interactive computing in 

previous chapters.

Problems in computer music represent a spectrum of compositional and technical 

needs. The review of properties of interactive music in Chapter 2 draws together needs 

of interactive music around an object concept comprising of real-time, parallel, 

modifiable, and unpredictable features. This section is concerned with factors which 

lead to a potential Interaction Problem in computer music. The Interaction Problem 

occurs when interactive needs are not satisfied because the computing tools are 

interactively insufficient, particularly where prescriptive programs are used to 

facilitate emergent interactions.

7.1.1 Music computing

As the introduction of this dissertation outlines, the cohesion of music and computing 

or the integration of art and science underpins computer music. Indeed, computer 

music can often represent a surprisingly compatible mix of 'oil and water', but not 

without delicate balance of subjectivity and objectivity, where creative ideals meet the 

employment of engineered mechanisms as music tools:

The problem lies in designing systems that resolve the often-conflicting 

constraints of musical imperatives on the one hand and technological 

imperatives on the other [...]. (Loy 2002, p. 53)

It is interesting that both of the primary topics of computer music (computing and 

music) employ tape machines: tape recording in music production and generative 

methodologies (tape music) and Turing Machines (TMs). The relationship between
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TM tapes and those used in music might make for a desirable research project. Some 
initial kinds of theoretical tape methodologies could be considered, for example: the 
employment of a tape machine as a rudimentary system with which a composer 
responds, karaoke style. The composer interacts with the machine primarily at the start 
and the finish of the process (controlling start and stop of the tape), and may musically 
respond to the content on the tape. However, the interactions are not two-way because 
the machine does not respond or interactively engage with the composer since the tape 
is static, sequential, and its content is predefined.

Such a rudimentary tape machine could be augmented so that the machine actions are 
embellished by way of instructions encoded on the tape itself (along with the musical 
materials). The tape machine may also receive sound from a microphone and 
represent/record it on the tape during the process, and it may furthermore use the 
represented sound information in making decisions about where the tape head should 
move next. The model, then, incorporates additional interactivity which in practice 
may permit more meaningful two-way interactions, somewhat analogous to the 
concept of interaction in interactive music.

Indeed, tape facilitates the capture of real-time information in the environment and 
may also simultaneously output real-time information to the environment. A key 
difference with interactive music is that information in the environment is instead 
computationally abstracted and dealt with symbolically. This enables manipulation of 
the material in order to construct a modification and refinement of output. Tape 
recording, however, is criticised in the interactive music domain:

Prior to the invention of recording, all music was interactive to some degree - 
technical innovations in twentieth century have reduced opportunities for 

musical interaction. (Winkler 2001, p. 9)

Jorda (2005, p.58) also notes that it is ironic that tape recording technologies are 
responsible for the loss of interaction between audience and musician since 
motivations for interactive music have been highly technological. Conversely, the 
audience being removed from the performance can make for an enrichment of the 
performance because it is not dependant on audience expectations (Taruskin 1995, p.
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22). For example, at a particular section of a performance the audience may expect a 
variation of a theme, and so the performer may feel obliged to meet this expectation 
even though the variation does not interest him. A performance free of an audience, 
rather than meeting the needs of a live audience, may be more concerned with the 
performer's intentions and the music may evolve through other means, for example, 
through focus on scholarship (Haskell 1988, p. 161). Furthermore, various new 
interactive contexts and circumstances arise through technology, for example, the 
interaction of music with film, or a means for the listener to appraise recorded music 
in a personal space with functionality for interactively replaying or skipping sections 
of audio (but such may also have negative implications (Dibben and Williamson 
2007)).

Computing has been an issue for music composition since the prospect of mechanical 
symbolic computers. For computing and music composition, Lovelace provides some 
choice words:

The operating mechanism [of the Analytical Engine] might act upon other 
things besides number [...]. Supposing, for instance, that the fundamental 
relations of pitched sounds in the science of harmony and of music 
composition were susceptible of such expression and adaptations, the Engine 
might compose and elaborate scientific pieces of music of any degree of 
complexity or extent. (Ada Lovelace, quoted in Roads (1996, p. 821-823))

However, Lovelace later clarifies the limitations of machine composition:

The Analytical Engine has no pretensions whatever to originate anything. It 
can do whatever we know how to order it to perform. (Ada Lovelace, quoted in 

Taylor 1843)

Lovelace's assertions place prescriptive programs and emergent interactions (Section 
3.3) at the core of music composition and computing. Lovelace's former comment 
addressing the degree of compositional computational expressivity is more open to 
interpretation, but the latter comment adheres to the idea that prescriptive programs 
cannot generate novel (or emergent) materials. As the previous chapter examines, the
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prescription of processes does not succumb to the emergent needs of interaction and 

environment, and so this issue can be considered in the context of computer music.

7.1.2 From Prescriptive Programs to Emergent Interactions in Computer Music

Computer music often concerns the use of formal paradigmatic processes to the end of 

aiding the compositional process. For example, Ebcioglu's (1990) expert system for 

harmonising chorals in the style of Bach incorporates a knowledge-base of over three 

hundred rules derived from harmony treatise, including auxiliary rules that are, 

according to the author, preferences of contrapuntal practice. Generally, such a 

prescribed rule-base is useful in deterministic music circumstances, and can facilitate 

many processes more efficiently and faster than composers can, as Barlow points out:

A piece of music would have taken six months by hand mathematically but 

took one week by computer. (Clarence Barlow in Roads (1985, p. 42))

The use of automated prescription in music can be associated with various 

compositional intentions. For example, a prescribed automation, being a process 

external to the composer, can relieve the composer of decisions and judgement, 

freeing the composer to concentrate on other ideals (Alsop 1999, p. 89-90). This 

applies widely in computer music which has been compared to objective music in the 

'20s (which concerns music constructed with the intent to restrict intervention of the 

performer, in particular Stravinsky's compositional use of the pianola) on the basis 

that the performer's interpretations and personality can be eliminated from the process 

(Rowe 1993, p. 6). However, the initiative of the elimination of the performer 

contrasts with the idea that the compositional tool is a projected expression of the 

aesthetics of the composer, for example:

One way to think of the systems I have conceived is as reflecting the 

anticipation of the programmer-composer of a given concert situation. (Collins 

2005, p. 207)

Collins' comment adheres to the ideal that a computer could simulate the composer as 

a surrogate device from which the composer can extract ideas (Cope 1996, p. 246), a
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variation of computers as close interactive music companions (Thom 2003). 
Computers are often employed as surrogate or companion devices, where processes 
are outsourced to the computer during composition. It follows that prescribing a 
program is a straightforward means to the manifestation of musical automation, where 
a composer may construct music processes by way of a predefined sequential formal 
rationale. In relation, formal (and often programmable) aspects of music aid 
tangibility of music expression:

The intangible transitory nature of sound and music would present 
overwhelming difficulties to composers theorists and performers in their 
communications of musical issues were it not for the highly formalised 
prescriptive and descriptive theoretical systems underlying musical practice 
that have been developed for over two and a half millennia. (Bidlack 1990, 
p. 17)

The methods of algorithmic composition, while associated with formal musical 
processes, are moreover concerned with the development of computational strategies 
for compositional emphasis, where, rather than merely employing the computer as aid 
to composition, computational processes are also compositional imperatives. As such, 
algorithmic composition employs computer programs "[...] to generate novel musical 
structures, compositional techniques, and even genres of music" (Pearce et al. 2002, p. 
123). Algorithmic composition is distinguished from other categories of automated 
compositional processes including the design of compositional tools, the modelling of 
musical styles, and the modelling of music cognition (Pearce et al. 2002, p. 119). 
However, the categories are highly interrelated; hence, the challenge in clearly stating 
particular research motivations in the field, as Pearce et al. (2002) recommend.

Computing devices perceived as closed automatic mechanisms can also be 
symptomatic of treating computing prescriptively - if a program is entirely predefined 
it is not open to environmental change. In computer music this might aesthetically 
correspond to the idea that computers pertain to the inhuman, and that the sound and 
music of computers mediates phenomena exterior to the known or usual world. 
Computing can often evoke notions of mystery when applied to music because it 
cannot be touched or felt in the immediate or physical sense. This is evident, at least,
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in terms of the seemingly alien electronic sounds that computers can produce (that 
humans without computers cannot) associated with the other-worldly sound design of 
science fiction cinema (Garnett 2001, p. 21). Conversely, despite the view of 
algorithmic music (i.e. computer or procedurally based music) as inhuman music, 
computer music of course remains products of humans:

Algorithmic music is thus inhuman only in one sense of the word, it is human 
in as much as it is the product of rational beings. (Ames 1987, p. 173)

However, computational compositional traits, being products of humans, are often 
more appropriately defined interactively: being interactive concerns the faculty of 
computer connection with the environment and humans, rather than being a closed 
disconnected prior-programmed device. Interactive computing offers a viewpoint 
concerned with human factors rather than a perspective entirely concerned with 
computing systems. Cope (2000), however, is more critical of interactive music, not 
recognising a worthy semantic distinction:

Interactive composition, another popular term for algorithmic composition, 
implies a close-knit collaboration between composer and computer that may 
not necessarily exist. (Cope 2000, p. 2)

Conversely, Cope describes his computer-aided compositional system as a "friendly 
antagonist" and "interactive partner" during composition (Cope 1987, p. 30), but goes 
on to propose a stronger idea:

Many composers use algorithms that do not interact at all, they only respond 
appropriately when prompted by their users. (Italics preserved, Cope 2000, p.2)

Section 3.3 characterises a broad view of interactive computing in which algorithms 
are included, and where contrary to Wegner's (1997) views, algorithms facilitate 
interaction. However, such a non-interactive algorithm, as Cope proposes, is an 
extreme view of computing eliminating interaction entirely. An algorithm responding 
is simply a general case of interaction. Even in cases where an algorithm does not 
(theoretically) employ input or output, the composer-programmer is nevertheless 
interactively engaged with the computing because the compositional adoption of
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computing or the development of software is necessarily interactive: there can be no 

situation where a composer-programmer does not provide and receive information to 
and from a respective computation.

Computer music devices interacting with the real world, which includes human 

composers, is captured by the notion of interactive computing, and are relevant to 

real-time, parallel, unpredictable, and modifiable interactive music object features (as 

Chapter 2 reviews). Such interactive features do not easily mesh with basic computing 

characteristics, in particular, solutions in interactive music are not well-posed or well- 

defined, problems are not able to be solved in a definite quantity of steps, and in terms 

of the serial foundations of the Modern Digital Computer (MDC) (as Section 3.3.3 

outlines), compositional activities are not necessarily serial, or parallel processes 

which can be easily serialised.

Having an inherent symbolic serial nature, the development of programs and 

widespread availability of MDCs are apt for the tractable design and implementation 

of musical ideas, respectively - but in practice, real world computing can become 

more interactive and emergent than can be captured in outline. A composer may 

develop a compositional computing tool with a particular purpose or goal in mind, but 

the actual tool in practice may turn up different musical outcomes. Even in modelling 

in well-defined domains of explicit rules where symbolic formal systems seem like a 

natural choice (Papadopoulos, Wiggins 1999, p. 2), prescriptive rule-based approaches 

are not necessarily paramount and can often be compositionally problematical:

The trap in writing a completely deterministic set of algorithms is that they 

reduce the whole process to mere data transformation. (Hiller 1981, p. 8)

Chadabe (2002), with a similar incentive, outlines the limitations of mapping for 

interactive instruments. Historically, computer music has utilised stochastic strategies 

in order to counter prescription and determinism. The dichotomy of deterministic to 

stochastic computer music is common in computer music reviews, and often an 

integral part of explaining computer music composition (Roads 1996). Deterministic 

and stochastic computer music is relative to the dichotomy being discussed here: 

deterministic processes correspond to prescriptive programs, while stochastic
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strategies concern emergent interactions, since random elements can only be 
computationally incorporated through interaction with the environment. In describing 
foundations of interactive composing, Chadabe emplaces emphasis on 
nondeterminism:

The important quality of random-number generators is what I have come to 

call complexity. In general, by complexity, 1 mean that the rules which 

determine a certain succession of events are underlying and elusive and not 

evident in the succession of events they generate. Throwing dice, for example, 

where the numbers that appear are the result of a multitude of underlying and 

elusive causes, such as the way the dice are held as they are thrown, the 

strength with which they are thrown, the balance of each die, the relative 

weight of each die as it strikes another, and so on, may be seen in this light as a 

method for generating a complex series of numbers. In contrast with simplicity, 

where the rules that determine a succession of events are evident in the events 

they generate [...]. (Chadabe 1984, p. 26)

By this account, 'simplicity' is an abstraction associated with rules and determinism, 
and so corresponds to prescriptive programs, whereas 'complexity' incorporates 
emergent interactive tendencies, computationally bound but involving environmental 
attributes (i.e. the physicality of dice). The relationships between stochastic music and 
interactive composing are straightforward since 'complex' phenomena are of the 
environment. However, it is surprising that computers, which are widely considered 
deterministic mechanisms, have been useful in realising stochastic strategies at all. 
Incorporating randomness in computing is of course facilitated through interaction 

with a system clock or other environmental phenomena, as the computation itself 

cannot be a source of randomness.

7.1.3 Emergent Interactive Computer Music

Rather than computer music being deterministically oriented or prescribed, interactive 

music poses different requirements of computation where "[...] the material and the 

development of the material are unknown in advance" (Jorda 2005, p. 112). Extending 

the discussion of interactive music objects in Chapter 2, then, Beyls (1991), for 

example, outlines experimentation with attractors instead of creation of a rule base,
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where creative music computing does not necessarily concern solving problems, as it 
does in the traditional sense:

Perhaps a programmer finds an unexpected solution, and forgets the problem 

altogether [...]. Creativity is an unpredictable, nonlinear process; incidentally 

nonlinearity also happens to be a native characteristic of complex dynamic 

systems. (Beyls 1991, p. 33-34)

Such a view of composition helps differentiate interactive composing from prescribing 

music rules which concern specific solutions to specific problems. Similarly, despite 

the problematical use of 'algorithmic', Wegner proposes substitution of instructions 

for interfaces:

Interfaces are a primitive building block of interactive systems, playing the role 

of primitive instructions. Interactive programmers compose (plug together) 

interfaces, just as algorithmic programmers compose instructions. (Wegner 

1997, p. 85)

An instruction is prescribed, whereas an interface, designed to engage outside 

interactive information, enables emergent outcomes. Wishart (2000) focuses on 

related ideas in describing change and transformation through the interaction of nodes 

of sounds:

[My composition] relies on the computer's signal processing power to 

metamorphose one kind of sound material into another, therefore making 

audible connections between different kinds of sounds and enabling a musical 

structure to be developed in the sonic domain. [...] I begin with a starting 

sound, and apply any number of different small metamorphoses. [...] I then 

transform many of these sounds a little, and so on. In this way, 1 build a tree of 

interconnected sounds with nodes and branches. (Italics preserved, Wishart 

2000, p. 22)

Computer composers are often more suited to problem solving using objects which 

can capture abstractions more effectively than prescribed instructions or static 

procedures. Vaggione (2001), in particular, promotes the use of music objects with a 

view of interactive music as relative to the context of Wegner (1997). Substitution of
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prescriptive rules for 'attractors', 'interfaces', 'nodes', or 'objects' (or interactive 

music objects, as is the terminology that this dissertation applies) engenders notions of 
emergent interactive music:

Programming in the future will depend more and more on specifying behavior. 

The systems we build will carry out real-time interactions with users, other 

computers, and physical systems (e.g. for process control). In understanding 

the interaction among independent components, we will be concerned with 

detailed aspects of then- temporal behavior. The machine must be thought of as 

a mechanism with which we interact, not a mathematical abstraction which can 

be fully characterized in terms of its results. (Winograd (1979) cited in 
Vaggione(2001,p. 56))

Music composition and creativity are ill-structured problems - particularly in terms of 

the needs of interactive music as Chapter 2 reviews - where usual computational 

criteria, such as beginnings or ends of processes, finiteness, and a tangible result or 

output are not necessary requirements. The notion of emergent interactions being 

portrayed in this section may help characterise the open-endedness of creativity, rather 

than solving a specific problem or some finite set of problems. Emergent interactions 

can be considered in terms of problem solving spaces:

Creativity may be seen as searching through a very large problem space. 

(Hirata and Aoyagi 2003)

Prescriptive programs can be used for searching large problem spaces, but in order to 

aid the openness of creative processes, a strategy should be open to changes that may 

be found during a search of the problem space (or the environment). If the problem 

space is static and predictable then a prescribed program may be suitable, but if the 

problem space is dynamic and emergent then search of the space should likewise 

conform to these properties. Boden offers related commentary around 'conceptual 

space' aiding the issue of the additional complexity of a problem space:

Conceptual spaces are established styles of thinking (sonata form, chess, tonal 

harmony, pointillism, sonnets, limericks [...]). Different conceptual spaces 

have distinct structures, each with its own dimensions, pathways, and 

boundaries. [...] A generative system defines a certain range of possibilities:
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molecules, for example, or jazz melodies. These structures are located in a 
conceptual space whose limits, contours, and pathways can be mapped, 
explored, and transformed in various ways. [...] A crucial difference - 
probably the crucial difference - between Mozart and the rest of us is that his 
cognitive maps of musical space were very much richer, deeper, and more 
detailed than ours. (Boden 1995)

The notions of a 'very large problem space' or a 'conceptual space', although 

referring to the mind in the latter, are useful characterisations of the real world 
environment. In interactive music, as in general interactive computation, issues of the 

dynamics, size, and tractability of the environment become apparent. There are two 

primary concepts of the environment in interactive music (from the perspective of the 
composer):

1. Interactive music systems as environments, including programming languages 

(e.g. Csound (Vercoe 1986; Ffitch 2000)) and development environments (e.g. 

Max/MSP (Puckette 1991)).

2. The real world music environment.

While programming languages and development environments cannot be covered in 

detail here, both entail emergent (and prescriptive) attributes. In terms of emergent 

interactions, a language might be considered successful if it expresses the 

unanticipated, contributes to new ideas and stimulates new developments, and permits 

flexibility without imposing a particular musical style (Scaletti 2002, p.69-71). 

Furthermore, a comparison of procedural and objective languages in terms of 

interaction is nontrivial. Objective program code is necessarily serialised when 

compiled for MDCs (and serialisation can be a weak facilitation of interaction (as 

Sections 3.3.3 and 6.1 pose). Furthermore, an object-oriented style can be adopted in 

procedural languages (i.e. using procedures or functions as objects), and pointer-based 

dataflow (such as the GOTO syntax) is interactively expressive, connecting arbitrary 

sections of code, but is not part of an object-orientated viewpoint.
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Interactively salient research in the '50s and '60s (notably Mathews (1963) and 

Mathews and Miller (1969)) made for pioneering technologies for controlling 
computers which have led to modern interactive music systems/environments. 
Additionally, through interfacing, the interactive control of sound grounds interactive 
compositional initiatives within the real world environment. For example, Roads' 
'micro sound' (Roads 2001) associates causality and interaction between sound 
particles with the composer and sound materials:

I am inspired by images produced by bubble and cloud chambers that depict 
subatomic interactions [...]. I am especially interested in the causal behaviour 
they depict: the power of attraction and repulsion. I try to incorporate these 
forces in my music. (Roads 1985, p. 13)

Interaction is prevalent in various environmental extra-musical compositional 
methodologies, for example, cellular automata simulations with music concern 
parallel interactions which are not predefined (McAlpine 1999), and chaos theory with 
music employs non-predictable processes (Bidlack 1990). Such musical materials 
incorporate innate interactive properties and interrelated interaction with a composer. 
Beyls, for example, refers to complexity in interaction, in discussing cellular automata 
in a compositional context:

Any system consisting of many properties evolving in parallel over time may 
be considered complex if it exhibits emergent properties. Emergent properties 
are sudden, spontaneous structural changes in a system that is out of 
equilibrium and in constant interaction with its environment. (Beyls 1991, 

p.32-33)

The idea of compositional embodiment or the creation of composition worlds using 
computers (Alsop 1999, p.90) pertains to computers as interactive facilitators for entry 
into the presence of sound in a functioning system (Roads 1985, p.43). Furthermore, 
live interactive music programming (Blackwell and Collins (2005) and Collins (2006; 
2007)) is a relatively recent venture in interactive computational compositional 
embodiment, where the programming language as an artistic activity is the part of the 
instrument/performance/composition. Such compositional embodiment is a parable of 

emergent interactions rather than prescriptive programs:
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The meaning of a conventional computer program, as far as a user is 
concerned, is just the mathematical function it evaluates. But we users are 
inside our interactive systems; we care about what continually goes on. (Milner 
2006, p. 9)

Interactive embodiment, then, is a first-person compositional experience, where the 
composer absorbs and responds in an open unmediated mode - as the extrinsic 

condition (Section 4.2) epitomises. Accounting for interaction and embodiment more 
progressively, Hamman propagates music composition as interaction, where 
composition, computation, and interaction are considered highly interrelated concepts 
(Hamman 1998, p. 367). An idea also relevant to an interactive musicological 
justification:

Aren't the channels of dissemination, the institutions and social settings, the 
collective behavioural practices of musicians and fans, the associated visual 
styles, the surrounding media discourses, aren't these all parts of a multiple text 
- an interactive network of semantic and evaluative operations (Middleton 
2000, p. 8)

Prescriptive computer music strategies are part of a rationalist abstraction, and can 
therefore be projective, closed, and rigid, in the manner:

There are rules to be followed. They tell you exactly what to do. No creativity. 
No fun. One small mistake and the answer will be wrong. (Eck 1996, p. 1)

However, the interactive perspective views music as the empirical act, the emergent 

performance moment, and compositional experience:

[M]usic is an event centered on the real-time production of sound; music is not 
an abstraction, such as a score, transcription, or recording. (Borgo 2006, p. 5)
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7.1.4 The Interaction Problem in Computer Music

Prescriptive music programs and emergent interactive music differ in impetus. 
Prescriptive music programs, defined in advance, represent a theoretical approach, but 
nevertheless compel practice, i.e. the musical usefulness of prescribing programs for 

MDCs enables computer music applications and straightforward practice. In contrast, 
interactive music is driven by the practice of computer music making and real world 

compositional interaction rather than theoretical predefinition. Prescriptive approaches 
to computer music seek manifestation of the known as activity which can be 
formalised in advance, whereas interaction concerns unknown phenomena which can 
emerge during computational music making. Thus, computer oriented composition is 
either infixed in rules as prescribed instructions or embodied in interactive phenomena 
which cannot easily be defined around the notion of rules or be sufficiently prescribed.

Interactive music concerns continually advancing technology toward more 
sophisticated interactive compositional outcomes. Prescriptive programming often 
comprises a foundation for interactive computing but generally computer music 
computing strategies incorporate components of both prescriptive programs and 
emergent interactions. Components of strategies, then, might be viewed on a spectrum 
from prescription to emergence, as Roads (1996, p. 844) similarly indicates with "total 
automation versus interactive computation" (as discussed in Section 2.3.2). However, 
the Interaction Problem occurs when prescriptive components are used to facilitate 
interactive needs (as ICA transduction and ICA generality as solutions illustrate). 
Potentially the Interaction Problem might be present in computer music, but 
verification is in general problematical because of the subjective basis of computer 
music. Prescriptive programs may be used to facilitate emergent interactions in 
computer music, but the models that result, regardless of technical merit, are valid 

within given musical contexts and compositional needs.

Chapter 2 describes needs of interactive music around real-time, parallel, modifiable, 
and unpredictable faculties. Thus far this chapter considers these needs through a 

portrayal of emergent interactive computer music in contrast to prescriptive computer 
music programs. In relation to the outcome of the examination of ICA in the previous
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chapter, interactive compositional imperatives around the environment may be 

relevant to ICA transduction (Section 6.1) which concerns the interactive facilitation 

of unmediated embodiment with the environment using a real-time and parallel 
representation. Additionally, ICA generality (Section 6.2) may be prospective in 

facilitating modifiability and unpredictability in interactive music. Following a brief 

overview of the applicability of ICA to interactive music in general, the remainder of 

this chapter focuses on these issues by analysing a computer music strategy which 

epitomises occurrences of the Interaction Problem, and outlining a potential ICA 

alternative which avoids the Interaction Problem.

In relation to interactive music, the notion of generality in environmental problem 

solving with ICA (and conforming to the intrinsic condition) is applicable to the 

unpredictable and modifiable properties (as needs) of interactive music. General 

environmental problem solving means that solutions are generated and modified in 

real-time, based on unpredictable occurrences in the environment. This may be useful 

as a general paradigm for interactive music which can require flexibility (and thus 

modifiability) in responding to the composer's real-time needs.

Experimental musical forms and structures are frequently utilised in interactive music, 

often requiring a specific set of representational needs as, for example, Laske's (1989) 

dissatisfaction of classical representational formats (as Section 2.2.2 discusses). The 

alleviation of classical sequential 'left-to-right' notational forms for representing 

music may be realised via an emergent interactive hierarchical and sequential 

representation scheme. Some alternative transduction and real-time parallel 

representation strategies are outlined in the subsequent section, and via the generative 

scheme of ICA such representations could be generated in real-time in accordance 

with environmental information and the composer's needs. This may be more broadly 

associative with the need to accommodate surprises during interactive composing as 

Hamman (1999) explicates, as generally applicable to Di Scipio's (2003) 'structural 

coupling' so that emergent outcomes during composition in an environment can 

correspond to the ongoing make-up of a system not explicitly formalised beforehand 

(Section 2.3.1 reviews these ideas).
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Generative modifiable properties of ICA are also applicable to the Interconnected 
Musical Network (IMN) rationalisation of group composer and machine interactive 
performance. With IMNs, interactive music needs are described around sharing and 
shaping others' music in real-time (Weinburg 2003), corresponding to modifiability of 
interactive music objects generally (as Section 2.3.2 outlines). Rather than 
characterising the modification of others' music through a distributed network in 
terms of "actual manipulation" or "electronic manipulation" (Weinberg 2005, p. 23), 

ICA transduction permits an interactive environmental perspective of distributed 
manipulation of music. This might also enable modifiability around 'natural' (or 
transducing) environmental interactions in terms of interactive music objects. 
Furthermore, ICA generality (if presented in a hypothetical musical context) 
particularly corresponds to the definition of interactive music systems as "those whose 
behaviour changes in response to musical input" (Rowe 1993, p. 1), which recognises 
the significance of system modification from the environment.

The applicability of ICA to interactive music may also be considered through the 
observation of interactive music as a lutherie (instrument construction) activity as well 
as a performance and compositional endeavour (Jorda 2005) (as Section 2.3.1 
reviews) in respect of the need for developing virtual instruments which reflect and 
balance changing compositional imperatives. ICA is also a dualistic activity 
comparable to this view of interactive music, representing a melding of instrument 
construction and compositional components: the development of solutions (generative 
scheme) concerning unpredictable modifiable properties of the environment; and the 
application of solutions (causal scheme) concerning real-time parallel environmental 
transduction. The ICA strategy is perhaps more applicable to continuous ongoing 
balance between instrument construction and composing practice as Bown et al. 
(2009, p. 191) describe as an extension ofJorda's two-stage process. As an interactive 
music system, the balancing of machine and composer interaction with ICA concerns 
function in accordance with the extrinsic and intrinsic conditions, an issue more 
generally dependant on exposure to the environment and motivational initiations. 

However, this is moreover an empirical issue requiring development, experiment, and 

analysis of ICA.
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ICA incorporates transduction, general problem solving, and is structurally relevant to 
interactive music objects. ICA might be applicable to computer music where 
computing is parallel, real-time, modifiable, unpredictable, and generally dependant 
on the environmental interaction with composers and other agents. In this respect, ICA 
might be useful in the act of music making with environmentally embodied agents, 
composition seeking exclusion of restrictive rules, and general experimental music, 
among other motivations and methodologies pertaining to interaction in computer 
music, as this Chapter generally considers around 'emergent interactive computer 
music'. This includes avoidance of formal processes and predefined procedures, as 
generalised in the following quotations, respectively:

Music is not dependent on logical constructs unverified by physical experience. 
[...] Music cannot be confused with (or reduced to) a formalized discipline: 
even if music actually uses knowledge and tools coming from formalized 
disciplines, formalization does not play a foundational role in regard to musical 
processes. (Vaggione 2001, p. 54)

Personally, for my conceptions, I need an entirely new medium of expression: 
a sound-producing machine (not a sound-reproducing one). Varese E (1936)

The former quotation corresponds to the mechanisms of ICA transduction as causal 
elements make for an unmediated connection with the external world, and are not 
exclusively contrived via a symbolic rationalisation. The latter relates to ICA 
generality as new expressive mediums should harness emergent information from the 
environment, whereas a prescribed machine, limited to its internal predefinition, 

merely 'reproduces' sound.

7.2 Avoiding the Interaction Problem in a Virtual Society of Music 

Agents

This section examines the Interaction Problem through Miranda's Mimetic Model 
(Miranda 1999), and offers examples of potential ICA solutions. The Mimetic Model 
concerns the evolution of repertoire in a virtual society of music agents, but 
incorporates prescriptive programs rather than emergent interactive strategies, despite
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aiming for the latter in approach. The Mimetic Model seeks the avoidance of 
Interaction Problem characteristics, although the Symbol Grounding Problem and 
Frame Problem are not explicitly specified. The avoidance of the Interaction Problem 
with ICA concerns conforming to the extrinsic and intrinsic conditions, which this 
section considers in turn. However, the theoretical ICA examples which are employed 
cannot fully account for the intricacies that would be expected of an actual functioning 
generative agent. ICA is empirically (or environmentally) orientated, and so not well- 
suited to theoretical rationalisation in advance.

7.2.1 Miranda's Mimetic Model

Earlier work on CAMUS (Cellular Automata MUSic) (Miranda 1993) presents 
impetus for the Mimetic Model. CAMUS incorporates the cellular automation Game 
of Life (Gardner 1970), a grid-based simulation of life wherein cells represent agents, 
coordinate space is the environment, and an algorithm dictates the birth, survival, and 
death of agents. CAMUS maps Game of Life grid values to musical parameters 
processed along with another cellular automation and user input. The outcome is an 
interactive system which generates musical materials during composition. The 
simplicity of sonifying agent and environmental interactions in CAMUS paves the 
way for more sophisticated models which generate musical materials using 
simulations of evolutionary social interactions.

The subsequent research of Miranda and collaborators concerns evolutionary agents, 
of which there are several ongoing forms, originally virtual (Miranda 1999; 2002a) 
and later robotic (Gimenes et al. 2007; Miranda 2008a). These varieties are 
generalised here as the Mimetic Model. The Mimetic Model is a single generation 
cultural approach to the evolution of music (Miranda 1999), which is the more 
neglected of three primary evolutionary approaches (those other being the rendering 
of extra musical behaviour and genetic algorithms) (Miranda and Todd 2003). The 
Mimetic Model is motivated by exploration of the origins of music through analysis of 

computational simulations (Miranda 1999), aiming to demonstrate that:
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[...] a small community of interactive distributed agents furnished with 
appropriate motor, auditory and cognitive skills can evolve from scratch a 
shared repertoire of melodies, or tunes, after a period of spontaneous creation, 
adjustment and memory reinforcement. (Coutinho et al. 2005, p. 86)

Mimetic agents are equipped with the following (Miranda 2002a):

• Hearing/perceptual apparatus - for extraction of sound from the environment;

• Memory device - in order to store a musical repertoire as perceptual 
representation and motor representation;

• Voice synthesiser - a scaled-down simulation of human vocal motor 
movements;

• Enacting script - providing rules for interaction and producing sound.

Interactions occur on a two-by-two basis: agent A plays a sound to agent B, and agent 
B attempts to imitate it. The society acquires a common repertoire over time using the 
following rules of the enacting script (Miranda 2002a):

• The agent-player produces a tune (at random if its memory is empty);

• The agent-imitator analyses the tune, and searches for a similar tune in its 

repertoire, and then produces it;

• The agent-player analyses this tune and compares it with its own repertoire; if 
its repertoire holds no other tune more perceptually similar it provides the 
agent-imitator with positive feedback; if the agent-player finds another tune 

that is more similar then it provides negative feedback.

• Through a process of trial and improvement guided by feedback, then, agent 
imitators acquire the perceptive representation of other agents' tunes as 

memory and adjust the motor representations to produce the tunes.
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In this way the interactions of agents lead to a shared repertoire of sound in the 
following manner:

Imitation is defined as the task of hearing a tune and activating the motor 
system to reproduce it. When we say that the agents should evolve a shared 
repertoire of tunes, we mean that the perceptual representation in the memory 
of the agents of the community should be identical, but the motor 
representation may be different. (Miranda 2003, p. 35)

Having presented an overview of the Mimetic Model, the following subsections 
examine its insufficiencies in terms of the extrinsic condition and the intrinsic 
condition. The consideration of the extrinsic condition offers examples of potential 
ICA alternatives, while the analysis of the intrinsic condition concerns a discussion of 
a potential future evolutionary ICA music society.

7.2.2 Conforming to the Extrinsic Condition

The Mimetic Model employs a simulated artificial environment, and so avoids Frame 
Problem (FP) related issues as scripted information is presented to the mimetic agents 
rather than sensory information from an actual dynamic environment with emergent 
properties. The FP, a component of the Interaction Problem concerns the tractabiliry 
of objects in the environment over time, and so while a simplification of the 
environment permits a workable virtual music society model, simplifying does not 
deal with the core issues of the environment and the FP required of a thorough study 

of societal music.

In AI oversimplification is often criticised with use of the term "toy problem" 
(Morgenstern 1996, p. 102). Agents should be able to deal with new environmental 
information in order to develop and emerge if the empirical research goals concern an 

evaluation in relation to evolutionary music. Mimetic agents do not conform to the 
extrinsic condition because their environment is a predefined simulation and the 

agents are programmed with information about it. Despite use of the agent- 

environment approach and the inclusion of apparatus for sensing and enacting in
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mimetic agents, the Mimetic Model does not sufficiently tackle core agent 
environment problems including the extrinsic condition. Indeed, in mimetic agents 
'sensor', 'motor', and 'environment' are symbolic constructs for basic interactions 
between variables (Miranda 2008a, p. 25). Figure 7.2.2a (based on Miranda 2002) 
depicts this interplay between an agent player and agent imitator.

Melody
storage

(environment)

Figure 7.2.2a Interaction between environmental variables and agents in the Mimetic Model

The melody storage is a space limited to the assignment of numerical values by the 
agents. Agents do not connect to a real environment, but merely engage directly with 
this shared storage space. This presents a simulation of the social transactions which 
may occur through the environment, but does not capture the emergent and complex 
properties of the real environment, in which music transactions occur and are subject 
to change. Furthermore, as the enacting script provides the agent with knowledge of 
how to behave during interactions (Miranda 2004, p. 150), access to the shared 
melody storage is confined to sequential access of each agent in turn. By contrast, in 
the real environment sources of information are real-time events which are actuated by 
many interacting events in time. As mimetic agents share access to a set of variables 
as a simulation of the environment, mimetic agents are also controlled by the enacting 
script which globally prescribes the interactions between all components of the model.

While a basic simulation of the environment is applied, the Mimetic Model does not 
deal with the environment in a meaningful way. The significance of the environment
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is weakened by the direct coupling of agents (via a set of variables) and the global 
control of agent to environment interactions. Since agents have sensory components 
coupled to other agents' motor components the environment is not a meaningful part 
of the model. Furthermore, global control of the whole process negates independence 
of each of the agent and environmental objects, rationalising a view that all the agents 
are simply parts of a unified system. This is a particular occurrence of the more 
general FP, and also a general problem in evolutionary music which concerns both the 
environment and the agent:

A significant challenge for designers of evolutionary music systems is to 

adequately represent a musical world in which to evolve. This is a problem 

common to artificial intelligence and artificial life researchers, which they 

commonly call the "frame" problem, describing how much of the context to 

represent such that the computational world is sufficiently comprehensive to 

enable relevant decisions to be made, but not so complex as to be unworkable. 

(Brown 2002, p. 30)

Rather than using a simplified simulation of the environment as depicted in Figure 
7.2.2a, ICA enables a strategy for integration with the actual environment, which 
could be harnessed for musical purposes. In Figure 7.2.2b, ICAs connect with musical 
materials via transduction, while the ICAs and musical materials exist in the 
environment. (In Figure 7.2.2b causal elements and transduction are simplified; 
Sections 5.2 and 6.1 describe the faculties in more detail.) Furthermore, two ICAs are 
depicted but, in contrast to the Mimetic Model where dialogue involves two agents 
communicating sequentially, the quantity of ICAs which can be engaged in 
simultaneous dialogue is potentially unrestricted.
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Environment 

Musical Material

'OQ0 Motor
WO|^W elements

Figure 7.2.2b Interaction between ICAs and environmental musical materials

The Mimetic Model employs a direct connection of agents through access to shared 
symbols (as environment), and so transduction is not utilised because the agents are 
programmed with specific routines which interact with the shared (environment) 
symbols. Transduction is a key faculty as it enables relations between actual 
environmental phenomena and computing agents. Without transduction, agents are 
limited to computing interaction with preset designated symbol constructs and not 
with various arbitrary kinds of environmental information. ICA transduction enables 
connection to myriad kinds of information sources in the environment, and as ICA is 
designed to interact with the real environment it has the potential to capture real 
dynamic evolving societal music mediums. This includes, but is not limited to: sound; 
notational scores; audio recordings; compositional methodologies; extramusical 
phenomena; gestural communications; musical instruments; human composers; and 
computer music agents. All of which could be represented using the same generic 
transducing hierarchical and sequential causal scheme.

While ICA representation emerges during interaction with the environment (and so is 
dependant on arbitrary occurrences of the environment rather than prior definition) 
some examples of potential representations can be outlined in order to illustrate how 
needs of interactive music could be facilitated (drawing on real-time parallel 
properties of interactive music, Section 2.2). The hierarchically and temporally 
oriented causal scheme could be used to capture basic music representations (Figure 

7.2.2c).
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Sensory frequencies^ 
(e.g. fundamental 
and harmonics)

Intermediate 
objects (e.g. time 
envelopes)

Musical object 
(e.g. a note)

Figure 7.2.2c Example of representation of musical parameters

Figure 7.2.2c illustrates a sensory representation exemplar. The concept 'Musical 
object' represented by a causal element would become activated through activation of 
its constituent causal elements, which are likewise activated by the environment 
through the process of transduction. In the arbitrary example, a musical object 
comprises patterns of time envelopes, which in turn connect to patterns of frequencies, 
and so the activation of causal element 'Musical object' signifies the presence of the 
particular musical referent in the environment via transduction. The development of 
representations of tonal phenomena such as this would occur following repeated 
exposure to the occurrences of sounds in the environment through the generative 
scheme (the subsequent subsection considers these generative aspects in terms of the 
intrinsic condition). A hierarchy of three layers is presented for simplicity, although a 
transducing hierarchy of greater depth and breath would likely emerge in a real world 
ICA. Additionally, the representational abstractions are arbitrary, as hierarchical 
connective causal element structures may be generally useful in expressing musical 
information. Music is by and large hierarchically orientated (Lerdahl and Jackendoff 
1993), from micro structures of pitch, timbre, to particles of sound, and from macro 
structure of form, key, melodies, to whole pieces of music.
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Additionally, sensory structures could be applied with sequential connections 
(sequential causation (Section 5.2.2)) to motor representations, as Figure 7.2.2d 
exemplifies. Thus, motor elements upon activation, activates a motor which sounds in 
the environment, while connecting links between sensory elements and motor 
elements represent a causal relation between the representation of performing a sound 
and the representational feedback of that sound from the environment.

Figure 7.2.2d Motor representation with sequential connection

The examples of sensory and motor music representation strategies illustrated thus far 
can be further extended using sequential causation connections in order to facilitate 

musical representations over time, for example, melodies (Figure 7.2.2e).
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Environment

Figure 7.2.2e Potential representation of melody

The sounding of B, C#, and D# in sequence in the environment activates causal 
element 'Melody 1' via sensory layer transduction (the transduction is simplified in 
Figure 7.2.2e). Additionally, through activation from the motivational scheme, causal 
element 'Melody 1', representing the melodic sequence, B, C#, and D#, activates its 
sequential connecting links, sounding the melody in the environment. (The example of 
a melody here is composed of three notes for diagrammatic simplicity). Rather than 
facilitating each representation as separate structures, sequential causal connections 
may also facilitate various basic reusable music representations (e.g. key signatures, 
motifs, and harmonies) in order to sufficiently store musical information. The same 
music representations could then be reused in order to represent many music 
memories using superimposed networks. For example, Figure 7.2.2f depicts two 
melodic representations (designated by differently coloured links) by linking to the 
same sensory and motor resources in a different order.
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Environment

Performance, 
of B

Figure 7.2.2f Representation of more than one melody using shared causal elements

The idea of melodies, general motifs, or musical ideas being represented using 
sequential causation offers potential for experimentation and refinement. Sequential 

causation presents an agent approach to representational relationships in computer 

music, in relation to exploration of causality with Petri nets (Section 2.1) and 

descriptions of metamorphosis in music (Section 7.1.3). In particular, relationships 

between representations of motifs can be presented causally. In Figure 7.2.2g, for 

example, causal element 'Motif C' represents the effect of causal elements 'Motif A' 

and 'Motif B'. The representations are connected by causal relations representing an 
environmentally acquired association between often occurring musical themes.

Environment

Figure 7.2.2g Sequential causation between musical ideas.
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All causal elements in ICA function in real-time: a causal element operates in parallel 

with other causal elements and the occurrences of their referents in the environment. 

In relation to the overview of real-time and parallelism as properties of interactive 

music in Chapter 2, ICA offers a platform for many potentials. Harmony and 

counterpoint representations on an MDC, for example, are often merely simulative 

because actual harmony and counterpoint occurs either in the environment as audio 

events in parallel, or represented using the parallel processing activity of the brain. 

(MDCs store and process information sequentially, and so Parallelism is simulated 

using fast iterative processing, as Section 3.3.3 discusses.) Real-time distributed 

causal elements of ICA offer a straightforward means for representation of harmony. 

Figure 7.2.2h presents an example of representational parallelism, using the OR gate 

syntax (Section 5.2.2) to signify that the C to G and the D# to A# intervals are 

analogously classified as perfect fifths.

Environment

Perfect fifth

Figure 7.2.2h Representation of harmony

Parallelism between the agent and the environment and a representation of 

environmental parallelism are related issues in terms of ICA representation. ICA 

transduction facilitates direct interaction of the parallel occurrences in the 

environment and ICA. Furthermore, interactive music composers require real-tirne 

feedback during composition and performance activities in particular, and so real-time 

interactive music programs (on MDCs) routinely refer to a system clock in order to 

conduct processes and output in real-time. Real-time performance of ICA occurs
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differently by interacting with environmental objects via transduction. Figure 7.2.21 

sketches an example of ICA interactive performance with real-time dynamic 

interfacing between auxiliary but interdependent environmental events in a social 
musical context.

In this example, during an ICA performance of sound, a modulation of key signature 

is externally requested (via a peer agent gesture), and so through transduction the 

requested event activates causal element 'Perfect fifth', which through sequential links 

is connected with the motor elements necessary for the modulation of key. This 

illustrates that environmental events, via transduction, could directly modify the 

performance of sound, but the particular perfect fifth that ICA chooses is dependant 

on how each choice is previously rewarded by the environment (which includes 

peers).

The example also indicates that ICA motivational structures can be prescribed, and 

indeed, it may be more compositionally practical to predefine compositional needs 

rather than leaving result wholly to emergent processes. (The subsequent subsection 

considers this issue in general, as a matter which concerns the generation of 

representation and the intrinsic condition.)

Environment
/ Request of 
Vkey change

Figure 7.2.2i Modification of performance from the environment
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By way of transduction the environment itself acts as a clock in relation to ICA. Not 

requiring timed programmed events, parallel transducing causal elements enable direct 
reactions to environmental occurrences. As a transduction facility, ICA is 

synchronised with the environment. Real-time performance is not merely a 

programmed feature during certain instances, but necessarily occurs holistically, 

governing all operations over input, processing, and output. Causal elements are set in 
real-time interaction with the environment in order to compatibly function with 

environmental objects so that environmental objects can be captured via the 

generative scheme, and represented in their innate real-time capacity. (This may 
eliminate the real-time processing bottlenecks, which are discussed in Section 2.2.1.)

Transduction may be directly useful to agent tractability of temporal aspects of sound: 
real-time computer music systems are generally expected to facilitate incorporation of 

temporal sounds in the environment. In computer music the FP is generally avoided 
by designing computing tools (agents) to deal with well-defined information in the 
environment (tools developed for a particular purpose). For example, mimetic agents 
in the Mimetic Model are designed to interact only with symbolically organised 
melodies of specific lengths in the simulated environment. Mimetic agents cannot 
cope with potentially useful environmental information outside of the predetermined 
specification. However, the necessitation of real-time transduction in ICA means that 

any interacting resident forces in the environment may affect the behavioural instance 
of ICA, and so useful emergent information could be incorporated.

ICA representation permits a tractable grounded parallel distributed approach to music 

representation. Arbitrary environmental music objects are represented through a 
framework of interacting causal elements, potentially suitable for differing but 

compatible representations of music. Furthermore, a composer could specify goals 

which can be achieved through emergent representation of behaviour wholly derived 

from interaction with the environment, where myriad representations of music in the 

environment are possible (this is the focus of the subsequent subsection). ICA 

performance is not limited to certain preconceived sounds, but is more suitable to the 

evolution of sound via interaction with the environment. For example, in terms of
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motor performance, ICA could potentially evolve musical behaviour around the 
required traits of some arbitrary instrument since particular causation of behaviours 
are captured using a generic strategy, and feedback is appropriately captured via the 
described hierarchical sensing of the environment. Thus, in the case of the resultant 
sound of motor behaviour, music representation is interactively modified to suit (i.e. 
the arbitrary auditory result of some motor behaviour is recorded in the influx sensory 

hierarchy), and so music representations, causally synchronised with behavioural 
representations, could be potentially reused.

In summary, the examples that this section presents are the result of the consideration 
of the extrinsic condition in the context of musical representations toward general 
strategies for agent interaction in a music environment. The examples therefore 
accumulate ideas within the framework of embodiment in interactive computer music. 
The extrinsic condition is actually a set of technical requirements defining a form of 
agent embodiment. A musical interpretation of the extrinsic condition might concern 
the idea of blurring boundaries between the compositional tool (agent) and the 
environment, as Impett notes:

In the case of interactive music, the blurring of the boundaries between 
composition and performance, work and environment, is an essential 

characteristic. (Impett 2001, p. 118)

In terms of the technical aspects of the agents compared, mimetic agents lack 
sufficient transduction mechanisms, only employing symbolic capacities which divide 
the agents and the environment, and so disconnect internal symbols and external 
referents. Transduction, as an alternative, opens up the potential for many kinds of 
musical information via the environment, and so ICA in the context of music is more 
about the configuration of the environment as an experimental faculty, rather than the 
design of specific music representations and strategies. The limitations of the 
employed generic examples in this section are by and large a consequence of 

hypothesising and using a priori design within the interactive computing paradigm.
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7.2.3 Conforming to the Intrinsic Condition

The previous section provides examples of ICA representations, while this section 

discusses issues in a potential evolution of a society of ICAs in contrast to the 

Mimetic Model and in terms of the intrinsic condition.

The Mimetic Model approach is already concerned with characteristics of the intrinsic 

condition: mimetic agents aim to "[...] evolve from scratch a shared repertoire of 

melodies [...]" (Coutinho et al. 2005, p.86). Etymologically, the term 'from scratch' is 

based on the concept that a competitor has no advantage or handicap, a beginning 

point scratched on the ground (Onions et al. 1992). The term is often found in AI 

usually signifying 'from the beginning' or 'from nothing', but there is some obvious 

reserve in using these other terms. Furthermore, 'from scratch' is used in describing 

the SGP (and is thus relevant to the intrinsic condition), whereby a grounded agent 

should "[...] autonomously elaborate its own semantics for the symbols that it 

manipulates and do so from scratch [...]" (Taddeo and Floridi 2005, p.424).

Mimetic agents do not actually evolve from scratch or from nothing. The enacting 

script is the primary limitation, being literally scripted and programmed in advance by 

an external entity. Mimetic agents do not conform to the intrinsic condition because 

mimetic agents are provided with prior knowledge.

The enacting script provides the agent with knowledge of how to behave 

during the interactions: the agent must know what to do when another agent 

produces a tune, how to assess an imitation, when to remain quiet, and so forth. 

(Miranda 2008a, p. 150)

The enacting script, a prescriptive program, provides a fast track route to a useful 

working model, as a simplified representation of a group of cooperating music agents. 

However, such shortcuts are inadequate in permitting actual emergent behaviour - the 

rule-base paradigm of the enacting script is insufficient for capturing the interactive 

nature of emergent processes. This is a case of employing prescriptive programs to 

facilitate interaction, i.e. the Interaction Problem. Non-conformance to the intrinsic 

condition means that mimetic agents do not evolve in a meaningful way that is in
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accordance with the environment and its society. This claim is straightforward: an 
evolving musical repertoire requires evolutionary agents, and the evolution of agents, 
in turn, necessities interaction with an evolving environment, and not a scripted agent- 
to-environment dialogue strategy. Indeed, Miranda is aware of the limitations of the 
enacting script, prompting future work:

[W]e must consider that the agents should be able to evolve [...], and therefore 

the enacting script should as well. (Miranda 2002a, p. 89)

ICA conforms to the intrinsic condition, and so not associated with the problems 
(derivatives of the FP) of mimetic agents outlined. However, despite the enacting 
script being hardwired with predefined rules (i.e. incorporative of the IP), the mimetic 
agent succeeds in enabling a fast track route to a simulation of societal interactions 
and musical repertoire. If the Interaction Problem is to be avoided then ICAs cannot 
be contrived using such a fast-track format.

Whilst "[...] mimetic interaction is one of the keys to bootstrap music in our virtual 
society" (Miranda 2002b, p. 110), there is no fast track bootstrapping methodology to 
music evolution. Such bootstrapping, being predefined, does not conform to the 
intrinsic condition. As an aside, an interesting fast track strategy could involve the 
placement of ICAs in the same environment as mimetic agents in order for the ICAs 
to assimilate the mimetic agents. Providing that ICAs incorporate the physical 
sensorimotor components and are able to receive feedback from mimetic agents 
(through initiated motivational causal elements), then ICAs may feasibly evolve 
appropriate behaviour for assimilation and compatibility with mimetic agents. This 
may demonstrate, in the artificial music cultural domain, that ICA is environment and 
problem unspecific, but this does not avoid the Interaction Problem, as ICA would 
effectively function as an assimilation of prescriptive mimetic agent. Such a strategy 
would constrain ICA to the limitations of mimetic agent functionality, but it would 
also show that ICA is generic enough to be used as an arbitrary solution because it 
could evolve the functionality of a mimetic agent without predefmition of the mimetic 

agent behaviours.
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ICA is a generic agent paradigm, and so there are no particular inbuilt features, for 
example, for hearing or sounding in the environment. Input/output sensorimotor 
components must be additionally incorporated with connections to influx and efflux 
causal element structures. Likewise, motivational causal elements are generic and 
should be appropriately connected to the environment and initiated in order to 
facilitate goal-based computation. From initial function ICA contains no causal 
elements, and so its behaviour emerges through the generation and evolution of causal 
elements and relations based on interaction with the environment. ICA offers the 
advantage of Interaction Problem exemption, but is at a disadvantage to a mimetic 
agent which from birth is already equipped with its behavioural faculties. ICA 
requires ongoing interaction practice with the environment and appropriate 
motivational encoding in order to evolve functionality which might resemble that of 
the mimetic agent.

A strategic initialisation of the motivational goals of each ICA in a society could 
enable a system of peer feedback (developed through the generative scheme) 
providing an initiative toward the evolution of such a shared set of societal values 
analogous to the intention of the enacting script. However, it is the environment which 
plays the primary role in providing values which are accommodated by an ICA 
society. For example, the enacting script of the Mimetic Model imposes the sequential 
music interaction of agents as a shared value of the society (i.e. each agent takes turns 
in performance); whereas sequential music interaction would only become a shared 
value of a society of ICAs if the environment is incapable of parallel music 
interactions. Additionally, this is not to say that motivational impetus or compositional 
needs cannot be prescribed in ICA if necessary, or even that ICA is a wholly emergent 
mechanism (as Section 6.2.3 examines, prescription is a necessary component of the 
computing spectrum). Figure 7.2.3a sketches the core components of a society of 

ICAs.
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Figure 7.2.3a ICA and core schemes in the context of a virtual music society

The proposal here concerns the avoidance of a preconceived value system (a shared 
set of standards) for agent interaction by declaring goals which may lead to the 
evolution of societal values for interaction, and so conform to the intrinsic condition. 
Corresponding to the intrinsic condition, but without directly referring to the Symbol 
Grounding Problem (SGP), Miranda outlines brittle computer music strategies which 
are symptomatic of the Interaction Problem:

The great majority of Artificial Intelligence-based systems for generating 
musical compositions are either hard-wired to compose in a certain style or are 
able to learn how to imitate a style by looking at patterns in a bulk of training 
examples. Such systems are therefore good for imitating composers or well- 
established musical styles, such as medieval, baroque or even jazz. Conversely, 
issues such as whether computers can create new kinds of compositions are 
much harder to deal with, because in such cases the computer should neither be 
embedded with particular models at the outset nor learn from carefully selected 

examples. (Miranda 2008a, p. 143)

Conforming to the intrinsic condition, then, although not in name, is already part of 
the planned future goals of the Mimetic Model, to the end of avoiding issues of 

rigidity in agent music modelling:
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However, instead of manually programming these machines with prescribed 

rules for generating music, we aim at programming them with the ability of 

developing these rules autonomously, dynamically and interactively. (Miranda 

2008a, p. 143)

ICA represents a solution to the problems that Miranda is interpreting, as it facilitates 
the emergent generation of solutions to generic environmental problems. ICA may 
offer a greater degree of flexibility in interactive music systems, where, for example, 

arbitrary musical styles could be acquired socially through its generic method of 
interaction with the environment. Cope's recombinant music with Experiments in 

Musical Intelligence (EMI) offers some ideas about generic evolution of style and 

repertoire which may be useful as a basis for a tangible means for musical interaction 
and a foundation for evolutionary music theory or improving repertoire in a virtual 
society.

EMI is a computer-assisted composition tool originally presented in Cope (1987), 

although more complete descriptions are provided in Cope (1992; 1996; 2006). EMI is 
a consequence of Cope's requirement for a program which produces music in his own 
style as a solution to composer's block (Cope 1996, p. vii). As such, EMI utilises a 
generic approach which imitates other composer's styles (primarily classical 

composers) in order to obtain objective applicability to Cope's personal style (Cope 
2001, p. 93). However, it is the generic aspect of EMI that receives more attention, 
and it is generality which is of interest to a consideration of agent and societal 

evolution (or improvement) of repertoire.

EMI incorporates pattern matching (among other strategies) over corpuses of music in 
order to capture melodic and harmonic 'signatures' (often occurring patterns) which 

represent composers' style. Signatures are utilised in a recombinant fashion to 

generate new musical works. Cope defines recombinacy as "a method for producing 

new music by recombining extant music into logical new successions" (Cope 2000, 

p.20); Hofstadter (2001, p.44) provides a terse alternative: "(1) chop up; (2) 
reassemble". Such a development of stylistic repertoire is also analogous to an 

evolutionary approach to music, i.e. sexual selection (Miller 2001) and genetic 

mutation (Biles 1994).
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EMI has its own Interaction Problem characteristics being a vast expert system of 

prescribed rules, and Cope continually upgrades EMI with the addition of more rules 

and sub-systems. Nevertheless, recombinacy of music offers an interesting proposition 

in terms of ICA, as both strategies concern the harnessing of information through 

external entities. In EMI the works of other composers are captured, while ICA 

genetically harnesses information from the environment. ICA could be used to capture 

repertoire and stylistic traits if exposed to musical materials in the environment and 

programmed with suitable motivational goals. Cope's theory of recombinacy could be 

examined in a society of autonomous agents in interaction with the environment, 

rather than the EMI approach of coupling a predefined computing tool with a human 

interpreter (adjusting EMI variables during computing) to process repertoire.

The causal scheme of ICA, a form of real-time pattern association, corresponds to the 

pattern matching component of EMI, while the generative scheme of ICA captures 

environmental interaction and produces new patterns. If ICA is exposed to musical 

materials in the environment it could develop a repertoire of music patterns in, for 

example, the representational formats that the previous subsection outlines. The 

generative scheme could capture patterns of music information, and evolve the 

repertoire over time in accordance with ongoing exposure to music information. 

Motifs or disparate sections of musical materials could be stored as hierarchical 

causation, while inferred relationships can be stored sequentially. Furthermore, 

representation of repertoire can be sequentially coupled with representation of 

performance of repertoire using motor elements (as outlined in Figure 7.2.2e, in the 

previous subsection).

ICA equipped with a corpus of patterns absorbed from musical information in the 

environment, and the potential faculties to replay the materials is a starting point 

toward the aim of recombinacy of repertoire. Recombinacy in terms of ICA may be 

defined as the development of responses to music materials from the environment by 

reassembling music patterns previously stored in the repertoire. Unlike ICA, EMI is 

not intended to be an autonomous agent within a social environment, and so EMI 

recombination involves the use of a human in order to guide and choose appropriate
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musical materials. A design of a recombinacy strategy with ICA, then, particularly 
concerns the examination of value systems for choosing and appraising musical 
responses.

The issue of a value system suitable for a societal agent leads to many strands for 
research, while methodologies for guiding ICAs toward social music interaction 
concerns enquiry of the social evolution of (recombinant) music. Some immediate 
questions arise: What musical motivations could aid evolution of a sound repertoire 
and why would a group of agents need to interact? However, this represents basic 
enquiry in evolutionary music around: "What is the purpose of music? Under what 
conditions did it evolve? What types of selection pressures led to the evolution of 
human musical capacity?" (Brown et al. 2001, p. 11).

A thorough examination of these questions is out of the scope of this dissertation. The 
aim here is merely in outlining and to a limited extent exemplifying potential 
strategies for societal music simulations, while conforming to the intrinsic condition, 
and so extending Miranda's Mimetic Model toward a simulation of a virtual society of 
music agents. In short, a value system for recombining music in ICA might employ 
the appropriate initiation of motivational goals, where (1.) solutions to goals can be 
rewarded and reinforced over time by other agents through the environment, and (2.) 
new strategies for recombinacy can be harnessed from the environment. Figure 7.2.3b 
presents an overview of these core schemes.
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Figure 7.2.3b Reinforcing behaviour through feedback from the environment

In this way, in relation to the evolution of a value system for social interaction, a given 
strategy for recombination is rewarded via stimulation of motivational elements as 
feedback from peer agents, and so a socially approved recombination strategy can be 
reinforced, while a disapproved strategy is weakened. This core approach could be 
augmented with a graded appraisal system accumulating the level of approval of all 

peer agents.

The issue of harnessing new strategies from the environment for the purposes of 
recombinacy can only be speculative at this stage, and evokes foundational questions 
around evolutionary music (corresponding to those outlined above), in particular: 
what kind of environmental information might be useful to a recombinacy strategy, 
and how could it be applied to recombination of music? As mentioned, EMI requires 
human intervention in choosing recombination strategies, while, for example, 
utilisation of randomised materials for recombinacy in ICA would not necessarily 
serve the improvement of repertoire as based on societal and environmental 

interactions of music agents.

In ICA general environmental information can be represented and manipulated via 
hierarchical and sequential causation, which, as a representation of extramusical
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phenomena, may be applicable to the recombination of music. Extramusical 
generative strategies are often utilised in computer music, where aspects of the 

environment are employed as musical materials or applied to some sonification 

strategy. Structural variables of extramusical representations could be mapped to 

materials useful to the recombination of musical information. For example, Chadabe's 
view of interaction through 'complexity' corresponding to emergent dynamical 

behaviours exhibited in the environment (as discussed in Section 7.1.2), seems 

suitable to hierarchical sequential emergent representations of the environment.

ICA design challenges lie in the AI realm, particularly in terms of exposing ICA to 

sufficient musical material and enabling useful motivational means (effectively 

initiating motivational causal elements) for stimulating group music interaction and 

the evolution or variation of musical materials. A future ICA evolutionary music 

research project requires some initial design enquiry: What physical sensorimotor 

tools should ICA employ? To what aspects of the environment should ICA be 

exposed? What schemes can be devised as incentive for ICAs to interact? What will 

constitute repertoire? How will the outcome of music evolution ICA be assessed? 

There are no simple answers to the adaptive significance of music. However, the 

examples provided in this chapter signify that ICA poses a generic interactive 

paradigm for evolutionary music agent strategies. ICA is incorporative of transduction 

which aids unmediated interaction between the environment and agent (and thus 

between other agents), and harnesses emerging phenomena of the environment 

enabling generative evolving problem solving.

This section outlines ideas and issues of a potential future evolutionary music agent, 

where the Mimetic Model, recombinacy, and ICA could be combined as a starting 

point towards the modelling of a society of music agents which generate a shared 

repertoire of musical material from scratch without the Interaction Problem. Such a 

methodology may be useful in facilitating computer music composition without 

dependence on predefined rules, and without incorporating randomness, and thus 

exemplifying the use of emergent interactions rather than prescriptive programs.
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7.3 Conclusions

Interactive music is an area of continually evolving ideas, and so ongoing technical 
improvements are required for its facilitation. This primarily includes an enhancement 
of the interaction between the machine, environment, and composer. The Interaction 
Problem may be present in computer music strategies which employ prescriptive 
programs for the purpose of emergent interactions. Prescriptive music programs 
cannot deal with the environment as effectively as emergent interactive computing 
and so may not meet the entirety of interactive needs that composers require of 
computers. Interactive computer music ideologies may be better realised and have 
more potential to flourish on an agent platform devised to capture emergent 
interactions (including real-time, parallel, modifiable, unpredictable functionalities). 
However, computer music compositional strategies are subjective, and so it is difficult 
to verify the extent of the Interaction Problem in computer music. In many cases 
composers are content with the compositional mechanisms that they have developed. 
This chapter addresses this issue, then, by focusing on the Interaction Problem in the 
Mimetic Model, and proposing ICA as a paradigmatic agent-orientated solution.

Using the Mimetic Model as a guideline, ICAs as music agents could comprise an 
artificial musical society in order to develop a shared repertoire of musical materials 
from scratch, conforming to the extrinsic and intrinsic conditions, and thus avoiding 
the Interaction Problem. Furthermore, ICA might be used as a general paradigm 
towards meeting some general technical, environmental, and interactive compositional 
needs. The critique of the Mimetic Model, however, should not devalue it as a useful 
exemplification of a functional musical society, or the compositional needs that it 
satisfies. The analysis merely utilises the Mimetic Model as an example of a 
prescriptive program attempting to facilitate emergent interaction. There are many 
computer music and AI systems employing prescription with variants of the 
Interaction Problem. The FP and SGP continually recur, which is not surprising since 
the problems are treated as matters around the computational philosophy of mind, and 

not general AI and computer music.
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This chapter has led to example of evolutionary music, where the research outcomes 
represent potentials, but also new challenges and topical problems for future research. 
The examples of ICA representation that this chapter employs are limited in their 
expression of ICA as an emergent paradigm interconnected with the environment and 
thus dependant on it. While ICA is posed for the utilisation of emergence with 
environment, this is necessarily delimited by the paradigmatic aspects of ICA, where 
in design many of its elements are prescribed. It is merely particular environmental 
specifics which emerge (primarily the causal element structures), and not the generic 
aspects (the generative scheme is particularly prescribed). The proposal of ICA 
represents the non-specification of problems and solutions, and this is a challenge to 
communicate using predefined examples and a static medium. These limitations are 
symptoms of hypothesising within the interactive computing paradigm.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

This dissertation supports the claim that prescriptive programs cannot reasonably 
facilitate interactive music and interactive AI, and describes the suitability of an 
alternative agent approach. In the main, the concepts of ICA transduction, ICA 
generality, and the portrayal of emergent interactions support this claim. This chapter 
evaluates research outcomes with the various interrelated strands of interaction that 
the dissertation examines, and finally considers the implementation and improvement 

of Interactive Causal Agent (ICA) for future work.
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8.1 Interactive Interconnections

This section examines the interconnections of interaction in computing, AI, and 
computer music, with focus on research outcomes in conjunction with the research 
questions outlined in Section 1.2 (summarised at the beginning of each of the 
following subsections).

8.1.1 Interactive Music Objects

(1) Providing an account of properties of interactive music for a comparison with 

interactive computation.

A primary outcome of this research is the extrapolation of a new structure of 
interactive music, which permits a framework for analysis of interactive music with 
interactive computing. In general, interactive music begins in intention, where a 
composer(s) undertakes methodological decisions about the nature of interaction 
which should unfold, forming a framework for engagement of composer(s) and 
computational device(s), involving:

• The quality and quantity of computational device(s) and human composer(s) 

involved;

• The amount of time the compositional project will take, and the location(s) 

where processes will unfold;

• The strategies for interaction between computational device(s) and human 

composer(s).

An interactive music methodology can involve: generative or assistive computational 
tools; live improvisation with an ensemble of computational devices as in-line chains, 
or as an interactive engagement of musicians and/or computational devices through an 

interconnected musical network; and strategies facilitating streams of interactive
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modification of representations of music, or sources as generative streams of 

interaction. A compositional work might unfold in minutes at a personal computer 

music studio, or transcend months in collaboration with other musicians. Furthermore, 

a work may make use of various locations, such as practice rooms, outdoors, 
mastering studios, or utilise the Internet.

Methodologies for interaction with music, then, are general and only epitomised by 

the term 'interactive music'. Interactive music objects are likewise generic, 

concerning the organisation of structural high-level aspects of interaction, capturing a 

framework of real-time, parallel, unpredictable, modifiable instances. A particular 

interactive music methodology dictates how interactive music objects are incorporated 

and balanced, and can signify how compositional intentions are construed.

Interactive methodologies may range from real-time strategies to non-real-time 

strategies. Even though this dissertation focuses on the faculty of real-time as a core 

property of interaction, this should not signify that compositions which develop over 

longer periods are not interactive or do not include real-time components. In utilising 

a (reasonable) compositional methodology without time restrictions (i.e. 
compositionally oriented rather than performance oriented) more control may be 

deliberated, and the balance of unpredictability and modifiability may be adjusted to 
this end. While Miranda's Mimetic Model is associated with real-time (performance 

oriented), Cope's EMI, for example, involves Grafting over longer periods 

(compositionally oriented, but not excluding possible real-time practices therein). (See 

Jacob (1996) for the relational compositional dichotomy of inspiration and Grafting.) 

However, both systems require interactive transactions occurring in real world time. 

The concept of time underlies many of the core issues in this dissertation, and in 

particular, the disparity between prescriptive programs and emergent interactions 

concerns the way that environmental time is rationalised.

An interactive music object encompasses an abstractive dominical mass of interaction, 

an idea respecting that "[systematic Aristotelian taxonomy of interactive music 

systems with finite well defined hierarchical categories seems hard to achieve [...]" 

(Jorda 2005, p. 78). Thus, interactive music objects are perhaps best exemplified
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through compositional accounts. The following appraisal of composition with the 

GROOVE system (Mathews and Miller 1970) includes annotation (in bold type) in 

order to highlight the interactive music objects qualifiers:

Because I could hear the music played while computation was in progress 

[real-time], I could choose which musical decisions I wanted to make 

[modifiability], leaving the rest to follow logic I had coded [...]. For example, I 

could set the probability that a certain pitch would be played on strong beats at 

zero percent, at 100 percent, or anywhere in between [unpredictability], by 

turning a knob while listening to the music evolve [parallelism]; or I could 

throw a switch to change over to an entirely different set of rules. (Laurie 

Spiegel, quoted in Ames (1987, p. 179))

8.1.2 Interactive Computation

(2) Portraying computing as emergent interactions.

(3) Defining a novel interactive agent strategy.

(4) Illustrating transduction and general problem solving and providing a comparison 

with other agent strategies.

ICA is an agent strategy which extends Wegner's interactive computation. Wegner's 

interactive computation concerns Modem Digital Computers (MDCs), whereas ICA is 

not suited to MDCs, since its interactive computing processes are highly parallel and 

transducing, as the pebbles-pond problem illustrates. Wegner's interactive 

computation is problematical since it is not provably distinct from algorithms and 

Turing Machines as claimed. This dissertation merely follows the interactive 

computing paradigm as a useful approach to computing with the environment, and so 

Wegner's dichotomy of computation from algorithms to interaction is updated. The 

concepts of prescriptive programs and emergent interactions aid portrayal of a 

spectrum of computing in play, and enable illustration of the role of interactive 

computing as real world computing in practice.
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ICA being of theoretical orientation makes for presentational challenges. In particular 
ICA contains four parallel schemes which require simultaneous consideration. 
Without actual implementation, ICA requires descriptive and diagrammatic 
exemplification of function and potential results. This is compounded by the idea that 

ICA operates and harnesses information within the emergent environment. This is a 
weakness of ICA as a mechanised machine would present a stronger case. While the 
technical implications of ICA make for problems of implementation and 

formalisation, dealing with the many interpretations of interaction in the field is also 
challenging. Differing interpretations correspond to varying intentions for interaction 
found in computing, AI (particularly computationalism), and computer music. Part of 
the problem is that interaction is a broad topic, wherein conflicting notions of 
interaction are often accountable to qualitative exposition, which as formal 
explanation, are not easily disentangled. Computer music in particular involves many 
interpretations of the notion of interaction, but varying interactive ideas are also found 
in computing. For example, Turing provides useful contributions to modifiable 
intelligent computation with the environment, considering interaction as 
'interference':

In order that the machine should have a chance of finding things out for itself it 
should be allowed to roam the countryside, and the danger to the ordinary 
citizen would be serious. [...] We may say then that in so far as a man is a 
machine he is one that is subject to very much interference. In fact interference 
will be the rule rather than the exception. (Turing 1948, p. 117-118)

Prescription of programs for function in the real world often include formal 
abstraction of the environment, and so in AI this leads to systems as essentially formal 
tools for prediction of the environment. However, this dissertation examines the idea 
that the environment is not entirely predictable, and so such unpredictability should be 
built into the AI at the underlying implementational-level. This defines the Interaction 

Problem which generalises the use of prescriptive programs for facilitating emergent 
interactions. In AI, this corresponds to the Symbol Grounding Problem (SGP) and the 
Frame Problem (FP) as both concern interaction with the emergent environment. 

Barrow (1998) broadly probes such issues, citing an interesting remark:
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You can only predict things after they have happened. (Eugene lonesco in 
Barrow (1998, p. 85-86))

ICA does not occupy a constant finite space or contain mechanisms that continue in 
their own way without interference. Usurping interaction from the environment with 
modifiable generative computation, ICA becomes larger over time during 
computation. This makes for two problem solving features: real-time environment 
employed in computing, and computing which is unsuitable to predefinition. The 
generative capacity of ICA captures occurrences in the environment as they occur, and 
the pattern representations manifest as the causal scheme. Rather than rationalising 
strategies in advance of operation, the causal scheme reacts to the environment 
behaviourally through transduction. The pebbles-pond problem is a simplistic real 
world problem enabling exemplification of unpredictable computing. ICA solves the 
pebbles-pond problem, but the solution is not suited to a simulation on an MDC. ICA 
transduction and ICA generality concern real world functionality and problem solving, 
respectively.

ICA generality should not indicate that ICA is applicable to any problem. The ICA 
approach merely offers a research direction for dealing with problems emerging in the 
environment during computing in a general manner. Furthermore, ICA is a theoretical 
developing model and so some of the illustrative examples employed in this 
dissertation only sketch its function primarily for presentational purposes. The 
example of noughts and crosses in particular is incomplete and only outlines some 
representational features and partial strategies which might be employed. However, 
the illustration indicates the rudimentary methodology of ICA generality which could 
be employed in a functioning ICA and applied to other arbitrary problems.

The comparisons of ICA with other agents show how ICA represents extensions of 
other work and combines a unified strategy of referential-implementational computing 
as a neurosymbolic model. These ideas are present in Society of Mind, General 
Problem Solver, and Hierarchical Temporal Memory, but the features are fragmented 
and disparate. Through ICA transduction and generality, prescribed symbolic search is 
avoided, and emergent connectionist transducing processing is utilised, and general
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problem solving corresponds to the general environment, wherein problems initially 
occur and are ultimately solved.

While much of the examination in this dissertation is devoted to interaction as an 
emergent faculty (emergent interactions), this does not devalue computing defined in 
advance (prescriptive programs). A balanced concept of computation concerning 
emergence and prescription is recommended incorporative of the real world 
usefulness as well as formal value. This is applicable to the musical domain, as 
highlighted in the analysis of creativity:

Indeed, unpredictability is often said to be the essence of creativity. But 
unpredictability is not enough. At the heart of creativity lie constraints: the 
very opposite of unpredictability. Constraints and unpredictability, familiarity 
and surprise, are somehow combined in original thinking. (Boden 1995)

8.1.3 The Interaction Problem in AI and Computer Music

(5) Outlining interactive problems and proposing solutions in AI and computer music.

(6) Examining the applicability of interactive computing to interactive music.

Problems in the computing of interaction using prescriptive programs are generalised 
as the Interaction Problem. Particularly in the area of computationalism and AI, the 
Interaction Problem encapsulates the SGP and FP. The SGP and FP are interrelated 
through common purposes in agent interaction with the environment, corresponding to 
ICA transduction and ICA generality: the extrinsic condition concerns unmediated 
connection between symbols and referents (transduction), while the intrinsic condition 
requires that an agent evolve without external mediation and thus concerns the agent 

generation of solutions to environmental problems (generality).

The Interaction Problem, SGP, FP, and Chinese Room Argument (CRA) are 

associative with the prescription of syntactic computer programs. ICA, as an 
interactive agent strategy and a potential solution to the Interaction Problem, poses
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that cognition be interactively computable and so computationalism be extended to a 

concept of interactive computationalism. Such a rationale is already present in the 

following, where the distinctions therein can be justified by the inclusion of 
interaction with the environment in terms of causation:

A [...] possible reason for taking computationalism seriously may be that we 

have not adequately understood the properties that separate computational 

procedures specifically from causal processes generally. (Fetzer 1998, p. 380)

Consequently, duplication of the causal powers of the brain (Searle 1999, p. 116) 

might be a long-term research goal concerning a hypothesis of interactive 
computationalism. However, Searle refutes connectionism as potentially facilitative of 
brain modelling:

Any function that can be computed on a parallel machine can also be computed 

on a serial machine. [...] Parallel processing, then, does not afford a way 

around the Chinese room argument. (Searle 1990, p. 28)

Indeed, connectionist models of computation are Turing Machine compatible, and 

Searle's account is accurate in terms of computability. However, this does not 

necessarily extend to real-time parallel computing in the real world. While ICA 

transduction aids the tractability of environmental variables, it may be algorithmically 

realised (and computed using a Turing Machine). However, a simulation on an MDC, 

as a serial computing machine in the real world, may not reasonably capture the 

degree of exponential precision required. Chinese room style refutations of interactive 

computationalism, then, are insufficient since the perspective does not apply to the 

real world which concerns time-dependant events.

ICA as an interactive computing agent is presented as criteria relevant to the 

computing and AI needs of interactive music, and represents an alternative paradigm 

for AI strategies and compositional instances which cannot easily be predetermined 

and preconfigured. ICA is posed to aid the ongoing technical improvements required 

for the facilitation of emerging interactive music, which broadly includes the 

enhancement of interaction between the machine, the environment, and the composer.
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Future computer music applications could be developed using this approach without 
specification of particular music theories using computing and AI strategies which are 

susceptible to change and improvement over time. This reflects music as an emergent 

art form typified in interactive music, signifying that the prescription of computers 
and the predefmition of musical processes may impede music.

In proposing a broadly applicable paradigm there is risk of inadvertent promotion of 

complete generality. Thus, the thesis is not applicable to all instances, i.e. in all cases 

where prescriptive programs are employed in the facilitation of emergent interaction. 
As Chapter 3 concludes, differing to Wegner's view, interaction is actually a universal 

environmental concept in play over a spectrum of computing, including methods 

which might be specified as prescribed. Many computer music applications aptly 

serve their own purpose, and even if a general prescriptive music program exhibits 
characteristics of the Interaction Problem, this may not be problematic in the 
particular context.

The topic of the evolution of virtual societies of agents in computer music is highly 

interrelated with the field of AI, and so provides a suitable context for a computer 

music exemplar of 1C A. The challenge of describing the usefulness of 1C A in a virtual 

society of music agents, however, requires theoretical rationale and prior envisioning 

since ICA is currently theoretically confined. While the dichotomy of prescriptive 

programs and emergent interactions in computer music to some extent signifies the 

existence of the Interaction Problem in computer music, Section 7.2 provides evidence 

of the presence of the Interaction Problem in the Mimetic Model. The avoidance of 

the Interaction Problem in a virtual society of ICAs using the Mimetic Model as a 

framework enables discussion of ICA in the evolutionary music context and includes 

outline of numerous ICA representational potentials. ICA is prospective in this area 

and might permit the evolution of representations from scratch, but the examination 

shows that more research is required before ICA could be a viable alternative.

The theoretical content of this research is sufficient for the proposition of interactive 

computationalism, an extension of computationalism, and criteria for emergent 

interactive music as an extension of MDC agent-based computing. However, further
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analysis of computing, AI, and computer music with particular empirical emphasis is 
required in future work in order to strengthen the theories in this dissertation, but in 
the flavour of this research, these need not be isolated studies.

8.1.4 Summary of Research Outcomes

This dissertation results in some straightforward outcomes, in particular, ICA extends:

• Wegner's interactive computation;

• Minsky's Society of Mind, Newell's General Problem Solver, Hawkins' 
Hierarchical Temporal Memory, and Mayo's 'rich iconic representations';

• Miranda's Mimetic Model.

The use of Wegner's paradigm of interactive computation as an axiom enables the 
portrayal of interaction as an environmental matter which could be computationally 
harnessed. In AI this extends to the hypothesis of interactive computationalism which 
is supported by the avoidance of the Interaction Problem via an interactive computing 
strategy (ICA). Considered comparatively, ICA improves other agent designs by 
providing unified representation of memory and process and implementational and 
referential computing (causal elements). This, applied to computer music, poses the 
need for emerging music representational schemes, particularly in the area of virtual 
evolutionary music societies.

Imposing new structure on existing work is also a method of rationalising new 
knowledge. In this way, this research provides a framework of interaction through 
interactive music, interaction computing, and interactive AI. Interactive music is 
organised as discrete interactive quantifiers (interactive music objects) which grounds 
the analysis of the applicability of ICA to interactive music. Furthermore, the 
computing dichotomy of prescriptive programs and emergent interaction updates 
Wegner's problematical dichotomy while being applicable to AI and computer music.
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The dichotomy also rationalises the Interaction Problem from a computing 
perspective, enabling a restructuring and merging of the FP and SGP in AI.

This research is primarily based on the implications of ICA transduction and ICA 
generality as key abstractions of the ICA strategy. The primary claim that prescriptive 
computing cannot reasonably facilitate interactive music and AI, whereas interactive 
computing is more suitable could be further reduced to: a modern computer is an 
inappropriate tool for a simulation of ICA. Generally, this dissertation is supportive of 
this reduced claim, and poses that more research be conducted in the area of emergent 
interactive computing hardware.

8.2 Future Work: Implementation

Since ICA is a theoretical paradigm, this final discussion provides some initial tract 
for future work concerning implementation and improvement of ICA.

8.2.1 Simulation of ICA with an MDC

An MDC cannot facilitate actual implementation of ICA, being subject to time-aliased 
approximation which is a reduction of the expressivity of ICA (as discussed in Section 
6.1.2). An MDC is open to occurrences of the FP as the exponential precision of a 
parallel environment cannot be captured by a sequential processing machine. The 
potential simulation, which we can term 'ICA-MDC', perhaps also represents a 
weakened form of symbol grounding since conversion of environmental sensory 
signals are mediated using prescribed techniques for simulating actual environmental 

transduction.

A development of ICA-MDC should be particularly concerned with the characteristics 
of an MDC as a serial processor, and instead enable a simulation of real-time, parallel, 
modifiable environmental computation. An iterative kernel incorporating an array of 
pointers, representing links between causal elements might be useful. Rather than 
simulating causal elements using IF-THEN instructions in order to test activation of
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connected elements, if elements are simply represented by a quantity of pointers to 
connected elements, then activations of causal elements can be simulated by tracing 
the array (network) of pointers.

There is also the possibility of ICA simulation with an interacting simulation of a 
discrete time virtual environment. In this case the iterative kernel could incorporate 
both ICA and environment simulations, so that the environment and computation 
operate within the same passage of time. As such, fluctuation of computation due to a 
variable (and unpredictable) quantity of computations in a simulation with the 
environment is not such an issue. That is, if the quantity of computations increases 
then the simulation in relation to actual real world time merely decelerates. Although 
this will not be desirable if the reasonable limit of the MDC processing power is 
exceeded. Furthermore, this methodology would not require quantisation during 
transduction, and so would be free from the FP, but only within the limitations of the 
(toy) system.

A simulation of ICA and the environment cannot demonstrate ICA transduction, 
which concerns the conversion of the environment to computation, and not conversion 
from one discrete time environment simulation to another agent simulation. This is 
also applicable to a simulation of ICA interacting with the real environment, since the 
representation of the real environment in ICA-MDC is reduced to approximate 
quantised discrete time, effectively a digital environment. Furthermore, ICA 
generality concerns the generation of new solutions, but in an environment simulation 
there can be no new solutions, as solutions would need to be programmed into the 

environment beforehand.

Inherent incompleteness of ICA-MDC does not negate the worth of its development, 
which might be useful for a number of theoretical and practical purposes. A primary 
motivation would be substantiating ICA generality, i.e. flexibility and emergence of 
problem specification. AI systems are generally brittle in problem specification 
(corresponding to the comparisons in Section 6.3), and so ICA-MDC might 
demonstrate that many problems may be solved by the same program. For example, 
ICA could be set the task of learning to play noughts and crosses (by setting a
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motivational element with the goal of winning the game, and having ICA practice 
with a proficient noughts and crosses playing agent). Following the task of noughts 
and crosses, the same ICA machine with its noughts and crosses strategies could be 
applied to, say, the game of draughts. As hypothesis, ICA generation of strategies for 
draughts will, in some form, draw on those generated for noughts and crosses, and so 
a subsequent analysis of ICA should show that causal elements for strategies of 
noughts and crosses and draughts are interconnected.

8.2.2 Implementation in Hardware: Tract on Connection Machines

More prospective than a simulation of ICA is actual implementation in hardware 
which facilitates ICA expressivity. However, this implicates a challenging longer term 
goal necessitating:

• Real-time modifiable generative (evolving) computing hardware.

• Hardware that is flexible enough to enable generative soft connections 
between processing nodes (causal elements).

• Simultaneous function of nodes.

• Nodes which facilitate connection and transduction with the real world 
environment.

• Overt computational activity for pattern association of computation, or 
computation interconnected with the pattern association process.

• Pattern matching component in order to generate and modify nodes and 
connections over time.

• Nodes which permit two-way dataflow and code signals, i.e. exploratory 

causation.
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There is no one current technology which permits all of these requirements but there 

are prospective areas of research entailing various useful developments. These can be 
briefly discussed around connection machines. Connection machines denote computer 

hardware research spanning neural computing, cellular automata, biological 

computing, evolutionary hardware, parallel computers, and supercomputers. 

Connectionist models, in relation, are usually expressed using pencil and paper 

experiments or simulated on an MDC. However, computational hardware for the 

purpose of connectionist modelling is of interest to a potential implementation of 1C A.

The Connection Machine (Hillis 1989) (as Section 3.3.3 outlines), in particular, meets 

many of the requirements for ICA implementation: distributed distinct processing 

nodes, soft connections between nodes which can be used for generative purposes, and 

activity of nodes that is accessible and readable by another device, thus potentially 

permitting pattern association of processing activity for the generative component. 

Furthermore, processing cells are augmented with memory so dataflow is locally 

configurable and could be distributed as codes, i.e. exploratory causation.

The Connection Machine is an interesting early exemplar of computation closer to the 

needs of ICA. However, it is also representative of problems in implementing ICA 

with such machines. Even though the Connection Machine is capable of some real- 

time calculations, buses between processing elements of the Connection Machine by 

and large do not succumb to environmental time. That is, ICA requires a strategy to 

convert sensory signals from the environment which traverse or ramify the network in 

real-time, and which are not mediated by bus systems which increment time overhead. 

A potential problem, then, in implementing ICA with some parallel computing 

strategy is in stabilising interactions in real-time.

In ICA, a node should facilitate input process and output (be it a 0, 1, or an 
exploratory causation code) in a fixed time common to all nodes. The stability is 

unavoidable because representations of environmental events necessarily occur in 

real-time. The generative component incorporates this principle synchronising new 

patterns of causal elements to the network in time. Additionally, most connection
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machine technologies do not enable generation of computing nodes. However, this is 

not problematic since modifiability of connections can achieve equivalent outcome, 

i.e. the generative scheme may simply connect to a previously unused available node 
effectively 'generating' the respective node.

A number of hardware computing research strands involve connectionist, 

interconnected, or parallel architectures, which may be useful to an ICA 

implementation. Typical microprocessors now incorporate multithreading as a 

localised form of parallelism, possibly aiding instruction level parallelism (Bousias et 

al. 2006). (While modern microprocessors incorporate parallelism in pipelining and 

additional processor cores, i.e. 'implicit parallelism' (Grama et al. 2003. p. 12), code 

remains by and large effectively serial.) Furthermore, grid computation concerns 

interconnections of distributed computational devices, where 'clusters' denote 

globally distributed processing tasks interrelated effectively as a single computer. 

However, grid computing is usually more suited to coarse grained parallelism, 

whereas ICA requires fine-grained parallelism (Section 2.2.2 reviews coarse and fine 

grained parallelism).

Supercomputer simulations of neural networks often attract attention with claims of 

real-time realisation of large quantities of neurons. For example, the Blue Brain 

project, using IBM's Blue Gene extendable supercomputer, models 100,000 "highly 

complex neurons" (Markram 2006, p. 158), and de Garis' evolving neural network 

research with the MIT cellular automata supercomputer CAM (Toffoli and Margolus 

1987) aims to simulate a billion neurons as an artificial brain (Gers and de Garis 

1997). The main problem with such ventures, in terms of the respective claims, is the 

inherent simplified interpretations of actual neurons. Interestingly, neurological 

plausibility aside, causal elements are advantageously simplistic in comparison with 

the complexity and variety of real (and general artificial) neurons, and so require less 

processing resources.

Silicon chips which exploit the inherent parallelism of neural networks are an 

interesting proposition, notably, the Stanford Brains in Silicon Project (Boahen 2005). 

However, general neuro-silicon methodologies are prone to similar brittleness
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problems as Hillis' Connection Machine. The implementations concentrate on 
particular theoretical neural network paradigms which are not specifically suitable to 
ICA. Furthermore, input and output of silicon network chips are mediated (not real- 
time) limited to a relatively small quantity of channels (wires), and synaptic plasticity 
(soft connections between nodes), a general problem in the nature of silicon chips, 
remains a primary challenge (Colicos and Syed 2006).

There is the possibility of developing a tailored silicon ICA microprocessor, but this 
would require a scheme for stabilising input and output (alleviating mediation) and 
facilitation of exploratory causation codes. Indeed without necessitation of such a 
coding scheme, the ICA implementation task would be more straightforward, as 
processing nodes would equate to mere logic gates. Ventures such as Zaghloul and 
Boahen (2006), aiming to implement an artificial retina in silicon, might aid an onset 
strategy for dealing with input as parallel hardware.

Programmable Logic Devices (PLDs) facilitate an array of programmable logic gates 
on a microchip. Of interest are those which are field programmable (Field 
Programmable Gate Arrays) permitting specification of dataflow through the circuit of 
Boolean logic during runtime (Salcic and Smailagic 2000). PLDs are mainly used in 
specialist electronic devices for reconfigurable fast computation, but also enable 
implementation of artificial neural networks in hardware (Girau 2000). Indeed, Ly and 
Chow (2009, p. 73) note that general purpose microprocessors inhibit neural networks, 
outlining the higher performance of PLDs for neural network applications. Since 
PLDs enable parallel dataflow (although within the limits of particular models), logic 
gates could be used to represent causal elements, and dataflow can represent links 

between elements.

However, even though modern PLDs can incorporate an array of up to around 10 
million logic gates, parallelism is not flexible, and dependant of particular products, 
where only a given quantity can be accessed concurrently. Furthermore, input and 
output to PLDs, as with neuro-silicon chips, are limited to a relatively small number of 
connections, and the quantity of processing interconnections depends on particular 
PLD models. All of which represent obvious bottlenecks for ICA implementation.
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s arQ more prospective than a typical microprocessor, but are again relatively 

brittle in the context of ICA. Manufacture of a tailored PLD specification is a 

possibly, however, other needs, in particular, pattern association of node activity 

remain problematic, as the real-time nature of logic components of PLD are by and 
large obscured (enclosed in the chip).

In summary, implementation in hardware broadens theoretical ICA research, but 

represents a rather particular set of requirements. The respective kinds of connection 

machines pose incentives for generative, modifiable, real-time, distributed 

computation, but particular strategies are brittle to the needs of ICA - a hardware 

version of the Interaction Problem perhaps. A combination of technologies could be 

applied, but this leaves questions about combining strategies. Implementation of ICA 

is a challenge for a large scale research project, and so until the technologies are 

feasible a simulation is the most suitable option.

8.2.3 Improving ICA

ICA may be further developed through extension of its underlying AI strategies. This 

section discusses expansion and arbitrary tailoring of ICA around the environment, 

causal, motivational, and generative schemes.

Chapter 5 presents the environment and causal schemes rather theoretically. In 

consideration with some implementation technology, low-level causal elements, 

connected directly with the environment (Section 5.2.1), require actual connection 

with signals from the environment. As such, low-level causal elements must facilitate 

micro-time transduction (Section 6.1) of energies from the environment (for example, 

light, in dealing with visual information) to computational (electrical) signals.

Analogue to digital input devices, such as a digital video camera, could be employed, 

although such devices necessitate a loss of computational expressivity through 

quantisation, also discussed in Section 6.1. It is therefore recommended that analogue 

transduction input devices are employed, with appropriate low-level causal element 

connectivity. Furthermore, while causal elements as discrete devices (in terms of 0/1
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states, and not time) enable straightforward presentation in Chapter 5, ICA might be 

more expressive if its causal elements are continuous analogue devices.

If continuous causal elements could capture a continuous causal activity, efflux causal 

elements as motor behaviour, for example, could dynamically (continuously) react to 

changing influx causal elements. For example, one might envisage continuous 

correlation between sensory input and motor output in the act of driving a car, where a 

driver continuously and dynamically adjusts behaviour according to fluctuation in the 

road and other conditions. Consequently, analogue continuous causal elements pose 

re-examination of the generative scheme, which is more straightforward if dealing 

with discrete devices. This research avenue broadens research to analogue (neuronal) 
computing (Siegelmann 2003).

Causal elements, as continuous devices, could capture biasing in the style of artificial 

neural networks (and remain expressive of Boolean logic, as Towell (1991) 

exemplifies). Furthermore, interaction with neuroscience might enable more powerful 

models of causal element architecture. As discussed in Section 4.1.2, unified localist 

neurosymbolic integration is granted some evidence of plausibility as the 

Grandmother cell. Additionally, compartmentalising substructures of groups of causal 

elements might lend to interaction with cognitive theories, and improvements to the 

causal and environmental schemes, particularly, can be evaluated in terms of the 

Chinese Room Argument, extending the research here.

The motivational scheme utilises the ICA causal element architecture in an 

unorthodox way compared to general artificial neural networks and connectionist 

strategies. Exploratory causation traverses the network bidirectionally as coded 

signals, drawing on previous experience and testing possible future behaviours in 

order to predict the most useful behaviours. Interestingly, such is a form of goal based 

reasoning with search, the latter of which is a strand of research associative of 

symbolic rather than interactive AI. Chapter 5 presents the motivational scheme rather 

genetically, thus development of the (programming) detail requires analysis 

incorporating connectionism and symbolic search.
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The generative scheme analyses causal element architecture using pattern association 
in order to generate hierarchical environment representation and causation between 

objects. The pattern association strategy is unspecified in Section 5.4, thus some 
scheme must be chosen or developed. As with symbolic search and goal-based 

reasoning, pattern association is an entire subfield of AI. Employment of another ICA 

for the scheme, or at least, a separate causal element architecture system, might be 

interesting, enabling an evolving pattern association strategy (although not necessary). 

The generation of influx causal elements (representation of the environment as it 

already exists) is straightforward, but generation of efflux causal elements in order to 

represent behaviour is more problematic, where an entirely stochastic strategy might 
be seen as brute force.

Envisaged most simply, the generative scheme generates one causal element at a time 
in order to permit its respective testing and modification. However, it might be found 

that patterns of behaviour (and generally patterns of the environment) have universal 

commonalities in substructure groups, analogous to chaotic environment systems 

which turn up outcomes of self similarity. If such common patterns are identified, they 
may then be applied in the generation of efflux causal element structures: common 

patterns of causal elements could be generated (rather than one element at a time), and 

then arbitrarily modified over time in the particular behavioural context.

Finally, the improvement and extension of ICA schemes should consider all of the 

schemes as a complete model, and the balancing of prescription and emergence, as 

discussed in Section 3.3. Furthermore, since the real world environment is a highly 

complex domain and ICA is necessarily interrelated with environmental concepts, 

theoretical predictions can only permit a certain depth of exploration. Expansion of 

strategies, then, would be aided with a working implementation or simulation for 

analysis. Likewise, the consideration of ICA in the musical domain is also dependant 

on implementation. Outside of an actual implementation, AI and music representation 

theories remain speculative and brittle, whereas an implementation or simulation may 

be analysed and tailored on the fly.
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00

In closing, the MDC exists in the now as a mechanism, but as this chapter highlights, 
a proper implementation of ICA represents a major future challenge. The opening 
passage of this dissertation portrays a broad view of computers as generic tools 
evolving in society over time, analogous to music which is also evolving, but in 
contrast to a singular computer which is often a static arbitrarily projected entity. The 
MDC has its own merits as facilitation of new kinds of theories, general and musical:

The computer has changed the potential of music theory as a tool for capturing 
composers' processes and articulating a theory of music, as distinct from their 
knowledge of historical music artefacts. (Laske 1989, p. 46)

Looking to the fiiture, emergent environmental computers might permit evolving 
theories, manifested but not requiring explicit programming. Despite the negative 
result that ICA cannot be implemented currently, this dissertation represents initial 
progress of generative self-modifiable computing towards facilitation of emergent 
interactive musical concepts.
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GLOSSARY

Glossary

AGENT

An artificial intelligence computer program or model with emphasis on interaction 

with the environment through sensors and actuators, in relation to the physical 

grounding hypothesis (p. 64).

ALGORITHM

Commonly known as a computational procedure associated with Turing Machines and 

computers, returning a solution to a problem after a finite number of steps (p. 36).

CAUSAL ELEMENT

A building block node of ICA, as a form of neurosymbolic integration, denoting an 

object in the environment (p. 84).

CAUSAL SCHEME

The ICA representational strategy capturing environmental occurrences and agent 

behaviour (p. 84).

CHINESE ROOM ARGUMENT

A thought experiment that Searle (1980) devises in order to refute computationalism 

(p. 69).
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GLOSSARY

COMPUTATIONALISM

The thesis that cognition is computable (p. 63). 

EMERGENT INTERACTIONS

The computational utilisation of unforeseen events, in contrast to prescriptive 
programs (p. 54).

EMERGENT MUSIC

The compositional outcomes which occur through interaction between the composer 
and the computer during practice, in relation to interactive music, and in contrast to 
prescriptive music (p.7).

ENVIRONMENT

The real world where computational devices (agents) exist, function, and interact 

(p.47).

ENVIRONMENTAL SCHEME

A method for dealing with the environment as hierarchical and sequential causation in 

ICA (p. 82).

EXPLORITORY CAUSATION

An ICA strategy for predicting the environment by activating network elements in 

reverse (p. 92).
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GLOSSARY

EXTRINSIC CONDITION

The requirement (with the intrinsic condition) for symbol grounding (of the Symbol 
Grounding Problem) that an agent should be embodied in the environment in order to 
connect with the referents that its internal symbols denote (p. 69).

FRAME PROBLEM (FP)

The problem of an agent dealing with change in the environment (p. 74). 

GENERATIVE SCHEME

The ICA scheme for the development of causal elements in relation to general 
occurrences in the environment, and permitting of ICA generality (p. 94).

HIERARCHICAL CAUSATION

With sequential causation comprises the causal scheme of ICA, permitting modelling 

of spatial aspects of the environment (p. 84).

IMPLEMENTATIONAL-LEVEL COMPUTING

A low-level or "physical" abstraction of computing, e.g. machine code in contrast to 

high-level programming code (p. 77).

ICA GENERALITY

A feature of ICA (abstractive of the generative scheme) concerning the autonomous 
real-time machine generation of solutions to generic environmental problems (p. 108).
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GLOSSARY

ICA TRANSDUCTION

A feature of ICA (abstractive of the causal scheme) enabling the conversion of 

environmental phenomena to computing representation (p. 103).

ICONIC REPRESENTATIONS

Mayo's theory that referential-level computing can be conducted at implementational- 

level so that symbols incorporate grounding with the environment (p. 73).

INTERACTION

The occurrence ('action') between ('inter') two or more entities, a broad topic 

comprising the environment and computation (p. 7).

INTERACTIVE CAUSAL AGENT (ICA)

The theoretical agent model developed during this research (p. 80). 

INTERACTIVE COMPUTATION

A paradigm of computation capturing the sophistication of modern digital computers 

in interaction with the environment (p. 40).

INTERACTIVE COMPUTATIONALISM

A hypothesis that cognition is interactively computable (p. 12).
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GLOSSARY

INTERACTIVE MUSIC OBJECTS

A framework of needs and mechanisms of systems and processes which facilitate 
interactive music, comprising real-time, parallel, unpredictable, modifiable properties 
(P- 15).

INTERACTION PROBLEM

Concerns the prescriptive computing of emergent interactions, including the Frame 
Problem, and the Symbol Grounding Problem (p. 78).

INTRINSIC CONDITION

A requirement (with the extrinsic condition) that the grounding of symbols (of the 
Symbol Grounding Problem) should be conducted by an autonomous agent, and 
symbols must not embody predefined semantics about the symbols it is to represent 
(p. 71).

MODERN DIGITAL COMPUTER

An everyday computer derivative of the von Neumann architecture, and also 

interactive computing (p. 38).

MOTIVATIONAL SCHEME

A goal-based ICA strategy for prediction and behaviour as reactive to environmental 

events (p. 90).

NEUROSYMBOLIC INTEGRATION (UNIFIED LOCALIST)

A strategy for synergising memory and process, symbolicism and connectionism, and 
referential and implementational computation (p. 68).
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GLOSSARY 

PEBBLES-POND PROBLEM

A thought experiment which shows that a modern digital computer can be a weak 
facilitator of interaction with the environment (p. 100).

PHYSICAL GROUNDING HYPOTHESIS

An empirical approach to artificial intelligence with emphasis on the agent, 
interaction, and the environment, in contrast to the symbol system hypothesis (p. 65).

PRESCRIPTIVE MUSIC

Concerning musical processes defined in advance of practice (p. 5). 

PRESCRIPTIVE PROGRAMS

The prior definition of a computing process, in contrast to emergent interactions 

(P-52).

SEQUENTIAL CAUSATION

With hierarchical causation, comprises the causal scheme of ICA, permitting 

modelling of temporal events in the environment (p. 87).

SYMBOL GROUNDING PROBLEM

An approach toward solving the Chinese Room Argument concerning the autonomous 

agent connection of symbols with denoted objects in the environment (p. 69).

SYMBOL SYSTEM HYPOTHESIS

An approach to artificial intelligence posing that intelligence can be modelled in terms 

of planned symbols, in contrast to the physical grounding hypothesis (p. 65).
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GLOSSARY

TRANSDUCTION

The conversion of real-world energies to computing faculties; see 1CA transduction.

TURING MACHINE

A theoretical device capturing a formal account of computation, described in Turing 

(1937) (p. 37).

Z CONDITION

A specification of requirements for solving the symbol grounding problem, 

particularly those concerning agent autonomy (p. 71).
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